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Local District Was Hard Hit By Tuesday

Night’s Storm
Division Superintendent H. P.
Blodgett of the Central Maine
power Co., said Wednesday mornjiig that several) local power lines
were out of order and one of the
two transmission lines from Au
gusta to Glen Cove was out, as a
result of heavy southerly storm,
with rain, which started Tuesday
night. Most of the interruption of
service was due to breaking down
of wires by heavy limbs blown
from trees, all over the section.
Thomas C. Stone, manager of
the Belfast-Rockland district of
the New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co., reported that eight
toll circuits and approximately 200
local lines were out of order, rep
resenting between four and five
hundred subscribers’ telephones
A large part of the failure was due
to moisture driven into cables and
drop-wires by the heavy wind, al
though some lines were down be
cause of flying tree limbs and1 in
some sections a few poles weTe
down.
All available men worked to re
store service as quickly as possible.
This was the most extensive inter
ruption of power, light and tele
phone service since the sleet storm

About 30 feet of Rockland Fuel
Co., wharf was torn away* by heavy
seas early Wednesday morning,
and a neon sign at Naum & Adams
store was dislodged from its
brackets.

A Quiz Program
Soon To Be Presented By
Rotary Club—Miss
Steele Today

‘

Miss Eliza J. Steele, R. N., Pub
lic Health Nurse, will speak upon
her work at the Rotary Club meeting at the Thorndike Hotel Friday
at 12.15 p. m. The Rotary Infor
mation Committee is preparing a
quiz program to be presented in
the near future.
,
Two thousand Rotary Clubs re
port that: 970 local defense coun
cils are headed by Rotarians; 6901
Rotarians serve their local coun
cils as staff officers; 21,295 Rotarians have taken, or are taking,
the training courses recommended
by O.C D., as air raid wardens, aux
iliary police, fire watchers, etc.;
4059 Rotarians have donated to the
local blood banks; 4743 Rotarians
have left their regular vocations to
accept lull1 time war work; 3674
Rotarians have appeared as guest
speakers before other organizations
for purpose of disseminating fac
tual information about the war ef
fort; 894 Clubs have offered' their
corporate services and man power
to local defense councils, and 290
Clubs have sponsored meetings to
educate the public as to various
phases of the war effort.

of March, 1940.
The steam lighter Sophia of the
Snow’ Marine fleet, which was at
Rockland Fuel wharf, drifted on
to the beach to the north of the
wharf, little damage resulting.
Tanker Gulfoil broke most of
her holding lines and guard rails
were ripped off; Alden Stanley’s
Gertrude II, dragged its mooring
ar.d was boarded and moved just
before it reached the stone em
bankment at the public landing;
Texoil, tanker broke aw’ay from
Underwood wharf, damaging guard
The fruit of the SSpirit is love,
rails, and Rockland Gulf, broke joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness
away from Ramsdell wharf and goodness, faith, meekness, temper
will be repaired at Camden.
ance: against such there is no law.

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
Tlie Victory Fund Committee faces an
heroic task when it seeks to raise $9,000.000,000 in three weeks through the sale of
government securities. The war is costing
us now about $6,000,000,000 a month. After
the stiffest tax levies in our history, and the ever increasing sale
of war savings bonds and stamps, the gove’nment is faced
with a huge deficit. This must and will be made up through
borrowing from the citizens of this country. They are asked
to lend it and in return will receive interest fair frem every
angle, a security backed by the credit of the strongest nation
in the world.
The principal issue now offered is the Victory 2*£ percent
bond carrying interest coupons, which can be cashed every
sx months. The bonds mature in 26 years, although the gov
ernment reserves the right to redeem them in 21 years. They
have a ready and open market at all times. The Victory 2’is
can be tLsed for collateral on bank loans. Those Vctory 2'fcs
are by no means a “rich man’s investment.” They are avail
able in denominations as low as $600. They are in
every way comparable to the Liberty Loan bonds of 25 years
ago, although they have a longer maturity which makes them
more attractive to tiie average investor.

RAISING
NINE
BILLIONS

With traffic running so heavily to railroad trains and buses it is not surprising
that the Maine Central Railroad s coming
into a measure of its old time prosperity.
Take the month of October, for instance.
The Maine Central’s net income over and above its fixed
charges was $218,489, compared with the net income of $69,273
reported by the road in October, 1941, before the lack of gas
and tires began to drive travelers: back to the steam rail
road method of transportation. Profits cannot fail to show
an increasing up-turn, for which nobody should begrudge the
corporation which was so sadly down on its luck only a few
years ago.

The public is following with avid interest the progress of the inquest which is
being held in connection with the Cocoanut Grove disaster, and fully approves the
likelihood that those responsible for the less
of so many lives will receive their just desserts. It is hoped,
however, that this will be no temporary flurry, forgotten after
nine days by all except those who lost relatives through the
catastrophe. Now seems to be the psychological time to bring
about a reform in methods and laws throughout the coun
try. Do not let the tragic lesson go for naught.
NOW’S THE
PROPER
TIME

The Rumford Falls Times is being
widely congratulated upon moving into it*
new quarters. Extending an invitation to
visitors, the editor says: “We believe that
your home town newspaper now has one
of the finest printing establishments in the State.” And may
we be permitted to add that the establishment has one of
the best weekly newspapers in the State.

TOP RANKING

CBS

Benito Mussolini has at last made one
really remarkable contribution to the history of his age. Wednesday afternoon he
announced, more plainly than one can re
member any statesman having done in mod
ern times, the total bankruptcy of his regime and the defeat
ITALY
IS IN A
DILEMMA

PROGRAMS

of the great nation which was so reckless as to submit itself to

his meretricious leadership. After Mussolini's latest forensic
effort, cautiously made from the safe bombpreof of his puppet
Parliament chamber, with press and people rigorously ex
cluded, ohe can say with reasonable confidence that Italy ls
out of this war.
Italian airmen, soldiers and sailors will no doubt con
tinue to fight bravely, as they have done in the past, since
they, like their country, have been entrapped by this in
credible mountebank. But there is nothing left at the head.
The leader has proclaimed himself in a state of total collapse;
there is a vacuum in command, and Italy is finished as a seri
ous factor in the affairs of peoples until such a time as she
can shake herself free of this blight and resume her place as
one of the great heritors of Western civilization.
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RADIO READER’S DIGEST
Sundays 9.00 P. M.
Featuring CONRAD NAGEL
Sponsored by Campbell Soup Co.
5000 Watts
Day and
Night
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System

Fish Landings
Arrivals of mixed fish since
Nov. 23 has been comparatively
light, owing to weather conditions.
Fares received) at the O'Hara plant

FRUIT BASKETS
Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits
and Beverages
NAUM & ADAMS

MFtf

since that date were: Cynthia,
Capt. Ira Tupper, 8000 pounds,
Carlansul. Capt. Carl Reed, 1000
pounds; Dorothy M., Capt. Clar
ence Bennett, 14.000 pounds; Salj vadore,
of
Gloucester,
37,000
pounds; Austin W., of Gloucester,
100 pounds, and Fordham, Capt.
Reuben
Doughty, Jr.,
30.000
pounds.
The only arrivals at
Feyler’s during that period were
those of the Helen Mae, I. Capt.
Robert Anderson, two trips, total! ing 7003 pounds haddock.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

ATTENTION!
Residents of the Town of Owl’s Head are invited to
attend a meeting at

TOWN HALL, OWL’S HEAD
FRIDAY NIGHT, DEC. 4—at 7.30
John M. Pomeroy, County Co-ordinator, will be
present to explain Dim-out Regulations
Eino J. Anderson, Town Co-ordinator.

SIX MORE SALVAGE TUGS

MINSTRELS

Watts Hall, Thomaston

Friday Evening, December 11
110-111

110-1V

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 110.

The Black Cat

Camden Shipyard
It never rains but it pours. It j
rained plenty hard in the Camden
shipyard Wednesday morning, and
down out of the sky came Naval
contracts for the construction of
six 165-foot salvage tugs, in addition
to the six already being built there.
The keels will be laid just as soon
as enough ways are clear
The next launching will take
place Monday at 10.45. when an
other A.P.C. boat will go over

board—seventh of that type to bt*
launched this year. The boat will
be christened by June O. Labbie.
daughter of the office manager of
the Bureau of Ships at Bath.
Boats building, or to be built in
the Camden shipyard, under the
existing program, mean $10,000.007
worth of work for that concern.
There are 11 craft on the stocks
at the present moment and more
than 800 on the payroll.

Much On His Shoulders

The Senior Play
“June Mad” Will Be Pre
sented Dec. 10-11 At
High School

If they ever pass out an award
to the business man in Rockland
there will be none to gainsay that
the title belongs to the man pic
tured above—Morris B. Perry. His
private business affairs have as
sumed such broad proportions as
to stamp him a captain of indus
try, and they have demanded his
attention from early morning until
late at night.
Enough work to occupy one
man’s attention, everybody will
agree, but matters of civic welfare
— patriotic welfare — long ago
caught up with him, and in this
war, as was the case in the first
World War made extraordinary de
mands upon his time, patience and
ability. Today finds him chair
man of the Price and Rationing
Board—a task so tremendous and
so exacting, with a maximum of
demands, and a minimum of
thanks—that nobody’ can possibly
envy him. The government and
the public should be thankful that
such a man can be found.

Rockland Lions
Chief Engineer Russell Cites
Lessons of Boston’s Fire
Horror
When Chief Engineer Van E Rus
sell appeared as guest speaker be
fore the Rockland Lions Club there
was nothing about his appearance
to indicate that he had been out on
13 fire calls since the previous morn
ing. The tireless official who di
rects that important branch of city
affairs might just have come out of
the bandbox, as the old saying
goes.
Talking on the subject of ‘‘Fire
Prevention," Chief Russell’s thoughts
naturally reverted to the Cocoanut
Grove disaster.
"Providing more and safe.* exits
is not going to be the answer to
such tragedies,” he said, “for there
are other and greater dangers—
carbon monoxide, or worse. Inhal
ation of these is sufficent to cause
death.”
Urging the need of better fire in
spection he declared that there will
be no such thing in the future as
putting up new buildings in any old
way. “Are we going ahead with the
reforms now or wait until some
thing else happens? I can show
you plenty of places where the con
ditions are faulty.”
Chief Russell told of a forthcom-

The Senior Class play, "June
Mad.” a three-act comedy, was
chosen for its sparkle, its vitality,
and artistic excellence.
Florence Ryerson and Colin
Clements, authors of “June Mad"
are one of tlie well known writing
teams of the world. Since their
marriage in 1927, they have turned
out many short stories, plays and
novels, all of which have been a
success. Florence Ryerson, as a
matter of fact, was the only wom
an who had anything to do with
the successful production of “The
Wizard of Oz.”
Remember how you enjoyed
yourself at the Junior Class Play
“What A Life” last year? Well,
bear in mind that this play is by
the same piaaa, and' many of the
players who were in “What a Life!”
are also in this one. The princi
pal's lovely assistant portrayed by
Virginia Foster becomes Julie
Harris.
Do you recall that sober,
unsmiling detective (Barrett Jor
dan*? He is in it as well as Bar
bara Wood, who was depicted as
one of the fussy old maid school
teachers.
Henryi Aldrich’s girl friend (Dottie Havener) in this play becomes
Penny Wood, and the motherly
Mrs. Aldrich (Alice Cross) again
portrays the mother of Penny.
Playing opposite Dottie Havener is
Robert Coffey in the role of
Chuck Harris. There are also
some new comers to the stage that
are doing very well in their parts,
and, as this is a Senior Class Play
it would be well to say that also
in the play is Dennis Trask, a
Freshman.
The usher cast for this play to
be presented at the R.H.S. Audi
torium Thursday and Friday, Dec.
10-11 at 8.15 comprises: Head
usher, Louise Smith; assistants,
Dorothy Tibbetts and Kay Black
man; ushers: Alice Pinkerton,
Mary Ramsdell, Lois Lindsey, Dor
othy Sylvester, Margaret Winslow,
Marjorie Wiggin. Violette Gerrish,
Arlene Bartlett, Madelyn Mc
Conchie, Bertha Coombs.

ing demonstration of fire chemistry
and added that $12,800 worth of
property had been saved with the
use of salvage equipment, most ol
which had been donated.
The speaker said that the Fire
Department had answered 270 local
calls this year, mainly chimney
fires; and that it had made 19 trips
within a radius of 22 miles.
“We are going to have seven
pumps in this city,” said Chief Rus
sell, “but the thing that handicaps
us most is the lack of manpower.
The Department has such a small
number of available and capable
men that we would be glad to train
auxiliary firemen.”
Lawrence J. Danderieau presided
over Wednesday's meeting in the
absence of King Lion Ralph P.
Conant—who was present.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Lacking gas and tires—and the
automobile itself—Robert Webster
and I trudged Sunday oyer four
miles of local highway re-visiting
the scenes of my boyhood. The
walk took us through Lindsey
Grove, or that portion of it which
is negotiable, walking due north
from my old home on Limeroek
street. Instead of going straight
through the grove we landed on
Beech street, and I missed seeing
those big trees where I used to
gather beechnuts a good many
years ago. While the region was
known to several generations as
“Lindsey Grove,” it really consisted
of three groves, under ownership of
John S. Coburn, David Winslow
and George S. Lindsey. Mr. Wins
low sold his part—the middle sec
tion—to the real estate concern of
Walker <fc Rose, and the late
Charles A. Rose built the fine resi
dence now owned and occupied by
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton.

Men’s Service Club
Methods Discussed For Help*
ing the “Boys” During the
Holidays

There was a good attendance at
the meeting of the heads of “com
mittees and the Senior and Junior
hostesses of the Rockland Men’s
Service Club, called by Mrs.
Charles Emery. Many things were
talked over and ideas for coming
The club learned with much events and improvements were
pleasure of the accession of a new
member—Willis R. Vinal, the popu suggested.
Arrangements wil be made for
lar Register of Probate.
any boys wishing gift parcels for
home folks to be wrapped at the
service room.
Margery Mills will have charge
of making up packages of maga
zines to be placed aboard boats off
“Teddy,” 4-year-old Brown and White Beagle
on sea duty. Anyone having late
Hound of State Trooper H. L. Mitchell, dropped from

sight here Sunday afternoon.

FREE

SERVICE

IP YOU ARE BUYING WAR BONDS, AND HAVE NO
SAFE PLACE TO KEEP THEM WE OFFER YOU.
FREE OF CHARGE. OUR FACILITIES FOR

SAFEKEEPING OF YOUR WAR BOND
Before making out your shopping l^t,
mas, ask us for further information about
WAR BONDS

R«id™i I........j
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GENEROUS REWARD

GIRL CLERK

DANCE

For his return or for information leading to his re
covery. “Teddy” is loved as a member of the family

WANTED

5

At The Armory, Spring St.
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Admission 40c, including Ux
Servicemen Half Price, incl. tax
Dancing 9 to 1
PROCEEDS FOR CIGARETTES
TO BOYS OVERSEAS
109-110

by the Mitchell clan.
Please write or phone information to—

STATE TROOPER H. L MITCHELL
387 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND. ME.
Phone Rockland 555. or State Police Barracks,
Thomaston 222

A correspondent writes: “I can
plainly remember the great gale in
which the Portland was lost, but
was too young to remember the
date. I have heard some of the
older people say it was the night
of Nov. 27, but now I hear it said
it. was Nov. 29. Will some one set
me right on this date?"
The gale began on the night of
Nov. 27, and lasted through the
following day.

Mrs. E. W. Peaslee- is an ardent
Red Cross worker, and she was
very proud of the Red Cross
sweater she had knit. So proud,
that while she was on the way to
deliver it yesterday she stepped
into the “Ford Clenaers” on Limelock street to exhibit it. And
then, with the sweater over her
arm, she proceeded to the Greg
ory clothing store. “What in the
world have you got there?” in
quired a friend. "Oh! let me show
you,” said she, and then, to her
great dismay she took from her
arm what proved to be only the
neck of the treasured sweater.
The rest had become unravelled
between the Ford Cleaners and
Gregory’s.

numbers may put them to this
good work.
The incoming hostesses are
asked to be especially careful
about arriving at the rooms on
time, and to watch the papers for
their day of serving. AU these
things help to keep everything
working smoothly.
Cards will be printed and given
to the Junior hostesses to be pre
sented to the hostess in charge
each evening.
With the coming of cold weather
the rooms are kept busy and the
boys seem to take an interest in
all that is being done for them.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The lom of these
tastee ls a loss of happiness—Charlea
Darwin.
O WORLD

O world, thou choosest not the better
part!

MOTOR CORPS
ROCKLAND UNIT
SATURDAY. DEC

summons, with the same result.
Nobody answered the subsequent
rings. If it’s the work of jokers,
quoth the Doctor, let ’em have
their fun. Tlie wind died down
and the ringing ceased. The mis
creant was the gale itself.

Our walk took us, also to the
new observation post on Middle
Street Hill, where Arthur E.
Saunders was maintaining a lone
but faithful vigil. And then by a
dint of climbing wire fences we
made our way across “The Look
out,” finding there little or no
change since the days when we
kids played injun there, and
scalped the entire white popula
tion. Gfreat days those were, but
to me it was a very unfamiliar
Limeroek street down which we
came. In my boyhood days I knew
every resident of that long and
One year ago: Republicans re
crooked thoroughfare.
As one elected Mayor Edward R. Veazie
should who was bom there.
by 202 majority and carried five
of the seven wards—Dr. Lester B.
There were some moments dur
Bradford opened an office in his
ing Tuesday night’s storm when
residence, 50 Masonic street.—Rev.
the inmates of the Dr. James
Kent residence on Limeroek street W. F. Brown resigned from the
might have been pardoned for pastorate of the Camden Baptist
thinking it was a haunted house. Church to take special studies.—
It was the snooziest part of the Rockland High School students,
night—3 a. m., to be exact—when with Bradford Ames as ‘‘mayor”
there came a loud and insistent took charge of City Hall.—Frank
ringing of the back door bell. F. Harding was renamed recorder
Doctors’ phones have a habit of of the Municipal Court.—Fire de
ringing at such hours, so the stroyed a barn in Hope, owned by
housekeeper lost no time in going Halver Hart killing a valuable
to the door. Much to her surprise pair of horses—Among the deaths:
and chagrin there was nobody Vinalhaven, Isaac G. Calderwood,
there, or in sight. Back to bed she 72; Swans Island, James W.
went, but was haTdly there when Sprague, 54; Camden, Edgar L.
the ringing continued. This time Norton, 85; Rockport,. Charles F.
the Doctor answered the urgent Ingraham. 65.

BEAGLE HOUND LOST

8.00 o’clock

ISSUE

To Be Built Under a New Contract At the

BACK
TO THE
RAILROADS

A GOOD
PLANT,
GOOD PAPER

ON YOUR DIAL

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Friday, December 4, 1942

FRIDAY

APPLY AT

C. M. Havener’s
FRUIT A CONFECTIONERY
STORE
RANKIN BLOCK, ROCKLAND

It ls not wisdom to be only wise,
And on the inward vision close the
eyes.
But it ls wisdom to believe the heart.
Columbus found a world, and had no
chart,
one that faith deciphered ln the
skies;
To trust the soul’s invincible surmise
Was all his science and his only art.
Our knowledge Is a torch of smoky
pine

Save

That lights the pathway but one step
ahead
Across a void of mystery and dread.
Bid. then, the tender light of faith
to shine
By which alone the mortal heart la
led
Unto the thinking of the thought

divine.

—Oeorge Santayana .•
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

Jertson of Portland and Miss Inez
Dunham, formerly oft Vinalhaven.
Union, Nov. 18, John C. Pushaw
of Hope and Winnifred M. Hoche

At The High School

Teach me to do Thy will! for
Thou art my Gcd: Thy Spirit is
good; lead me into the land of up
rightness .—Psalm 143:10.

A review rrom The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

Strange phenomena of science
were displayed before the student
body and teachers, at the Senior
High assembly, Tuesday morning,
under the title of "This Mysterious
Universe.” The program was pre
sented under the auspices cf the
physics and chemistry classes,
taught by Mr. Sturtevant, head of
the science department, with Doug
las Perry as master of ceremonies.
Three chemistry students, Anson
Olds, Charles Carr and Richard
Achorn, did a series of experiments,
producing smoke and fumes. Joseph
Wilkie then appeared cn the scene
and asked for a chocolate soda.
Mr. Achorn immediately dashed a
few chemicals into a glass, which
foamed and fizzed, taking on a very
appetizing appearance. But. as Mr.
Wilkie soon discovered, appearance
is sometimes deceiving, and after
one taste he was seen to leave the
stage, leaving behind him his soda.
Mr. Olds and Mr. Carr also did
interesting experiments, changing
milk to wine, and vise versa, and
amazed their audience with blue
flames and midget explosions.
The second half of the program,
presented by the physics students,
Jason Thurston, "Bvron Keene, Os
mond Palmer and Raymond Chis
holm, was equally amazing. Mr.
Thurston, a great radio and elec
tricity enthusiast, had with him an

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917.

Author Edwarc
Coulou Craig. From The Chris
topher Publishing House, Bostcn.
A book not too large, a collec
tion of poetry and prose with
thought for the title taken from
his ending poem in the volume of
poetry. This author takes himself
The editcr of this department has | 787th School Squadron, BBK.
seriously, rather more so than in
received hts first V-mail, a Christ 933. Army Air Base, Lincoln, Ne
the general run of humans. He feels
mas message from Emilio E. Hary. braska.
deeply that happiness must be the P.E.C., 507th Army Postal Unit.
♦ ♦ » »
goal of life, and humanity should
Pvt. John M. Wyman, whose
strive for a conduct of living that
heme is in Kentucky, entered the
will bring Joy to its fullness of pos
amed services Nov. 5, and his
sibility. By a deep study of self
. present address is, Area A. Head
this idealistic result will fellow.
quarters Detachment, Reception
Edward Craig is an example of
i Center, Fort McPherson, Ga. Mr.
the oil of patience with delicate
Wyman, fermer member cf the lo
touches and with his masterly force
cal Kiwanis club, was manager of
at other times. There is good read
the Hotel Rcckland from June,
ing and deep thought in the poetry
1941 to March, 1942.
and prose in this little volume oi
• * • •
less than two hundred pages. A
Pfc. Austin Miller, Jr., of East
Waidoboro, was home from Pine
nice bed-side book, well bound and
Camp, N. Y. for a ten day fur
well printed; a Christmas gift that
would give pleasure, comfort and
lough. Pvt. Clifton Miller has been
repeated food for thought in the
transferred to South Dakota,
e • * »
poems and philosophy it holds.
Corp.
Charles
L. Bowers of
K. S. F.
Grenier Field, N. H., and Mrs.
Bowers of Brunswick, were guests
The Day Must Dawn. By Agnes
Mcnday and Tuesday at C. C.
Sligh Turnbull. Published by The
Lawrence L. Naueau
Bowers in East Waldoboro. Mr.
Macmillan Company, New Ycrk.
Pictured above is Private Law
This romance of pioneer life in rence L. Nadeau, son of William ’ and Mrs. Millard T. Mank. son
Community Bowling
Western Pennsylvania pictures the Nadeau of Rockland. He is now Kenneth cf Farmingdale and Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
L.
Mank
were
callers
hard rigors of a wilderness. Wher stationed with the U. S. Marine Snow Shipyards bowlers won over
in 1777 a high spirit of courage in Corps at Parris Island, Scuth there Monday.
Hot
Shots in an American League
• * * •'
woman with the unfailing hope Carolina.
match
at Community alleys Mon
Second Lieut. William L. Whit
they held in their philosophy, gave
• • • *
day
night,
4 to 1.
ing, former mathematics teacher at
them strength to meet sacrifice
Richard A. St. Clair, 18. of 17
Snow
’
s:
Crockett
250, Willis 296,
Rcckland High School, who was in
with bold sincerity and tenderness. Trinity street, Rockland, son of
Phillips
287,
Gatcombe
259, McKin
ducted into the service in April,
And the men of those vigorous Gecrge L. St. Clair, has completed
ney
298,
total
1390.
has just graduated from Officers’
times were invincible with hardy his basic training at the U. S. , Training School at Camp. Davis,
Hot Shots: B. Gardner 252, Goss
courage, “No surrender” being Naval Training station at Newport,
267,
Black 281, Soule 303, F. Gard
N. C. AV- Whiting, on furlough, is
their motto.
R. I., and upon returning here from visiting his""parents in Portland.
ner 272, total 1375.
When Washington was camped several days’ leave will be assigned
Texacos downed the Old Timers
• « • • ' •
at Valley Forge with scant food to advanced duty with the U. S
Kendall Hall WooSter of Rock in- the second American League
and clothing, with hope deferred Naval forces. St. Clair has been land has enlisted in the U. S. Ma match that night, 4 to 1.
and fears growing in his camp, employed in the machine shop of rines and left Nov. 20 for Parris
Texacos: A. C. McLocn, 251,
while Indians, turning to help the the Torrey Roller Bushing Works, Island, S. C.
Boardman 259, J. H. McLocn 315,
♦ » ♦ »
British baffled them—those were Bath. Enlisted in the Naval Re
Mitchell 303, Carr 271, total 1399.
serve, he hopes to become a Ma
harrowing times.
Corp. Arnold H. Nelson of Fcrt
Old Timers: French 258, R. Rich
Knox, Ky., is home on a six-days’ ardson 250, Aanastasio 263, Went
The bock is meaty with adven chinist’s Mate.
# ♦ * ♦
furlough.
ture, love and life. The story of a
worth 261, F. Richardson 295, total
• * • •
Donald
E.
Cates,
son of Mr. and
strong superior woman and her
1327.
Clarence E. Perry, son of Mr. and
dealings and relationship with Mrs. Frederick E. Cates, who has
• e o e
family and friends through the been employed at the Todd Bath Mrs. M. L. Philbrook, Union, en
Tuesday night’s results in an
hardships of pioneer years, also Shipyard in South Portland for the listed in the Army Air Force -and American League match were, Ki
love and courtship of her daugh past year, has enlisted in the Army ha’s now entered' training to be wanis 4, Postoffice 1.
ter. Everj’ page pulsing with ani Air Corps. His address is: Pvt. come an Aviation Mechanic. His
Kiwanis: Brackett 306, Leigh 229,
mated interest; standing, I believe, Donalc^p. Cates, U. S. Army, 1139T. address is Pvt. Clarence E. Perry, Cummings 262, Scarlott 280. Cock
as one of the finest Stories cf the S.S. Sp. Tr. Unit. 1C6. B.T.C., No. 9, 11097468, 600 Technical School, 280, total 1357.
Beach, Fla.
Squadron (Sp.) A_A.F.T.T.C. Bar
year, with its brilliant grasp cn the A A.F.TfT.C., Miami
Postoffice: T. Perry 266, Connel
♦ • ♦ •
rack 1222, Amarillo Field, Texas. lan 139, McPhee 285, R. Perry 274,
mind and interest in the readers'
Home on a furlough are, Pfc.
* » * •
hearts. This writer Is the author! Dcuglas Bowley of Warren, in
Raekliff 312, total 1336.
of many short stories. Her novel i training with the U. S. Army at
Everett L. Condon, 16-yefa*-ald
The C. & R. Water Co team won
“The Rolling Years” and “Re- 1
sen
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Condon
over the R. & R. Lime Co. team,
Camp Hood, Texas, and Pvt. Har
member the End"—both fine tales !
of Thcmastcn and Fairhaven, Mass, Thursday night, 4 to 1. Match be
old Overlock, U. S. Army Air Base,
—and these with “The Day Must,—,., . , . . „
has enlisted in the Naval Reserve tween Coast Guard and VanBaalen
Dawn are all about West More- !
and is stationed at Newport, R. I. was postponed on account of night
land County of Western Pennsyl
Staff Sergeant Lloyd Welling He would be pleased to hear from work at the factory of VanBaalenvania.
ton. U. S. Armj- Air Force of War friends. His address is Everett L. Heilbrun Co.
Her books are worthy and wel ren, in training at Waycross, Ga., Condon, A. S. Company 146, U. S.
Summary—Water Boys: Winslow
Naval Training Station, Newport, 261, Doak 274, Witham 244, Daniel
comed by the reader with high has been home on furlough.
R. I.
ideals and wishes for vivid litera
son 277, Simmons 237, total 1293.
• • • •
^ . ■
ture skillfully handled.
Lime Co: Nelson 256, Rcwling 266,
Alden Watts of Warren is ill at
Pvt. Linwood L. Hooper of Ten Melvin 236, Holden 256, Ripley 254,
K.’S. F.
the U. S. Navy Hospital, Ports
ant’s Harbor, who is stationed at total 1268.
mouth, N. H.
• • • •
Herbert
Smart Airport and is a
A good woman is a hidden treas
member cf the 872nd Chemical
Members cf the four women's
ure; who discovers her will do well
Address of Pvt. Elwin Starrett
Company, came Thursday and is bowling teams rolled matches at
not to boast about it
of Warren, fcr a month will be,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. the Community Alleys Wednesday
Fred E. Hooper, Martinsville. On night, the Shipbuilding girls best• ♦ • •
his way home he visited Iris brother,
the “Hello” lassies, 5 to 0, and
At the bi-weekly facutly meeting1
WilMxi Hooper, in Malden, Mass. the Mary Sylvester team winning Monday, held hi the library, with4
SMALL FARM WANTED
over the Junior Serviceroom. host- Miss NichoLs presiding, reports
• • • *
Ray Hobbs, one of the recent esses, 4 to 1.
I want to buy a Medium Sized Farm in the South
were given on professional reading i
draftees, left Wednesday afternoon
Summary—Snow’s: V. Willis 250. by Miss Hughes. Miss Brown. Mrs. I
Hope area. Would like about a 6-Room House,
for Fort Devens, Mass.
Thompson 256, Edna Willis 263. Ludwick, Miss Rackley, Mr. Smith,
and expect to pay not over $1500.
Lowell 23P>, Evelyn Willis 252, total Mrs. Strickland, MLss Wood, Mr.
126a
Dean. Miss Stahl, Miss Ludwick
Please write to—
FOR
Telephone: Connon 201, P. Staples and Mrs. Dow.
208, C. Staples 205, Murphy 209,
Tlie next meeting will be in the
WILLIAM MERRILL
Cross
225,
total
1048.
form
of an annual Christmas party,
ICTORY
327 FRONT STREET,
Sylvesterites: Sylvester 236, Dean Dec. 14.
BATH, MAINE
110-lt
• • * a
246, Kent 212, D. Richardson 28Q,
BUY
The
French
club “Entre Nous”
M.
Richardson
265,
total
1239.
UNITED STATES
Hostesses: Perry 297, Wooster 217, was recently entertained by a
BONDS * STAMPS
Merriam 217, Johnson 266, White movie cn Spain. After this the
members w’rote letters, in French,
212, total 1209.
“KEEP lrP THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT—
to Mary Wotton, who is in Florida.
A GREETING CARD MILL DO IT”
Louise Smith, Violectte Gerrish and
Grace Bowley were in charge of the
program.—Grace Bowley, club re I
PERSONALIZED
porter.
• • • •
Mr. Smith is soliciting .stihscrtp-'
tions to the Maine Teachers Mental
Hygiene
Association.
Principal
With Name Imprinted—Envelopes to Match
That's just one of the courtesies we offer our cus
Blaisdell is on the executive com
50 Folders—$1.00 one design or assorted
mittee of this association.
tomer-guests.
Autumn leaves.

CHRISTMAS FOLDERS

20 Folders—$1.25 one design only
(Mail orders 15 cents extra for postage and packing)
Also Patriotic Greeting Cards and a wide variety
of other choice folders
&

Make your selection early while stock is complete.

These are all New 1942 Folders just received.
Sample Folders on display at office only
(no samples sent by mail)
Mail Orders Will Receive Our Best Judgment

PIPES—a huge stock, aU prices. See our brand
new card of Yello-Boleu. What better gift, beauti
fully wrapped for mailing. Special, One Pound
Christmas Box of Raleigh Tobacco 89c, and $1.00

Friendship, Nov. 10. John Field 1
of Monhegan and Julia W. White :■
of Friendship.

Pipe, $,.39.
PLAYING CARDS, CHRISTMAS BOXED CAN
DIES, CIGARS, CIGARETTES.
G. I. C. FROZEN FOODS
ways

ready in

in full assortment, al

We Buy and Sell

GOOD

ORANGES

2 = 49'

GRAPEFRUIT

“I CAME HERE TO TALK FOR JOE”

Carrots

But just between you and me . ... and read
ing between the lines of his letter . . . there’s
a lot of serviceable things he’s hankering for
from Gregory’s.

iin■ jr. iN.imwietiiW mii«,w*"(m

Rccr. is

LuiAiiZJ

13C

The chilly greeting which
this season of the year is prone
to bestow upon us has not been
lacking the past lew days. Sun
day night's combination snow
and rain storm, accompanied
by freezing temperatures, has
left the ground with an icy
coating, but no snow compar
able to that which fell in
Camden and Rcckport, where
the heavily laden tins present I
a beautiful picture, B. I), 'be
fore dim-out). Today, begin
ning the last month of 1942,
will be 9 hours and 7 minutes
long. The sun ro e at 7 45 and
will set at 5 01. Have you
shopped?

Mrs. Elsa Constantine is servin
as organist at the C< ngigation..
Church While Mrs. Faith W. Bui
is ill at her home.
J. E. Stevens L in Philadelphia
attending ‘he ..
■
Grand Rcyal Arch Chapter
Pennsylvania.
Members of Golden Rod Chap
ter, O.E.S., who att' :
special
meeting of Grace Chapter, Thom
aston, Wednesday night, were Mrs
Gertrude Boody, Mr.. Belle Frost,
Miss Katherine A. Veazie, Mrs
Pauline Hutchinson, Mrs. Alice
Kaler, Mi's. Leona Whitehill, Mr
Winifred Keller, Mis Nettie Free
man, Mrs. Caroline Sleeper, Mrs
Emerson Sadler. Mr Evelyn SnowMiss Lucinda Rich, Miss Helen
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E.
Bradstreet.
Air raid wardens of Ward Three
and Ward Four will hold a meeting
tonight at 7.30 at McLain School
building.

The Green Gas Filling Station
and Community Grocery Store on
Park street, near Old Depot, known
as Bud’s Service Station. Herbert
Wood proprietor, will be operated
for the duration of the war by Mi
Wood, while Bud is with the arme.l
forces.—adv.

You may subscribe fcr any popu
lar magazine with Sherwood E
Frost, 158 North Main St., Tel.
1181-J. No better Christmas gift.
Look $2.25 until Dec. 15.
109*112
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
617 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf

NOTICE!
My office will be Closed
from Dec. 7 to Dec. 21

DR. DANA S. NEWMAN

110F114

PULLOVER SWEATER

MONEY BELT

Silverbrook Butter lB 52c
Butter Ii LB prints lb54c
Butter
lb prints
lb53c
Cheese
l835c

ARMY OR NAVY WOOL HOSE

Pnisl)ury’s«;0V,;.:i.21

BALBRIGGAN PAJAMAS
CANTEEN KIT

Phppeo FAIRMONr 9
wllOOdO CREAM Z

CIahi*
■ 10111

BILL FOLDS
MENDING KITS

DUFFLE BAGS for Army or Navy
•

iti

GREGORY’S
*N

a oz
PKGS

«cc
IJ

SUNNYriELD FAMII Y OflC
Enriched—24', Lb BAG Ou

z

2

Sim’s Lobster Co.,
Inc.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Rockland Coal Co. Wharf
TEL. 420

Cake Flour
Vk , 24c
Cake Flour
17C
Soap w^Vau 2pkgs27c
Soap Grains wsha'.e pkg 17c
Cleanser
TINS 10c

Hogs, Beef Lamb and Veal

“Scot”

C. H. RICE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Scott Tissue ’
roll7c
Scott tToilet
XT
u,^ 3rolls23s
Tiasue
4e
Waldorf Tissue
ROL

in Wool, Cotton and Rayon

106eoFtf

ROCKLAND,
MAINE

lbs

The Weather

Jane Parker Dated
<
Donuts Plain
or Sugar—DOZ
Fruit Cskc ENGLAND LOAF ,
Marvel Bread i^lb loaf

There’s a—

$6.50 to $15.00 .......
;-X”

3

PLAIN RYE
BREAD10

Uncle Sam is the world’s best manager.

LUGGAGE, from $5.00 to $25.00

Where the Tnfrhatilm Is Always Out

CUT

. . . he’s in the service, you know, and there
isn’t a thing in the world he really NEEDS, for

BEAUTIFUL ROBES

USED CARS

Der. 4—Owl's Head Citizens' nn ■
Ing for 'dim-out regulations, at Tot
hall.
Dec. 6—Plano recital bv pupils
Mrs. Louie Rogers at Universal n
vestry.
Dec.
8 — Thcmaston — Federate
Churph fair.
Dec. 9 — Camden — Knox Coui,
Poultry Improvement Ass'n meets
Grange hall.
Dec. 10-11—Rockland High Sch
Senior Class play.
Dec
11—Thomaston High Sch
Minstrels at Watts Hall.
Dec. 11—Warren—High School ci
act plays at Town Hall.
Dec. 12 Shukespeare Society mi
with Mrs. Harriet Frost
Dec. 19—Knox County Mlnlste-'
Association meets
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec. 29- Special election for At
derman In Ward 5

2

For civilians—

perfect condition—Strawberries,

OXTON’S

2

All designed to bring home a little closer to
Joe on Christmas day

Raspberries, Teas, 'Beans, Ktc.
MAIN ST., COR.
PARK $T.

1

CORRESPONDENCE CASES

as to Selection

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

7/

Bangor, Nov. 19. Charles Keith
facts about coffee
of Waterville and Miss Alice
RATIONING
Mack of Rockland.
William Thorndike, who joined their annual fair. Mrs. George
Coupon
No. $7 can now be
Bristol, Nov. 19, Warren L. Gam
•
redeemed
Tor coffee. Each
the Naval Reserve Force, fell from Lurvey was chairman,
age of Bristol and Lottie J. Hilt of
member of your family whose
a hammock, breaking cne cf his
John E. Doherty went to Presque
age is shown as fifteen or over
Thomaston.
arms.
I Ble to become manager of the ■
on
Ration Dook No I (Sugar
Tenant's Harbor, Nov. 17, Wil
Book) is entitled to one pound
Hyman Alperin sold, his candy American Express office,
fred A. Roberts of Rockland and
of coffee.
store on Main and Peasant streets
Mrs. Samuel Ulmer died at The
If you have more than one
Mattie G. Wall of Tenant’s Har
to his brother. Samuel Alperin.
Meadows.
• coupon to redeem . . just
bor.
remember that all coffee is
Oscar G. Bums bought the Saf- ; Capt. I. E. Archibald bought from i
Deer Isle, Nov. 10. Raymond F.
perishable. Buy coffee only as
ford-Talbot house on Middle Capt. James Burns of Friendship j
you need it
Barter and Jennie L. Smith.
street.
a naphtha launch for use on the
Friendship, Nov. 15, Alfred Orne
Thanksgiving turkey retailed 43 route between Monhegan and
of Cushing and Bertha Carter cf Eight O'clock Red Circle
Bekat
to 50 cents a pound.
j Boothbay.
Colfoo
Coffee
Friendship.
Coffee
i LB
The Jere McAuliffe Musical
Theresa (Butler) widow of A..
LB
SAUS
Bar Harbor—Clayton L. Vose of
1 LB
BAGS
Comedy
Companj
’
was
playing
at
F. Crockett died at her home on
bags
Rockland and Ethel G. Hodgkins
Park Theatre.
Camden street aged 78 years.
of Bar Harbor.
Willis Sncw bought the Albert
Sch. Frontenac, commanded by
Rockland, Nov. 24, Harold L.
Capt. William Ward, was lost in R. Marsh farm on Lake avenue.
B. Smith of South Thomaston and
Capt. Hudson G. Hall. 63. died at
passage to Buenos ^.ires.
Mildred S. Heckbert cf Rockland.
The Methodists netted $250 at his home on Middle street.
Rockland, Nov. 24, Alfred C.
Leo Domenico opened a barber
Smith
and Katherine C. Ahern.
induction coil which he himself had shop in Lilia Foudray’s block.
Camden. Nov. 21, Louis A. Dodge
Charles B. Salyer & Co. estab
made and which- was capable of
of Wenham, Mass., and Genevieve
producing 200 times as many volts lished a clothing factory in Spear
R. Cassens of Camden.
as are needed in the Electric Chair block.
Warren, Nov. 28. Benjamin L.
to electrocute a victim. With his | These births were recorded:
Davis
and Florence M. Smith.
assistants and with darkness pre- ! Rockport, Nov. 18. to Mr. and
Union.
Nov. 28, Raymond B.
vailing throughout the auditorium, i Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham, a
Pinkham
and
Sarah B. Fossett.
Mr. Thurston produced sparks three i daughter.
Rockland, Nov. 29, William H.
inches long, lighted fluorescent! Rockland, Nov. 23, to Mr. and
Knowlton
And Helen Patterson.
FRESH-4 fo
tubes by merely bringing them Mrs. David G. Hcdgkins, a son(
Hamlin'
Bowes
leased
a
room
in
i
near his apparatus, and lighted David G. Jr.
6
Ib
avg.
LB
neon bulbs through his cwn body, j Vinalhaven, Nov. 17, to Mr. Newman's block, Warren, for a 1
!
Mr. Chisholm played appropriate i and Mrs. Flavius Ames, a daugh- branch undertaking room.
FRESH NATIVE-21 TO 3>i LB mVG
Rev.
W.
H.
Dunnack
of
Mystic,
|
piano music, adding to the wierd ter.
BROILERS
i.37‘
Conn, was engaged to supply’ the
effect of it all. The program was
Vinalhaven, Nov. 19, to Mr. and
Thomaston
Methodist
Church j. FRfSH NATIVE -4 IO 5 LB AVG
concluded by a very fitting “V” for Mrs. Herbert Shields, a son.
during
the
Winter.
victory, formed by two fluorescent
CHICKENS
ib39c
Vinalhaven, Nov. 19, to M. and
Rew. William H. Lakin of
tubes. Alice Hall led tlie devotional Mrs. Orrin Boutilier. a daughter.
FRESH OR CORN'D
Buckfield accepted a call to the
exercises.—Douglas Perry’.
Rockland,
Nov.
26,
to
Dr.
and
25c
• . • «
j Congregational Church In War- , SPARE RIBS
Mrs. C. F. French, a son.
ALL
PORK
LINK
Tlirough the fine co-opera ticn cf
i ren.
Camden, Nov. 24, to Mr. and
everyone in Senior High School, the
Mrs. M. F. Taylor, 73, died in
SAUSAGE
ls35c
Mrs. A. H. Sandis, a daughter.
Junior Red Cross enrollment drive
Hope.
BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED
Rockland,
Nov.
27,
to
Mr.
and
was a 100% success, total member
The farm buildings of Almon
LAMB FOBESu21c
ship being 453 members with a Mrs. Bertie F. Smith, a daughter Jorfnson in East Warren were de
total of $17.16 for the service fund. —Dorothy.
South
Thomaston. Nov. 10, to stroyed by fire.
Those who assisted the homo room
FISH SUGGESTIONS
L. E. Williams was elected mas
Mrs. Axel Gronros of
teachers in this drive were Maxine Mr. and
ter of Moses Webster Ledge,
STEAK POLLOCK LB 1 9C
Cheyne. Mary Watkins, Mary Well Vinalhaven, a son—Sulo Axel.
F.A.M.
at
Vinalhaven.
South
Thomaston, Nov. 20. to
SHRIMP
LARGE
LB 29c
man, Sylvia Chrisofferson, Rose
WHI I E
A
reception
was
held
in
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Simpson
of
Evanski, Betty Holmes, Beverly
HALIBUT SLICED LB 3IC
Thcmaston Baptist vestry for
Regers, Charlotte Cowan. Ruth Me- j Criehaven, a son—RussellLenLB J2C
MACKEREL
Percy Montgomery, who
had
Mahon, Faith Long and Gorden i wood.
Warren, Nov. 24, to Mr. and Mrs- leached the age of 100. A delega
Wotton. The enrollment cemmittee
tion of Rockland Grand Army
Herbert
Pendleton, a daughter.
was composed cf chairman. Mary
j'i&udcL
comrades
attended.
Rockland,
Nov.
29,
to
Mr.
and
Ccnnally;
assistant
chairman,
William A. Reed of Thomaston
Elaine Poust and Virginia Witham. Mrs. Everett Starrett, a son—Rcb
dropped d^ad in Providence.
—Alice Hall, President of Red Cress ert HenryRockland, Nov. 24. to Mr. and
Council.
Camden High School won the
* * * •
Mrs. George H. Shute, a daugh Kncx County football pennant.
MEDIUM SIZE
Mrs. Robinson’s beginners’ short ter.
The players were Crawford, Rich
hand class had a shorthand spell
The marriages for this period ards, McCobb, Chandler, Wilson,
ing match Wednesday with Chris were:
(r.g.). Rich, Wilson, (r.e.), Bowley,
tine Newhall and Onni Kangas as
Portland Nov. 18, Walter C. Rob- Magee. Brewster. Taylor.
captains. Kangas’ team won.
—Doris McIntyre.
* * * *
Members cf Group I of the Girls’
Outing Club hiked to Thomaston
SIZE 80
Tuesday afternoon, delivering some
senior class play posters to tha
schools and stores there. The group
FOR
included Virginia McCaslin, Shirley
Lunt, Florence Knight, Edith Carr,
FRESH
Margaret Matthews, Maxine Skin
Beets
BUNCH 5C
ner and Delia Morrison, and was
))
captained by Mary Lou Duff.
YELLOW
—Shirley Lunt.
Onions
10ba145c
• • • •
John R. Durrell, former sub
HUBBARD
master at this school, was a recent
Squash
5 lbs 10c
visitor, with Mrs. Durrell, in town.,
NATIVE MclNTOSH
Mr. Durrell is connected with the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Com
Apples
5 lbs 25c
pany in North Adams, Mass.

Book Review
(By K. S. r.)

25 Folders—$1.25 one design or assorted

TALK OF THE TOW

of Union.
By The Pupils

Tuesday-Friday

I Ivory Soap
Duz
2 J&s 455
'GF or.
Ivory Snow
PKG Zw
'Oxydol 2 PKGS
lGE 45® mpek? 9c
flakes or A LGE y, CC
Chipso granules
z PKGS *»□
P&G Soap
I BARS 9C
ireserve < — ...it to limit quantllx.
AU price* oubject to market thanf.*.

103-tf

WE BUY
Wc sugar cure and «-nwkc your
Ilams, Shoulders and Baton

102-tf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Servioe
TELEPHONES

me or 781-1

«r 781-IX

U9-112 UMEBOCK STBERT
BOCKLAND, MB.
119-tf

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Fridav
Miss Dorothy C. Sylvester of
talk of the town Limerock
street, a Senior at Rock

land High School, was an eye wit
ness of the Cocoanut Grove dis
aster. Miss Sylvester, who has been
visiting relatives in Charlestown, in

A painting, done by the late
William P. Burpee, which excited
universal admiration during a re
cent art exhibition, was presented
to Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences through the generosity of

company with Milton Robarts of Mrs. Winnifred Fales.

FACTS ABOUT COFFEE
RATIONING
. Coupon Ko. 27 can now be
'• redeemed ior coffee. Each
member of your family whose
age is shown as fifteen or over
on Ration Dook No 1 (Sugar
Book) is entitled to one pound
of coffee.
9 If you have more than one
• • coupon to redeem . . just
remember that all coffee is
perishable Buy coffee only as
you need it

gh* O’clock
Coffee

Red Circle
Coffee

1 LB
9AGS

2b LB

2

Bokor
Coffee
1 lb
bags

2

BAGS

41c
ii

SUPER

1
rC

MARKETS

FOWL
FRESH-4 fo
6 Ib avg. LB
F-' H NATIVE- \ TO 3h LB

ER3SLERS

H NATIVE-4 IO 5 LB AVG.

39c

FRESH OR CORNED

SPARE RIBS l«25c
ALL PORK LINK

SAUSAGE

u35‘

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED

!

21c

N5 fores

SUGGESTfONS

STEAK POLLOCK
SHRIMP
LARGE
WHITE
HALIBUT SLICED
MACKEREL

B19c
29c

LB

C

LB
LB

J2C

Jljyuda,

ORANGES
MEDIUM SIZE

2

49‘

o

The Weather

mVG.

u37c

CHICKENS

Dec 4—Owl's Head—Citizens’ meettie far dim-out regulations, at Town
hall
' n,.c 6 Plano recital by pupils or
Mrs. Louie Rogers at Universalist
vestry.
Dec. 8 — Thcmaston — Federated
Church fair.
Dee 9 — Camden — Knox County
p niltry Improvement Ass’n meets at
Grange hall.
Der 10-11—Rockland High School
Senior Class play.
Dec
H—Thomaston—High School
Minstrels at Watts Hall.
Dec 11—Warren—High School cneget plays at Town Hall.
Dec 12 Shakespeare Society meets
ultli Mrs. Harriet Frost.
Dec 19—Knox County Ministerial
Association meets.
Dec. 25 -Christmas.
Dec 29 Special election for Al
derman in Ward 5.

The chilly greeting which
this season of the year is prone
to bestow upon us has not been
lacking the past few days. Sun
day night’s combination snow
and rain storm, accompanied
by freezing temperatures, has
left the ground with an icy
coating, but no snow compar
able to that which fell in
Camden and Rcckport, where
the heavily laden trees present
a beautiful picture, B. D. (be
fore dim-out). Today, begin
ning the last month of 1942,
will be 9 hours and 7 minutes
long. The sun rose at 7.45 and
set at 5 01. Have you
shopped?

8*7,

GRAPEFRUIT
SIZE 80

FOR

Mrs. Elsa Constantine is serving
a. organist at the Ccngrgational
Church while Mrs. Faith W. Berry
is ill at her home.

J. E. Stevens is in Philadelphia,
attending ’he annual convocation
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of
Pennsylvania.

Members of Golden Rod Chap
ter. O.E.S., who attended a special
meeting of Grace Chapter, Thom
aston, Wednesday night, were Mrs.
Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Belle Frost,
Miss Katherine A. Veazie, Mrs.
Pauline Hutchinson, Mrs. Alice
Kaler, Mrs. Leona Whitehill, Mrs.
Winifred Keller, Mrs. Nettie Free
man, Mrs. Caroline Sleeper, Mrs.
Emerson Sadler, Mrs. Evelyn Snow,
Miss Lucinda Rich, Miss Helen
Regers and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E.
Bradstreet.
Air raid wardens of Ward Three
and Ward Four will hold a meeting
tonight at 7.30 at McLain School
building.
The Green Gas Filling Station
Community Grocery Store on
Park street, near Old Depot, known
as Bud’s Service Station, Herbert
Wood proprietor, will be operated
for the duration of the war by Mrs.
Wocd, while Bud is with the armed
forces.—adv.

Ycu may subscribe for any popu

FRESH

Beets

BUNCH

5C

YELLOW

lar magazine with Sherwood E.
Frost, 158 North Main St., Tel.

1181-J. No better Christmas gift.
Look $2.25 until Dec. 15.
109*112

10bXI45c

Onions
HUBBARD

5 LBS 1OC

Squash
NATIVE MclNTOSH

5

Apples

'cut
Carrots

lbs

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 644,
617 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf

25c

3 <. 13c

PLAIN RYE
BREAD, 10‘

NOTICE!
My office will be Closed
from Dec. 7 to Dec. 21

DR. DANA S. NEWMAN
110F114

Phnocn

bliUCSU

SUNNYFIELD
l LB PRINTS
bench cored
COON TYPE

A

LB
LB

3 OZ
PKGS
Best" Ffour

FAIRMONT

Cheese
Pillsbury’s

2

CQC

Utf

4 CO
IU

1.21
riniir
onnyi ii lo famh V OftC
riUUI I' rjchr.l —,'4’, Lb BAG OJ,
Cake Flour
,
24'
Cake Flour YS' VV? 17C
Soap
2r,0,27e
Soap Grains
r«0 17c
Cleanser ""I!,1 3
10c
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DIED
Hall—At Glen Cove. Dec. 3. Mary E .
widow of William R. Hall age 91 years.
7 months. 10 days. Funeral Sunday
at 2 o'clock from late residence, Glen
Cove. Rev. C. A. Marstaller officiating.
Sablen—At Rockland. Dec. 3. Lean
der Sablen. age 51 years, 7 months. 22
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from
residence of Nelson Sablen, 22 Glen
St Burial ln Sea View Cemetery.
Cooper—At North Haven. Nov. 24.
Theodore E. Cooper, age 87 years, 2
months, 4 days.
Woodcock—At Thomaston. Dec. 1.
Lizzie, wife of Adelbert Woodcock, age
90 years, 11 months. Funeral Friday
at 2 o'clock from Davls funeral home.
Burial ln Village Cemetery.
Benner—At Humosa Beach, Calif..
Nov. — Kate (Webster) widow of Le
roy M. Benner, formerly of Rockland.

Tn loving memory of our dear hus
band and father, Odell F. Bowes, who
passed away Dec. 6. 1939
Out* hearts still ache with sadness
Our eyes shed many tears;
God alone knows how we miss you.
As It ends the three sad years.
Tlie happy hours we once enjoyed,
How sweet your memory still;
But death has left a loneliness
The world can never fill.
Sadly missed by his loving wife and
son.

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
with Billy Dean and His Violin

Sim’s Lobster Co.,

qec
rid

Elsie Ingersoll, both of Rockport.—by
Rev. Roy A Welker
Greenwood-Cook—At Rockland. Dec.
2. Albert Earle Greenwood of Portland
and June Plummer Cook of Rock
land.—by Rev. Roy A. Welker.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness during
our recent bereavementAlex and Thomas Wallenlus of
Union Senja Leach of Middletown.
Conn.

Silverbrook Butter ta 52 c
Butter
Vil ia54‘

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Admission 25c and 35c, tax *n£~

148-F-tf

Inc.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Rockland Coal Co. Wharf

TF.L. 420

103-tf

Springfield, Mass., and Boston.
While in Boston Saturday night,
witli two other men, he was in
close proximity to Cocoanut Grove
night club, while the fire was in
progress, but did not remain any
length of time as there was such a
press of watchers, fire fighting
equipment, police cars and am
bulances.

BINGO
TONITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away $5.W^—1 each
Door Prize SI.50
Eight Lucky Games
$30.00 in Merchandise

Big Prizes on Evening Play
110*lt

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS

THOMASTON
m
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

cmorials

Hogs, Beef Lamb and Veal

He sugar cure and smoke your
Hams. Shoulders and Bacon
C. H. RICE OO.

and $2.00 Door Prize
<5 to any winner in 9 number®
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Port

ROCKLAND, ME.

funeral home
Ambulance Serrlot

• tm-i «r m-n
U«-112 UMXBOCK

funeral HOME
Ambulance Service
• CLAREMONT ST.
■OCKLAND, ME™«• a at
662

tel.

generous reward is offered for in
formation leading to his recovery,

for “Teddy” is a family pet. In
formation may be phoned to 555,
Rockland, or to State Police Head
quarters, Thomaston 222.

Dr. Richard E. Day
Dr. Richard Ellsworth Day, of
Sunnyvale, Calif., will be the
speaker at the monthly Bible con
ference which will convene in the
First Baptist Church, on Tuesday
at 7.30 p. m.
Dr. Day has won wide renown as
the author of three religious “best
sellers,” a notable distinction for
any writer. The flrst was “The
Shadow of the Broad Brim,” a
highly interesting life of Charles
G. Spurgeon. This was followed
with “Bush Aglow,” the life of
Moody, particularly of those years
when he sought and received that
enduement of power which enabled
him to win thousands in many
large cities cn both sides of the
ocean. The third book is one of
daily readings entitled, “Filled with
the Spirit.”
Dr. Day was, for many years,
pastor of Baptist churches in the
California and Arizona area, as
well as in Toronto, Canada. He
was president of the State Con
vention of Arizona and active in
evangelistic Baptist denominational
affairs throughout his ministry. He
has been used widely in Bible con
ference wcrk from coast to coast, as
well as in evangelism.
This Bible Conference is held
under the joint auspices of inter
ested churches of this area and of
the New England Fellowship, of
Boston. The public is invited.

Pine Cone Troop, Girl Scouts,
met Wednesday afternoon at Ward
Four Air Raid Post. A quiz on
“How Well Do You Know Your
America,” was conducted. Work
was continued on first aid? merit
badge. Evelyn Clark passed her
second class test, and Kay Stev
ens and Virginia Barnard their
tenderfoot test. The group sewed
on an afghan which they have ln
the making.

Cap.t Harry Conary of Blue Hill guests.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Falls is in Rockland for several
days visit with friends.
Brownie Scout Troop of Girl
Scouts have started rehearsals for
A turkey supper will be held in a Christmas play, “The Grumpy
Legion hall Tuesday night for en Santa Claus.” This will be pro
listed men and petty officers of the duced for the benefit of American
Coast Guard and Navy Base, mem Red Cross and held Dec. 22 at 2
bers of the Draft Board, and other p. m., in the auditorium at Com
guests. There will be music by the munity Building. Besides the play,
Rockland Band and a two-hour en a Christmas program will be pre
tertainment by boys from the Coast sented. Leaders are Mrs. W. Sey
Guard and Naval Base. Herbert mour Cameron and Mrs. Austin
R. Mullin is general chairman of Nelson.
the committee.
Band Mothers’ Club will meet
News has been received here of at Rockland High School Mon
the death at Humosa Beach, Calif., day night at 7.30. Change in time
of Mrs. Kate Benner, formerly of and place should be noted.
this city. Mrs. Bernier was the
widow of the late Leroy (M. Benner
FANCY
1 ft
Richard F. Burgess of Camden,
of Rockland and was a native of son of Dr. and Mrs. James F. BurCALVES
AMP
Camden—nee Kate Webster. She ' gess will leave tomorrow for New
is survived by one son, Fred, who is
LIVER, Ib
York, where he plans to re-enter
soon to enter the service.
merchant marine service.
Mr.
SALT PORK
lb 17c 1
Burgess,
who
has
been
off
the
high
TRIPE
,b 25c 1
Anderson Camp Auxiliary, Sons
FRANKFORTS
lb 23c ’
seas
eight
years,
was
a
member
of
of Union Veterans, met Wdenesday
SAUER
KR
AUT
2 lbs 25c
night. Officers were nominated ana the crews of steamers of the Unit
SALTED
the election will be Dec. 16. Mrs. ed States and Export Lines, and
! made trips to England, Ireland,
Mae Crosd was supper chairman.
Dandelions 2 Ib 45c
I North Africa, the Mediterranean
The Central Maine Power Com and Black Seas. He was employed
NEW SHIPMENT
pany yesterday elected George S. four years on the Yacht Korana,
COTTAGE
1
Williams as vice president and gen owned by Edward K. Leighton. He
CHEESE
pkg
AJV
has
been
employed
several
years
eral manager. Among the new di
Plain or Scallion
rectors is Morris B. Perry of Rock as chauffeur for Miss Porter,
Flavor
Camden.
land.

SUPERMARKETS

Miss Priscilla Brazier, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Brazier of
144 Camden street, who is a Senior
at Endicott, a Junior College on the
North Shore of Massachusetts at
Pride’s Crossing, will be among the
group of students of the Endicott
Choral Club, who will broadcast
Friday, Dec. 4, at 3.45 on WHDH.
Miss Brazier is also a member of
the Endicott Triple Trio. The club
is under direction of Mrs. Margaret
Millea Henry.

Mrs. E. L. Thompson, 67, of Bos
ton, who has been staying at the
Narragansett Hotel several days,
made a mis-step from a slightly
elevated platform in a Main street
store yesterday, falling to the floor.
She was taken in a taxi to Knox
Hospital and is under the care of
Dr. Robert L. Allen, who reported
that Mrs. Thompson suffered a
fractured hip.

WALDO THEATRE

in

“JOAN OF PARIS”

Mrs Doris Dorr of Augusta is in
the city for an indefinite stay,
while employedi with the Knoa
County Rationing Board.

SWIPTs BROOKFIELD

ft 2gc

t-ueese,

™,FTS BROOKFIELD

, lb 52c
JUICY

Florida
ORANGES
Only While They Last

doz 29c

LARGE SIZE

PRUNES
Ibpkg

rt ft

HP
.

Monarch Brand

■

Instant Postum 8 oz 41c
Tomato Soup 3 tins 21c
Phillips Peas
tin 10c
KidGlove St. Beans tn 13c
Evap. Milk 3 cans 25c
Tomatoes

tin 10c

lge tin 24c

Peaches

FRIENDS

Mince Meat tin 29c Ij
B.&M. KIDNEI

BEANS,

21c

28 oz jar

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and are guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset.”

Wm.

E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

MFtf

Men will have charge of the sup
per at the Universalist Church
Wednesday night. Ralph L. Wig
gin, chairman, will have the follow
SMILEY BURNETTE
ing assistant housekeepers: Edward
ln
R. Veazie, Harry M. Pratt, Harry
‘BELLS of CAPISTRANO’ j O. Gurdy, Eugene E. Stoddard, Ed, ward F. Glover, Henry H. Payson,
(Gene’s last picture for the
duration)
! Frank M. Tibbetts, Albert C. Mc
Also on the Program
Loon, J. Albert Jameson, Arthur P
By popular request
j Haines, Luke S. Davis, J. Fred
Knight, George B. Wood, S. F.
“ALOMA OF THE
Copeland, Harold P. Blodgett, Ralph
SOUTH SEAS”
Calderwood, Arthur H. Robinson
Starring
and Seabrook W. Gregory.
DOROTHY LAMOUR
and JON HALL

“NOW VOYAGER”

Automatic Sealing

tv

HAVE GONE TO WAR!
But you don’t have to worry!
You can depend on our NoMend
"DUL-O-TONE’’ rayon stockings.
You'll be enthusiastic about thefr
beautiful texture and sheemess
and you'll appreciate their long
wearing qualities. Youll walk
with ease and comfort—they’re
proportioned to fit, you know.
Look for the Better Fabrics Test
ing Bureau Seal—each pair car
ries this coveted seal of approval,
for your added protection. “Alert”
Fall shades in sizes 8',£ to 11.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

SUN.-MON.. DEC. 6-7
Warner Brothers Presents
BETTY DAVIS, PAUL HENREID
In

BIG BINGO

SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away. $10—1 each
Door Prize S2-50.
3 Extra Prizes $250; 8 Lucky Games
$35 in Merchandise
Big Prizes on Evening Game
110*lt

BURIAL VAULTS

NOW
Is the Right Time To Enter Orders For Maga

Manufactured by Robert C. Burns

zines As Christmas Gifts

Ii UH

1Q

“RAY” SHERMAN
76 MASONIC ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

BUY IT TODAY!

TEL. 1168

Magazines and Newspapers By Subscription

Smart
Appearance
counts with Lee
Garments! We
guarantee they
are better in ev

•53
DON’T delay:

and available through all local

Robert C. Buras

A« AJnrtbid

$1.15 and $1.35 a pair

Eternal Protection”

undertakers.

WHICH MAN
fs Going Places?"

SJENTERs CRANE'S

SATURDAY ONLY, DEC. 5
TWO FEATURES
GENE AUTRY and

ery way — or a
new pair FREE!

OVERALLS • UNION-ALLS
SHIRTS & PANTS • COWBOY
PANTS • DUNGAREES

CARRY IT AWAY!

GREGORY’S

485 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TEL. 321-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Send For Latest Catalogue

ROCKLAND, ME.
109*112

U»-tf

A circle supper was hed at the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
Wednesday night, following which
a program was presented. Mrs.
Francis E. Whiting, pianist, played
two numbers: Hunting Song by
Mendelssohn and Jesus, Lover of
My Soul. Rev. Mr. Whiting, asso
ciate pastor of the First Baptist
Church, was guest speaker, his
subject being, “Personal Religious
Living.” Fifteen members of the
U. S. Coast Guard were present as

Alonzo J. Spaulding of Thom
aston,
well known proprietor of a
Invitations have been received
•
I
metal
working
shop on the upper
in Rockland to “A Private View of
The Poetry Workshop Anthology,” floor of the Main Street Hardware
Copley Society Galley, 296 Com building, is a surgical patient at
Activities at Odd Fellows hall monwealth avenue, Boston, for j Knox Hospital. His condition is
next week will be: Knox Lodge Monday, December 14. Tea 3 to 6. reported fair this morning.
meeting Monday night at 7.30;
Members of Knox County Den
Miriam Rebekah drill meeting Senior World Wide Guild will
hold a public initiation in the au tal Club met Wednesday night for
Tuesday night ar.d Rockland En
ditorium of the Littlefield Memo
Sherwin Sleeper and Horatio campment Wednesday night. Mi rial Baptist Church Monday night a supper meeting at the Hotel
Cowan, Jr., received Eagle Scout riam Rebekah will hold a Christ at 7.30. Those to be initiated are Rockland. Sidney Cain of Chicago
was guest speaker, his topic being,
badges at the annual meeting of mas party, Dec. 15.
the junior group of the Littlefield Pathological Conditions of the
Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts of
Mrs. Addie Brown was elected Church and girls from Camden Month. Colored motion pictures
America, held in Portland Wednes
and Rockport. Mrs. A. Frank Uf- were showm. William Merriam of
day night. They were two of 16 president of Auxiliary to Canton
ford of New York City, a mission : Portland was guest of the club.
becoming Eagle Scouts in the Pine Lafayette, I. O. O. F., Wednesday
ary
to China, will be guest speaker.
Tree Council area, which is the night. Other officers elected were
Mrs. Millard W. Hart of Rockland,
central and southern part of the Miss Doris Hyler, vice president,
Lincoln
Association Secretary for
Mrs.
Nina
Davis,
secretary
and
Mrs.
State.
the Guild, will preside.
Miss
BENEFIT BEANO
Florence Lovejoy, treasurer.
Shirleen McKinney will play selec
Knott C. Rankin, vice president tions on the violin. Groups of
I. 0. 0. F. HALL
and general superintendent of the young ladies from Thomaston,
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
, Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Warren and Tenant’s Harbor are
SATURDAY—8.15
j
Inc.,
has
been
appointed
by
Gov.
invited
to
attend
the
ceremony.
SHOW TIMES
LUCKY GAME
$26.00
I Sumner Sewall as commander of
Matinees
FREE GAME
$14.00
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
' services in the Knox County CiGive Magazines, special Christ
Evenings at 8.00
I vilian Defense organization. Mr mas prices, any magazine pub
DOOR PRIZE
$ 7.50
Rankin and John M. Pomeroy, lished. Send for price list. Fred 1
FRIDAY, DEC. 4
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
' Knox County Co-ordinator will su- E. Harden, the Magazine Man,
MICHELE MORGAN
110*lt
pervtse the needs and despatching Rockland, Me. Tel. 35-W.—adv. I
PAUL HENREID
to the various towns in the county.

x

* ‘Concret e and Steel,

BURPEE'S

Night

County Attorney Stuart

May Robson

102-tf

RUSSELL

“Teddy,” prized beagle hound of
State Trooper Harold L. Mitchell,
has strayed away from his Broad
Noted Preacher-Author Will way hofne. “Teddy" is brown and
white, 44 years old, with his
Speak Here Tuesday
license soldered to his collar. A

Dr. Day’s Visit

Thomas Mitchell, Laird Cregar,

8.00 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Gamesi Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Frizes

WE BUY

On the occasion of the next
blackout Box 44 will be sounded as
an alarm for the war deputies who
will report at once at the Court
House.

C. Bur
Rockland, had just left a Chinese my’s thanks in the acceptance of gess has been making a business
restaurant, near Cocoanut Grove, this fine gift are vc^ced by Norman visit in Boston this week. He re
where they had been dining. From W. Lermond, curator.
turns tonight.
a parking lot, near the night club,
they saw one person jump from
New appointments to the staff
Everett Humphrey of Glen Cove
the roof, and saw some taken out of the Victory Loan Committee for is employed at the Employment
of windows, one woman, with her Maine have been announced by H. Office.
hair afire.
Nelson McDougall and Edward E.
Chase, Co-Chairmen cf the Com
Chapin Class of the Universa
Miss Eleanor Cornish of Portland mittee. They include Harvey M. list Church will meet Tuesday with
is field worker at the Rockland Fickett who has been appointed Miss Annie Frost, Masonic street.
branch of the Bureau of Social Executive Manager for Western
Welfare, having succeeded Mrs. Maine with headquarters in Port
Annual conclave of Claremont
Lurena Keene of Belfast, who has land, and will be in charge of the Commandery, for the election of
retired. Miss Winnifred A. Burkett following counties: Cumberland, officers and other important busi
of Camden is stenographer at the Sagadahoc, York. Androscoggin, ness, will be held Monday night at
Rockland branch office, having re- Oxford, Franklin, Knox and Lin 7.30.
cenly been transferred from the coln.
Damariscotta office. Miss MarcelEugene M. O’Neil, Spring street,
leine B. Conley of Camden, recent
King Hiram’s Council, R.S.M. has fell on the ice on Union street
ly transferred from the Bangor of its annual assembly tonight for Tuesday, suffering a fractured
fice, is worker in charge. Miss Con election of officers. Claremont Com wrist. He was attended by Dr. F.
ley succeeded Miss Beatrice L. mandery K. T. elects officers next F. Brown.
Folsom of Newport, who is now Monday night.
employed in the Ellsworth office.
The Thomaston High School’s
A well baby clinic will be held at minstrel show to be given Dec. 11
Miss Virginia F. Richards has the rooms of the Rockland District is being directed b> Mrs. Ruth
completed her course of study and Nursing Association Monday after Sanborn.
training at the Knox County Gen noon, commencing at 2 o’clock. Dr.
eral Hospital School of Nursing. Freeman F. Brown will be present
Mike Armata has his Brewster
Miss Richards returned Nov. 30, at 4 o’clock for vaccinations and street apartment house nearly
from Lewiston, where she had been inoculations for diphtheria.
ready for occupancy, following
affiliated nine months at the Cen
the recent fire. He met the labor
tral Maine General Hospital.
Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. Corwin H. shortage with his usual ingenuity
Olds have bought the residence by bringing fellow workers at Bath
A committee meeting of the property, owned by Mr. and Mrs. to Rockland to work on the house
Brownie Scouts was held Thursday Charles E. Gross, 120 North Main when weather closed down the
at the home of Mrs. Thomas Stone. street.
shipyard
Plans were made for the costumes
and posters made for the Christ
Miss Dorothy G. Lawry is em
Knox County Chapter, American
mas play.
Refreshments were ployed at Daniels Jewelers for the Red Cross, has sent Mrs. Alvin E.
served. The next meeting will be Christmas season.
Small, Limerock street, to Vinal
in February at Mrs. Wilbur
haven for a period of two weeks,
Miss Barbara Blaisdell is em to teach first aid to all groups in
Senter’s.
ployed at Gregory’s for the holiday terested, which includes Red Cross,
Mrs. H. Burpee Larsen, Water- season. Other Christmas season Junior Red Cross and Civilian De
vile, recently was elected president employes are Walter Dodge and
fense units. Capt. Keryn ap Rice,
of the Augusta Branch, National Clifford Mitchell.
chairman of Knox County Chapter,
League of American Pen Women,
says that he has been endeavoring
Raphael S. Sherman of The
at a meeting in the Columbia Hotel.
to make arrangements for some
Mrs. Larsen, a former resident of Courier-Gazette will be speaker at
little time. Mrs. Small goes on a
Rockland, has taken a prominent Kiwanis Club meeting at Hotel voluntary basis, but the chapter,
place in the literary affairs of Ken Rockland Monday night at 6.15. with Vinalhaven branch paying a
John M. Pomeroy, taking the place
nebec County.
share, will compensate Mrs. Small
of the scheduled speaker, who was
for expenses and business loss be
unable to be present last Monday,
BORN
cause of her absence.
.'Demmons—At Rockland. Nov. 28. to gave an interesting informative
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin R. Demmons,
talk on Civilian Defense problems.
a daughter—Judith May.
Senior Service Scouts are having
Raye—At Rockland. Nov. 30. to Mr. A meeting of the directors of the
a tea and musicale Monday after
and Mrs. Lester C. Raye. a daughter
club will be held tonight at the noon from 3.30 to 5 in the tower
—Anthonette.
Black—At Miles Memorial Hospital,
Hotel
Rockland. The committe?, room at Community Building. It
Damariscotta. Nov. 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Black of Dutch Neck, a making arrangements for a ladies'
is hoped that mothers, relatives and
son—Kendall Myron.
Gillmor—At
Camden
Community night, will report at Monday night’s friends of the group will plan to
Hospital. Nov. 30. to Mr. and Mrs. meeting. Owen Johnston is pro
attend. Tickets may be obtained
Alexander R. Gillmor, a son.
gram chairman for December.
from members of the troop. Pro
MARRIED
Horatio C. Cowan, Sr., has re ceeds are to be used for much need
Quinn-Ingersoll—At Rockland, Dec.
2. George Albert Quinn and Aune turned from a business trip to ed equipment.
The Acade

IN MEMORIAM

Donuts m‘"e or Sugar—DOZ 13c
HEW
nqc
iFruitCake ENGLAND LOAF id
Lnrtchfv
1
arvel Bread pUlbloaf 11

l»Hne
luiier
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Even To Wooden Leg
Future Foretold Bv* a Clair
voyant Proved Un

cannily True

Tuesday-Friday
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

James Blake and daughter, Mary.
Arabelle Miller and Lizette Noyes
were home from Augusta for the
week-end.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

tuatc, Mass., to Pvt. Wendell A.
Beggs, in training with the U. S.

} Tuesday-Friday

VINALHAVEN

Medical Corps, at Camp Breckin

ridge, Ky.
Miss Houghton is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Houghton of
Saxonville. Mass. She graduated
from Framingham High School in
1940, attended Irfisell Junior Col
lege, and is now a senior at the
Chamberlain School in Boston.
Pvt. Boggs is the son of Mr. and
Mrs Willard O. Boggs of this town,
and graduated from Marlboro High
School. He received a B S. degree
from the Massachusetts College of
Pharmacy. He has been In train
ing with the U. S. Army Medical
Corps for several months.

Mr and Mrs. W. J Bryant and
Washington, Dec 2—It is nearly the Government and cheerfully and
Laura
Daniels attended services
a year since Pearl Harbor. Wei patriotically accepted by tfio.se raTel 4fi
E.ltcr of Tlie Courioi’-Gazette:—
Sunday
at
the North Union chapel
tioned.
can
function
without
real
"W.’.y d< Ti*t you see a clairvoy liave ccme a Ion? vay since then.
suffering and the rationing pro Rev. Z. Andrews preached.
Holiday*’ guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and, as the President says—w“ gram tends to equalize the burdens.
ant?"
Miss Loena Lenfest of Camden Eugene Durgin were Mr. and Mrs.
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Aa iffl,'er lit hie uniform of the seem to oe at the turning point.;
third section deals with reasons was a visitor Sunday at Erwin Selden Robinson of this tcwn. and
Army Dental Corps asked nv that It has been my principle to vote; Why the Middle West must also b? Miller’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy French of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Maddoeks Rockville.
for every measure which promised rationed. This section of the ccunquestion.
and daughter Joan were guests
I bat! called on him at Fort to help the war effort. I have en- try is not self-sufficient in terms of
Recent visitors at the heme cf
deavered to give no mere power tol normal petroleum requirements, Thursday of Chester Hannon.
HERE'S WHAT IT COSTS
Mr.
and Mrs. M. S. Hahn were
Pr.ble to ask 1:1m what my chan'» i the Fxr utive than was necessary j Abcut 20 percent is normally imMrs. Chester Burns is ill with
Miss Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn
were far pa.e. i.ig the examinci o 1 1 and tc delegate power only for the ported to the Middle West from tonsilitis.
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
of this town, and Miss Marion
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
ccmmbyon in thc
lor
dur..ticn rf the war. I shall con- Southeast and Southwest by pipeMrs. Sarah L. Burgess
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
Virtue of North Stratford. N. H.
Dental Ccqr
i had four. 1
| tinue to join eve.y effort to keep line, river barge and tank car Re
small words to a line.
4
George E. Newbert
Mrs. Sarah L. Burgess, a life and Boston.
in his dental effi
hard a:
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
down expenditures, but we must; ducing these services to the Middle
long resident of this town died at
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
of
Roekport,
as

The Baptist Young People will
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courierand he had been coutecus
| not i 'gleet our domestic problems I West releases facilities fcr serving
the Bradbury Memorial Hospital give a social tonight (Friday) at sisted by Rev. L. Clark French
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional
helpful.
The Executive Departments cannot, the East where the problem is
in
Belfast,
Nov.
21,
after
an
illness
ccnducted
funeral
services
Wednes

7
p.
m.
at
the
vestry.
Refresh

I was astonished at his c
do a gcod job without necessary [ more acute and also distributes the of about a month.
day at the home for George E.
ments will be served.
and prcbably looked it. "I'm per- funds so adequat appropriations | refining plants output more fairly,
TO LET
LOST AND FOUND
Mrs.
Burgess
was
boYn
April
14,
Newbert,
who died suddenly SunThe
sum
of
$8
received
by
the
fectly serious.” he said
must be authorized and then the
* * *
8-t it. IT
ns came Republican Party can and will hold I J W Taylor, Maine’s Labor Com- 1865, the eldest child of Erastus Troop 224 Boy Scouts, from the ady morning, after an illness of
Still I didn’t g.t
NICELY furnished heated rooms to
SMALL black and
’o«t
Apply GEORGE WADE, 96 Cam
from Bangor originally and I knew the Administration to strict ac-j missioner- writes that he is pleased and Julia Metcalf Ware. She was aluminum scrap drive of 1941, late several months. Burial was at at So. Union. A. I. MARSHALL. Cam let.
110-113
den.
110-lt den St., Tel. 180 R, City.
educated
in
the
schools
of
her
na

Fairview
cemetery,
and
the
bearers
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ly taken from the Odd Fellcw
his family. His wife was a patient counting.
' with the U S’ DePariment of Labor
WILL
let
clean,
dry.
dead
storage
ROW boat. 14 ft., found: gray out for furniture or cars.
ruling that will permit ycung wom tive town and at the East Maine block for the market, has been | were Oscar E. Starrett, Benjamin side,
ARTHUR s
cf mine at my Portland office and
small shaft on Inside. SEAVEY. SMALLEY, 239 Main St.. City.
110*111
Conference
Seminary
in
Bucks

Starrett,
William
H.
Robinson
and
Mechanic
Street.
Extension,
City.
en
16
and
over
in
all
industries,
given over to the local branch of
I was considerably surprised that
As rationing of coffee goes into
ROOMS
to
let.
home
comfort;
meal<;
110*111
Herbert Thomas. The flowers were
the Red Cross.
if desired; 120 CAMDEN ST
109-110
he should be interested in occult ( force and national rationing cf gas providing they are not used on port.
GLASSES
in
case
lost
Tuesday
at
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie who lias been many and beautiful.
matters which I had always rc-1■ and meat is near, Congress is de Government contracts before six She was united in marriage to
Newberry's store.
Reward
MRS.
Fred
S.
Burgess,
also
of
Union,
Mr. Newbert retired November, ETHEL COFFIN. 39 Willow St.. City.
seriously ill two weeks, is gaining.
garded as sheer poppycc k. He manding order and fairness. The o’clock in the morning or after ten
110*111
FOR SALE
Mr. Taylor, Feb. 3, 1886. To this union eight
A pleasant surprise party was 1941, after 30 years as salesman
smiled at my evident bewilrie ment North African American Expedition o’clock at night.
BEAGLE
hound
lost.
Brown
and
given Mrs. Alma Jameson recently with St. Clair and Allen, candy white. Name on collar. TEL. 555.
and tcld me that I didn’t have to will take a great deal of petroleum Senator White and I have been children were born.
SECOND-hand gas stove, 4 burners
109-110 and oven for sale. 11 Granite St TEI
When
a
young
woman.
Mrs.
Bur

in honor of her birthday. At 8 manufacturers of Roekland, his
believe in clairvoyants in order to and that ccmes first, but Members among these seeking this reduction
united with the Methodist o’clock, 15 neighbors walked in at territory, Knox and Lincoln coun STRING of pearls lost on Main St. 741-R___________________________ 110-111
give them a try. A.<o he arimitedi from the East Coast are determined from 18 to 16 year.s for the textile gess
at Strand Theatre, Sunday P M
BAY mare for sale. 3 year old
Church
in Union, and she remained her home. A jolly evening was ties. With team and truck, he or
Reward
TEL. 1396
109*110 weight 1350.
IRVING KEIZER. 134
that lie occasionally found them i that what is left for us shall be as industry since January 1941. Young
Rankin
St . City.
___
______________________
110U11
useful "You haven’t anything to i plentiful and as well-distributed as men of 16 and over have been em a faithful member all her life. spent, and refreshments served, drove in that i>eriod, some 400,000
GUITAR
with
case
for
sale,
$12;
153
ployed for seme time and the dis She had served her church as a which included a birthday cake, miles or 16 times tlie distance
lose,” he said.
PLEASANT ST.
110*111
EGGS
AND
CHICKS
possible.
All the way back to the office ' The Fuel Rationing Division of crimination against girls meant loss worker in the home depar tment of the gift of Mrs. Ruth Wiley. Mrs. around the world, without accident.
CHEVIOT Ram for sale. AIJ4OND
Mr. Newbert, back in the 1890’s, CLEMENTS' REDS- will help you HALL, St George. Tel. Ten. Har
that day I pondered over the ni3n.thp
of prjce Adminlstration of their services in time of labor the church school, as treasurer of Jameson also received many other
i
______________________ 110-112
produce more Eggs and Poultry meat
Present were Mrs. when this town had one of the best Customers
and his suggestion He leek d in-1 bas fipnt lQ
comprehensive re_ shortage and unfairness lo tlie the Woman’s Home Missionary nice gifts.
ORDERS for geese and ducks must
profit by the abilities of
Society, and as President of the Nellie Orbeton Mrs. Iza Mank, Mr. baseball teams in the State, was a Clements' Chicks. Red—Rocks Cross be given within a week. O. W CAItgirls.
Kihv.ni
t had never given ai.\ ipoj.t ()]1 th(, rationing of ffiel ni
oi’, .
KOLL. Star Rt.. Rockland Tel. 813-13
—Sex-Links. All Malne-U S. Pul
•
♦
•
•
Ladies Aid.
and Mrs. Lindley Wiley and son, member of the nine, as second es
thought to spiritualistic things.! All of it would be of interest to
lorum Clean.
Pullet Chicks in all ! _ _______________________ _________ 110-111
A sad case has come to my at
She was for many years a mem Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley and son baseman. He also served as manager breeds. Write for catalog today.
VERY best sauerkraut. 50 lb. keg
Mediums and people who went into Maine which i.s now going under
CLEMENTS BROS FARMS. Rt
33, $3 gal glass, 75c; for sale; Ball head
tention
—
the
wife
of
a
Second
Class
ber of the Good Will Circle of George, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kal of the team.
so called trances to foretell the I rationing but it is too long to inWinterport, Maine.
I cabbage $2 Cwt. Price F O B.. Warren
’Tel. 30-2. H. G. STARRETT.
110 113
Mr. Newbert was a 50-year mem
Cemetery, and
had loch, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tol
future were associated in my mind j’ elude in this Letter. One section Boatswain’s Mate in the Navy, who Lakeview
!
TWO
dressing
tabfes,
chairs
and
has
two
children,
and
who
thought
served as its President.
with gypsy fortune tellers. Any j of the report explains necessity for
man, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody, ber of St. George Lodge, F.A.M.,
four beaver board partitions for sale
WANTED
that
the
Government
made
allow

Being the mother of a large Mi's. Willis Moody, Jr., and Mrs. and a charter member of Ivy Chap
I VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP, 84 ark St
way, as that Army officer had said, rationing fuel oil.
ance for the support of herself and family of children, she was , of Jameson.
ter, O.E.S., and both organizations HEATED apartment wanted of 4 Tel. 1123 W_______________________ 110-tf
I couldn't lose anything by follow
There is no actual shortage of children. Upon investigation I find
TWO steel oil drlums for sale, also
or 5 roams. TEL. 387-21.
110*111 25 Imported dining room chairs AR
necessity, confined to her home
Sgt. Willis Moody, Jr. of Great attended the funeral.
ing his suggestion.
fil'd oil in the United States, OPA that allowances are made for lower
THUR
S SMALLEY. 239 Main St. City.
Mr. Newbert was born in Waldo
SMALL house wanted or first floor
duties for many years. Moreover, Chebeague Island and Miss Virginia
I selected the most expensive I says. But the ample supply is use
apt. for family of 4; good location 61 _____________________________ 110*111
grades
but
not
for
men
of
the
as Mr. Burgess was an invalid for Moody spent the week-end with boro, and came here 50 years ago TALBOT AVE , Tel. 699
trai 'c medium whose talent were less unless it can be distributed to
110-111
Scribner Radio Music Library for
grade
of
her
husband.
He
may
to spin in the local woolen milL
a long time, the result of an acci Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody, Sr.
SHOT gun, 12-gauge, pump gun sale. 8 vols., new. Including book
advertised in the classified columns ■ markets in every village and cross
at once. Must be a good gun, rack; 351 BROADWAY or TEL 166 R
He is survived by his widow, wanted
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ol tlie local paper and called her roads. Before Pearl Harbor over CO make allotments to his family from dent incurred in his young man
_ _______________ __ _______ 110*111
Winchester or Remington
R
E | ____
LIGHT Box Trailer, new.
Applv
up I didn’t give^my name. I was i percent of Eastern requirements his own pay but the Government hood. she had additional home Harold Drewett were Mrs. Howard Aboie J. Mathews Newbert; one NUTT, 436 Main St.. Rockland
. 110*111 HENRY MINER. U S. Route 1. WarKenniston and son Eugene ol daughter, Mrs. Glenwood Reever of
informed the lady cculd see me at j was brought in by tankers from the dees not contribute to this grade cares.
_________________________ 110*111
MAN wanted to serve as local in
or above.
Mrs. Burgess was a woman of Roekland, Fred Kenniston, Mr. and Beverly. Mass.; one brother. Frank vestigator for nationally-known con
4 p. m.
,
CHILD'S desk, sled, skis, lady's coat,
' Gulf Coast. Submarines have cut
• # ♦ •
of high standing; not a detective size 42. oil stove oven, shoe skates size
Newbert of Roekland; two ‘ sisters, cern
1 was there at 4 p. m. on the this service drastically and remain
agency; part time only required; 11. for sale; 12 Clarendon St. Cltv
Emil Rivers of Knox County has strong convictions of right, to Mrs. Virgil Hills and daughter Mlrs. A. P. Gray of Warren, and applicants
should have knowledge of __ ________________________________ 110* It
doorstep cf a cmall house cn ing tar.ke s are needed to supply invented a machine for cutting and which she remained loyal. Al Joyce cf North Warren, Mrs. Percy
general business and property values
Mrs. Mabel Williams of Salem, Address
GENERAL Electric refrigerator for
C umberland street feeling foolish, our armed forces abroad.
though
very
busy
with
her
many
Kenniston
and
family,
and
Rev.
replies BD care ROCKLAND
cleaning fish which has attracted
sale, with unit on top. Runs like new.
Mass., two grandsons and two COURIE37-GAZETTE. Rockland. Me.
out l knocked on the doer and it
home
cares,
she
was
very
patient.
Maurice
Dunbar
of
Spruce
Head.
very
quiet motor. Franklin type fire
110-112
The Government is trying to the favorable attention of Com
place, just the stove for quick heat,
great-grandchildren.
was opened by a stcut motherly supply minimum fuel oil needs by
A
loving
wife
and
mother,-a
kind
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Starrett
GIRL wantedl for generil house perfect condition, large size Round
missioner of Fisheries, Arthur
Among those from out of town work. full or part time No washing Oak Wood Heater, also few wood and
looking woman who smiled pleashad
as
visitors
Thanksgiving
Mrs.
neighbor,
and
a
true
Christian,
she
or cooking.
Apply in person, 13 coal heaters, second hand furnace,
barge, truck and tank car. but not Greenleaf, and the War Production
who attended the services were CLAREMONT ST.
antly. She took me Into a tmail!
110 tf pair of one horse sleds, new white
enough cf these vehicles are avail Board since labor-saving devices will, although of a quiet and un Mary Ulmer of Rockland, Mrs.
MAN or woman wanted for part breakfast set, and sewing-machine.
front loom in which the e was a able, and the railroads are crowded are very much needed. There is assuming nature, be greatly missed Curtis Starrett and daughter, andj Mrs. Elmer Newbert and daughter
bookkeeper s job. Apply HOTEL H B. KALER. Washington. Me. Home
Mrs. Gertrude Flint. Mrs. John time
table and two chairs She eeated with direct war transportation.
ROCKLAND
110-111 Sundays._________________________ 110*111
the question, however, of how much in family, neighborhood, and Miss Etta Starrett.
SABY carriage, crib and child's roll
me in one of these. pulled down | Another section of the report critical materials are needed for church circles.
George Starrett, town co-ordi Wadleigh and son. Brooks Newbert
WILL buy Electric Washing-ma
chines, EHectrlc Refrigerators, cook top desk for sale; 84 PARK ST Tel
cf Augusta, Mrs. Frank Newbert stoves,
the shades cn the three windows
nator,
William
H.
Robinson,
deputy
She
is
survived
by
one
daughter,
U23-W
_________________________ 109-110
wood and coal heaters, used
deals with the hardships which the device and WPB has asked him
and Mrs. Walter Follansbee of furniture, large or small lots, or en
and sat down in the other chair
sheriff,
in
charge
of
the
war
time
HOOKED and braided rugs for
Mrs.
Hazel
B.
Cobb
of
Searsmont
' must necessarily accompany fuel oil for a full description cf his inven
cf houses I will pay salt, also aprons, mittens, etc. MRS
Rockland, Mrs. Mabel Williams of tire contents
with the table between us.
on the line, and good prices for LUCY BI.ACK. 19 Myrtle St.
109*110
rationing. But the rationing pro tion, what it will do, how much and six sons, Arthur E. of Tops deputies, and William Partridge, Salem, Mass., Mrs. Glenwood cash
any
of
the
above,
write or call Wash
"Ever have a leading before.” she j
chief
air
raid
warden,
attended
a
field,
Mass.;
Walter
E.
and
SEVERAL
hundred
pullets
for
sale.
ington
5-25
at
my
expense.
HAROLD
gram, if carefully administered by time and hand-work it will save.
109*111
110*111 EA RLE LUDWIG. Hope, Me.
asked.
Charles M., both of Union; George meeting in Rockland Monday for Reever. and Karl Reever of Bev B. KALE1R, Washington
SMELT house with scow attached
COUPLE would like 3 or 4 furnished
No,” I replied, "this is my first
S. of Cumberland Centre; William dim-out instruction. Instructions erly, Mass., and several of his for rooms,
ALVAH SMITH, 35 Wads
on or near Route 1. Willing to for sale
offense ”
j you takp me Places Tve never been of course, all but forgotten Mrs. cf New Sharon, and John T. of were given in turn Tuesday to lo mer business associates from St. pay
worth
St., Thomaston.
109-111
reasonable rate.
Write H. care
Courier-Gazette.
110*111
Wolf who lived cn Cumberland Waldoboro. The younger daugh cal wardens and deputies.
1930 Ford Coupe for sale. Bargain.
Clair & Allen, in Rockland.
She locked at me oddly (I sup- before.'
109*110
NICE long haired kittens wanted.
pose my answer to her question; Boiled down, and for the pur- street in Portland, and who had ter. Mrs. Mary Creamer, died in
Thirty-two deer, the largest total
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.. Cltv.
100 3A pullets for sale, White Wyan109 111 detes and White Rock $2 each or 35c
Large assortment of new gifts for
mounded "fresn”) and told me she1 ,x)ses of this story, she told me that | given me this clairvoyant treat young womanhood. Mrs. Burgess is inspected during an open season,
LEE MANK, So. Hope, or write
WOMEN
(2)
—
25
to
50
years
old.
who lb.
always asked that because some of ing’ family was at the seashore (they ment, and I was home on leave in also survived by 12 grandchildren were tagged at Drewett’s inspection servicemen has just been received can devote 2 or 3 afternoons weekly.
Union.___________________________ 109*110
110-lt Extremely high income. Experience
her clients were likely to be nerveus
station. Among some of the last at Gregory’s.
REGISTERED Jersey Cow for sale
were in Northport at the time), and Hampden visiting my mother. and three great-grandchildren.
unnecessary.
Write immediately for Just freshened.
JENNIE MESSER.
when she went into her trance.
ones
tagged
were
those
for
Robert
full details to MISS STEFFIE ORDYK. Union, Me.
Her funeral was held at the
___________ 109*110
that
I
was
abcut
to
embark
on
a
Maine
spiritualists
were
holding
a
Box 367-C. Newark. N. J.
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“There is no need fcr that," she
DUTCH NECK
FORD coupe 1930 for quick cash sale?
Methodist Church Nov. 24, with Armstrong of Thomaston, buck;
BELL-boy wanted.
THORNDIKE Good condition, good tires. TEL.
said. "I have to condition myself char‘Se in Ufe which would take J campmeeting and in talking about
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fair- HOTEL.
Rev. Zebedee Andrews, pastor, and Joseph Leonard, buck; Ira Perry,
104-tf WARREN 57-22.
109*112
before my ccntrol takes cv«r She mp over
water into many far, this meeting one afternoon in cur Rev. Mary’ S. Gibson of Sears doe; Delmont Butler, buck; Eugene brother and family of Edgecomb.
NATIVE Eggs wanted. Write us for
TWO family house for sale, all mod
talks with you through me
You Places She drew a picture of a' little sitting room I told this exor telephone 147-2, Wal ern. In fine condition, good cement
Deer were also Mr. and Mrs. Harris Foster and particulars
mont, a personal friend, officiat Durgin, buck.
doboro. Maine. BURNHEJMER BROS . cellar. 2-car garage, 7 rooms and bath,
nay talk wiih her as ycu would | lwufie by a stream an(J with two; perience of mine in consulting a
109-tf and 3 rooms and toilet, corner 8uffolk
ing. The interment was in the tagged for Walter Lane of East! daughter of Bath were holiday North Waldoboro.
and Pacific Sts. Each apt and shed
with me Ask her anything you cld people in it” (they must have: medium.
Warren,
George
Buck,
Benjamin
|
dinner
guests
of
M
r.
and
Mrs.
all separate entrance. Price $3150. V
As I told the tale, I was aston family lot in Lakeview Cemetery
wish and she will answer you. One been
and asked me suddenly
P. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
Barbour, North Warren,
and Thomas Winchenbach.
Her
four
oldest
sons
were
the
bear

MISCELLANEOUS
j
_________________ __________________107-tf
thing only you tuu«t not do. you wlielbtr 0! nct my srandlather ished to realize how well it had ers. The many beautiful flowers Charles Overlock, 2d, the latter, a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Creamer are
1
THIRTY foot lobster fishing boat
had
a
woeden
leg.
worked
out.
must not dispute her for if you do
MAGAZINEJS are much appreciated for sale. Price reasonable. CHARLES
gave testimony to the love and es- 15-year old hunter. The 13th deer moving to their newly-bought
"No,
”
I
replied
p
omptly.
The
Naval
Medical
school
build

as Christmas gifts. Special gift prices B_ MURPHY Friendship. Me 107*110
she won’t stay."
tagged Nov. 13, by coincidence was ! house
West Waidoboro.
teem in which she was held.
on many this year. Call or write for
SAUER Kraut for sale, 1 Gal. jar
That line was abcut what I had' "Oh yes he did,” she said ing, where I had been examined,
Information.
R. S SHERMAN. 76
a doe for Orin Harding. He had
A.
E.
Winchenbach passed Masonic
St., Rockland. Tel 1168 Now and all $1.25; 1 gal. Juice, jar and all
had an outside staircase which
$1
00 Can send it anywhere In U. S
expected and I foresaw a dull af dreamily. "I can see it.”
thought he was unlucky too, since Thanksgiving day with his niece Is the time to subscribe. Gift cards Just
send me check and 1 will do the
NORTH WALDOBORO
ternoon with talk about light “com-1 1 knew my grandfather didn’t; divided at the level of the first
furnished
free.
110*114
his birthday also falls Oct. 13. Per Mrs. Herbert Oldis in Waldoboro.
rest.
EDWIN A. DEAN, Rockland.
plected” men and dark wcmen bave a w-ccden leg. So I thought j floor and became two staircases beMrs. Linda Feyler and son Denis haps, “13” is his lucky number.
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock Me._ Tel. 671-J.
106-111
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and land Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mall orders
MIXED wood, 15 acres, largely pulp.
cryptic generalities leading queswas tin'e t0 interrupt her and fere it reached the ground. Ad were in Damariscotta Tuesday for
solicited.
H.
O
RHODES
Tel
519-J
Tbe Community Committee of son Keith of Greene were holiday
H W. THORN110-F-tf North Waldoboro.
tions and vague allusions which
tbe Qvest‘cn 1 h®d ccme pre miral Lowdnes, Dr. Bryant and Dr. medical consultation.
PIK& Tel. Rockland. 172-R.
101*112
the A.A.A. will meet tonight at thc guests of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
RETV
Ruth
Mathias,
Medium.
5
George Flanders and Miss Belie Report Centre instead of at Town
might apply to anybody or any- Parpd to ask. For good and suf- Cogan, all elderly men, had ex
DESIRABLE property for sale ln
questions and a reading Send $1 and i
Chase.
stamped envelope to 12 THIRD ST.. Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
thing
ficient reasons this question was amined me. The first thing I had Sprague were guests Thanksgiving
hall as previously planned. Pur
lOO1'!!? GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
Arthur Creamer recently enlist Bangor.
to do was write a letter to the cf Mrs. Katherine Hildebrandt.
___________________________
109-tf
But it didn’t work cut just that carefully phrased
pose is to elect a community com ed and is now located in Virginia.
D & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
"Where
will
1
be
and
how
will
1
board
of
examiners
outlining
my
Mrs.
Mildred
Walter
and
Mrs.
way.
mittee, and delegates to the county
$15 50 per ton, del. Nut sire and run
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black and
of mine New River soft, not screened
She muttered and writhed around Icck one ypar 1 0,11 today?” I asked professional education, academic Jennie Heyer spent the week-end convention in Rockland.
Local family and Orrin Black of Wal
$10 25 ton del. M B & C. O. PERRY.
background, and qualifications, if with Mrs. Eunice Sidelinger in chairman is Edwin C. Teague.
a while in her chair, putting oil her.
519
Main St , Tel. 487.
109-tf
Wkatyou /iiUf, With
doboro
spent
the
holiday
with
Mr.
what I thought was a pretty good
After a brief pause she said slow-j any, for the job I was seeking, Newcastle.
Election of officers will be held
Lincoln Benner and Mrs. Verna Wednesday afternoon at E A. and Mrs. Austin Wallace and Mrs.
show, epened her eyes and looked ly: “I don t kncw where it is. I’ve Eight of us. out of 32 candidates,
WAR STAMPS Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Matilda Wallace.
off into th; distance eve y my right never tieen there before but I see had passed, and I had been ordered Orff were visitors Thanksgiving at Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V.
shoulder
a t>rick building inside a wall. It’s i to duty in the new brick dis- the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. B
STATE OF MAINE
Judson Benner, who observed his
’ Good evening brave " she said. a11 strarge tc me but I see a lot of pensary behind the walls of the Feyler.
City of Rockland
80th birthday Monday, was com
In the expensive business of fight.
Mrs. Maggie Calderwood arrived plimented at a dinner party served
"Why how do you do ” I replied, skiers there and I see you among Boston Navy’ Yard where I had
Ing a war. a dime's worth of oxy- hA «LwSJ*<5*1UU5S
WALDOBORO
with just a .shad” of sarcasmthem. You
are dressed all in white! made a special effort during that heme Saturday from Somerville,
gen
may seem like an inconsequen- 1 Monday, December 7, 1942. on the apby Misses Lizzie and Winnie Wins
A
•‘Do they call you Dorter’” she with black things on your shoul-! first Summer to remedy the dental Mass., where she visited her two
tial
item, yet that much oxygen is pllCationR£kland
1(K>8
low. Present also were Mrs. Alice
enough to keep a bomber pilot alive
B p o of Elks
asked
ders.
I defects I found among the U. • S. daughters for the past two months.
MRS. ISABEL LABE
Gordon and Mrs. Myrtle Broadfor 40 minutes in the high altitudes .
,at No 54fi Main Street
The Methodist Young People’s
That -urprlsed me. but I wasn't
"Isee something else tco. I see' Marines in barracks there. I was
Correspondent
man, whose anniversaries fell on
reached by today’s war planes. ! vinous liquor. l° 8e“ sp,rltuous and
Society
sponsored
a
donation
which
A
ft
ft
to be trapped into anv admissions. >’ou §cin§ up a staircase outside a uniformed in Navy "whites” with
the same date, and Mrs. Benner.
When operating at such extreme
A11 persons may appear to show
"Do they?" I said.
| building. The staircase is split in-'"
black shoulder marks bearing the they solicited from the people and
Telephone 78
ranges, the lives of the pilot and SXm
.SXvSV«TX°i"
“Prophecy and the Advent cf
"Yes.” she replied readily enough. to two staircases and vp at the top stripe and a half of gold braid presented to Mr. and Mrs; Phineas Christ." will be the sermon topic
his crew, as well as the safety of cipal officers.
“I’m glad you came to see me for there are three elderly men pass- which designates the rank of lieu Ryder to assure them a happy Sunday morning at the Congrega
Large assortment of new gifts for his plane, depend upon the unfail- fifth day of November, A. D. twenty1942
. j ing a letter abcut which concerns tenant (junior grade) US.N.
Thanksgiving.
Attest:
servicemen
has just been received ing supply of this precious gas
tional Church. The vesper service
E.
R
KEENE.
which
makes
up
for
the
deficiency
ycu. I can’t see what happens very
Then I remembered one thing
Miss Eleanor Miller, student will be omitted, because of the at Gregory’s.
110-lt
108-F-110
City Clerk.
of oxygen in rarefied air.
plain because it probably doesn’t which had been wrong and I spoke nurse at the Maine General Hos
union service at the Baptist
STATE OF MAINE
i happen th^n. but I know that be about it.
pital in Portland, spent Saturday Church, at which Rev. L. Clark |
ROUND POND
City of Rockland
cause of that letter you are going
“Anyway, she guessed wrong with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
French will be the speaker, his
Fred Swett has closed his house
„A hearing will be held at the City
.9,
somewhere or you are not. I don't abcut my grandfather’s woeden G. Miller. She was accompanied
Hail in the City of Rockland, on
subject. “Character as a Reflection and moved to the former John
Monday. December 7. 1942, on the ap
leg,” I said.
know which . .
by Miss Helen Prior, a companion
plication of
of the Divine in Man." Church Munroe property for the Winter.
Thorndike Hotel Inc . 38S Main Street
i That is enough of what she told
My mother looked at me queer- student nurse.
school will meet at 9 30.
Mrs. Bathia Thompson is pass
for a license to sell spirituous and
me. I paid her the $5 which was ly and said slowly. “I never knew
William D. Walter has employ
vinous liquors.
“The Christian and Human and ing the Winter with her daughter,
All persons may appear to show
her price for the reading and went my father. He died when I was ment in Boothbay.
cause, if any, why said application
Emphasis,” will be the sermon Mrs. Harry Blake in Dexter.
out into the sunshine of a Sum- too ycung to remember him but
should not be approved by the mu
Miss Adelaide Miller celebrated topic Sunday morning at the Bap
Eugene Leland is making a few
nicipal officers.
; mer’s day with mixed feelings. I one day. when I was playing in the her 11th birthday Tuesday.
Dated at Rockland, this twentytist Church. Church school wiil weeks’ visit with his daughter, Mrs.
third day of November. A. D 1942
: had gotten what I went for. Some attic of the old hcuse, I found
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank of
Attest:
meet at 12.
John Marcroft in New York.
of it was surprisingly true. Some something there which 1 had never Waldoboro and Bangor visited rela
E. R KEENE
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richards
108*110
City Clerk.
Engaged to Soldier
cf it couldn’t be checked on then, seen before. I took it down stairs tives and friends here Sunday. Mr.
Ahad
as
holiday
guests,
Mr.
and
MTs.
and seme of it was definitely and asked mother what it was. Mank has employment in the con
Of interest locally is the an
STATE OF MAINE
Emery Richards, Mr. and Mrs.
wrong.
‘Why.’ she said, ’that was your struction of an airport and has nouncement of the engagement of
City of Rockland
Your
purchase
of
VZar
Savings
A hearing will be held at the City
woeden leg.’ ”
A month or so later I went to father's
j
signed up with the Post Engineers Miss Helen G. Houghton of Cochi- Harry Ross and Mr. and Mrs. Stamps may not add up to the hun- Hall
in the City of Rockland, on MonLester Plummer of Damariscotta
Washington, took a nine-day ex-I I don’t attempt to explain this in the government sendee.
4reds
of
thousands
ot
dollars
need?
^fecember 7, 1942, on the applica
Mills.
• amination with 32 other young story. I only record it exactly as
Mrs. Lena Miller made a call treasurer, Miss Esper Mank; com
*d to buy one of those high-flying '
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gorham are bombers, but every time you in
Huntley-Hill Post 2499
men at the Navy Medical school it happened.
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. E. G. missioners, Miss Clarissa MMler,
at No. 10 Park Street
in Bath for the Winter, the former vest in a 10-cent Stamp, you are
! there, passed—number four on the
—By G. H Are
Miller.
for a license to sell spirituous and
Miss Elizabeth Miller, Miss Ruth
croviding ir.cncy for the oxygen , vinous liquors.
list — and was commissioned a
The Methodist Youth Fellowship Burnheimer and Roger Shuman; having employment there.
All persons may appear to show
Robert Poland shot a deer re without which tur great air fleets cause
I junior lieutenant in the Navy
if any. why said application
What if there aren't any cuffs met at the church Sunday. The committee, Madelyn Miller, Doro
would be practically useless. Vour should not be approved by the munici
cently.
! Dental Corps.
on trousers anymore? Under the officers are: President. Mrs. Mar thy and Priscilla Shuman. Conrad
Schools at War program will help pal officers.
Dated at Rockland, this twentyAnd now let’s skip a year or two new credit restrictions it’s hard to guerite Shuman; vice president, and William Miller and Ralph
fourth day of November, A. D 1942
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work show you the importance of buying
in order to finish this tale. 1 had. t get pants on the cuff.
Attest;
Miss Shirley Miller; secretary and Wallace.
War Stamps regularly.
Wonderal
I’. 5. 'i i.

rhntut

IMFUO

E. R KEENE.
city Clerk.
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frJTPR OSCAR I.ANE
Correspondent
ftftftft
Telephone 8-5
Harold Lee Anderson, sou o! |
-d Mrs. Henry Anderson enU
ined a group of friends Saturcli
ternoon. at his home on 8
I
reet, in honor of his four
rthday.
Adding to Harok
leasure, his great grandmoti
rs. Ada Arey and his gram
other Mrs. Helen Arey were pr,
,t.
Games were played, tv.)
rthtlay cakes, ice cream
jokies were served, and Hai .
ceived many nice gifts
I
ung guests who spent a jo .
ternoon were John and “Tedd'i ■
ines, Peter Williams, Bruce An I
ml Hopkins, Arthur Tolman ai
lack” Gilchrist.
J
Corp. F. G. Osborne of the Ra.
jmmunication. Dept of Cana,
Commandos, daughters Be”
.an and Sally Ruth, of St. Tohn
Vt. are spending the wce|
>re with Mrs. Ruth Osborne. J
at the home of Mrs Ethel J
they.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Look anl
iree sons who have been jues>|

** Mrs. Look’s parents Cay a J
ia. Ralph Bickford, have ■
mied' to Addison.
Tiie Mother and Daughter Clul
et Monday with Mi Evie H<
jgar. Supper was se* ved anl
irds played.
Mrs. Woodrow Bunker and
icltael go soon to Camden to
r. Bunker who has employ in,
tfiere.
j
Rufus Smith who has recent I
jinp’eted training a: tin Newpo.
aval Training Station is spend!
3.

1 i

CAIN'S _
HORSE RADISH’

I

z

>artime duties call f<

and Sealtest Ice Cream i‘

FOOD.

Made with pure,
su

cream and milk, it also

elements vitally needed tl

build America strong.

Yes—Sealtest Ice Cre
nourishment in its mos
form—anti its purity and

safeguarded at every step
Laboratory experts. Eat

day—and see that each i

your family does the sam

FRO-J

Sealtest, Inc. anti this cr
are under tbe same ou
I DON’T MISS THE SEALTEST PROC.RA
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Telephone 8-®

IT COSTS
»t to exceed three lines ta
tor 50 cents. Additional
cents for two times. Five

4

so called I. e. advertlsebe sent to The Courierits additional.
ntf
r

TO LET
ICEI.Y furnished heated rooms to
Apply GEORGE WADE, 96 CamI St.. TeT 180 R, City.____ IIO-I13
11:let dean, dry,
dead storage
ft
■ <
cars. ARTHUR S
ll.LEY 239 Main St.. City, 110»IH
I
to let, home comtort. meals
d
120 CAMDEN ST.
109-110

FOR SALE
1 ND-hand |(a stove, 4 burners
I
foi -al- . 11 Granite St TEI,
110-111
IY mare for sale, 3 year old,
lit 1350
IRVING KEIZER. 134
kin Si . City
110*111
1 1 \R with 1 „-,c tor .ale, $12; 153
__ __________ 110*111
I
■ Bam for Sie
ALMOND
St Geoue
Tel
Ten
Har

_____________ no 112

ees( and ducks must

|DER

<> w CABRockland Tel. 813-13.
___________________________110-111
I
lerkraut. 50 lb. keg.
lie; Ball head
Cwt
Price FOB, Warren
H G STARRETT.
110 113
I"
tables, chairs and
Iti ir er board partitions for sale
! BEAUTY SHOP, 84 ark St.
ill- j_W__________________ 110-tf
I1’ teel oil drlums for sale, also
I
room chairs, arSMALLEY. 239 Main St City.
_____________ 110*111
1 Radio Music Library for
vols
new
including book
I BROADWAY or TEL 166 R

1 Rt

_______ utinn

[;HT Box Trailer, new
Apply
IY MINER. 1
S Route 1, War____________ 110*111
IlLD'S desk. sled. skis, lady's coat?
oil -.t,:\e oren. shoe skates size
br sale. 12 Clarendon St. City.

Harold Lee Anderson, son of Mr.
, Mrs. Henry Anderson enter
ed a group of friends Saturday
-ernoon at his home on School
.ree: in honor of his fourth
Adding to Harold’s
Measure, his great grandmother
Ada Arey and his grand, , iin Mrs. Helen Arey were prisGames were played, two
Hilda- cakes, ice cream and
.a,*?-, wre served, and Harold
,,.Aed many nice gifts.
The
uests who spent a jolly
...... n were John and “Tedd'ie”
ime> Peter Williams, Bruce Arey,
, ui Hopkins, Arthur Tolman and
Mack Gilchrist.

Marguerite Chapter O.E.S. wilmeet Monday. After the meeting
there will be a Christmas party,
with Mrs. Ellen Thomas as chair
man. Members are asked to take
a ten-cent gift.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morton
and son John have returned from
a visit with relatives in Camden
and Lincolnville.
I Pvt. Robert A. Young who has
been spending a short furlough at
his home here, has returned to
Norfolk, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hollinger of
Springfield. Mass., spent the week
end in town.

NORTH WALDOBORO

___ ____ n'o*it

CAI N’S .
HORSE RADISH

[BY c triage, crib and child's roll
lie.it for sale; 84 PARK ST Tel
[’•
_______________ 109-110
[
D and braided rugs for
la. 1 aprons, mittens, etc. MRS.
BLACK
Myrtle St.
100*110
I’' '? il hundred pullets for saJe.
|
UDWIG. Hopp. Me.
109*111

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl, son
Jchn and Mrs. Laura M. Teague
were guests Thanksgiving of Mrs.
Pearl’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Burnheimer. They went Sun
day to Madison where Mr. Pearl is
employed in Madison Academy as
athletic manager. His team was
lost but one game this season.

h< use with scow attached
ALVAH SMITH. 35 Wadst . Tliomaston
109-111
Ford Coupe for sale. Bargain.
!1UR F LAMB, Tel. 69
109*110
3A pullets for sale. White Wyan; i White Rock $2 each or 35c
LEE MANK, So Hope, or write
I*____________ 109*110
lilSTERED Jerspy Cow for sale,
freshened
JENNIE MESSER.
P Me
109*110
:D coupe 1930 for quick cash sale,
condition, good tires.
TEL.
Fl?
teEN 57-22.
109*112

XT

[O family house for sale, all mod11 fine condition, good cement
I 2-car garage, 7 rooms and bath,
f rooms and toilet, corner Suffolk
Pacific Sts
Each apt. and shed
Iparate entrance. Price $3150. V.
PEDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
i_____________ 107-tf
IRTY foot lobster fishing boat
ide
Price reasonable. CHARLES
[ERPHY Friendship, Me. 107*110
I’ER Kraut for sale. 1 Gal. Jar
hll $1.25: 1 gal. Juice, jar and all
Can send lt anywhere ln U. S.
• nd me check and I will do the
EDWIN A
DEAN. Rockland.
iTe 1 671-J.__________________ 106-111

KED wood. 15 acres, largely pulp.
Waldoboro.
H. W. THORJ4| Tt t Rockiand, 172-R
101*112
FIRABLE property for sale ln
en, to settle estate J. HERBERT
[D. Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
___________________ 109-tf

■v H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
per ton. del Nut sire and run
|ne New River soft, not screened
ton del. MB & C. O PERRY.
Bain St , Tel 487
109-tf

STATE OF MAINE
City of Rockland

F 110

E R KEENE.
City Clerk.

STATE OF MAINE
City of Rockland
caring win be held at the City
‘n
of Rockland, on
iv December 7. 1942. on the aplion of
r.dike Hotel Inc 385 Main Street
in.ease to sell spirituous and
Is liquors.
persons may appear to show
If any. why said application
I not be approved by the mu
ll officers.
d at Rockland, this twentyday of November. A. D. 1942.
pst:
E.

10

R.

City of Rockland
’ Will be held at the City
In tne City of Rockland, on MonDecimber 7. 1942. on the applicaVetcrans of Foreign Wars
Huntley-Hill Post 2499
at No io Park Street
I license to sell spirituous
s liquors.

w
\j«vartime duties call for energy—

and Sealtest Ice Cream is an energy
HOOD. Made with pure, rich dairy

cream and milk, it also supplies food

elements vitally needed these days to
build America strong.
Yes—Sealtest Ice Cream is real

nourishment in

its most delicious

lorm—and its purity and quality are

safeguarded at every step by Sealtest

Laboratory experts. Eat some every
day—and see that each member of

Aft for a
VICTORY FUDGE
SUNDAE
at any soda
fountain serving
Sealtest Ice Cream

your family does the same.

KEENE.
City Clerk.

STATE OF MAINE

FRO-JOY

and

persons may appear to show
if any why said application
d not be approved by the munlclfficers.
ed at Rockland, this twentyn day of November. A. D 1942.
est;
E. R KEENE.
10
City Clerk.

How to cut the cost of

Heating Your Home
AMERICA'S HOME HIATINO IXMIT

Quick Heating Required in the Morning

ICE CREAM

on a full charge of coal and set
the dampers at their normal
position.
If by chance the fire should die
down and is nearly out, don’t add
a full charge of coal right away.
That will only smotner the fire
and put it out completely. In this
case, open the
ashpit damper,
close the check
damper and
add a small
amount of coal
at a time. Then
when the fire
gets
going
again, shake
the grates
gently and add
a full charge
of coal. Allow
enough time for the fumes to burn
off, then close the ashpit damper
and open the check damper. In
this way you will save a lot of
coal—and manytripstothecellar.

there is any time when you
*- want the house to warm up
quickly, it is on cold mornings.
Here are some suggestions that
will help you to bring heat
through your house quickly.
First of all, shake the grates
gently and onlv until you see the
first red glow
in the ashpit.
Next, open the
ashpit damper
and close the
check damper
until the fire is
burning brisk
ly. If the fire
was banked the
night before
you probably
won’t need to
add any coal.
If fresh coal is needed, however,
only put a thin layer on the fire
at first and give it time to get
well started. Then, when the
house is comfortably warm, put
Tf

STONINGTON

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb spent
Nov. 24 with relatives in Union,
and attended the funeral of her
mother. Mrs. Sarah L. Burgess,
They were accompanied by Rev.
May S. Gibson, who visited at the
homes of Rev. and Mrs. Zebedee
Andrews and Mr
and Mrs
Charles M. Burgess. Mrs. Gibson also had a part in conducting
the funeral services for Mrs. Bur
gess.
Miss Jennie Zachowski, a teach
er in the public schools of Lubec,
and Fred Zachowski, a student at
the Washington State Normal
School at Machias, spent the
Thanksgiving recess with ' their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zachcwski.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wooster
were visitors Saturday in Camden
ar.d Rockland.
Pvt. Clarence Drinkwater. who
is stationed at Camp Polk, La., is
spending a furlough with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Drink
water. Mr. and Mrs. Drinkwater
and family visited relatives Sun
day in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown of
Camden were callers Sunday in
town.
Mrs. Ira Packard is teaching in
the Crosby High School in Belfast.
Miss Sadie Holmes of Machiasport
is assisting Mrs. Packard with her
household duties.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allenwood
of Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
Grady and daughter Ruth of Bel
fast were guests Thanksgiving of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Levenseller.
Recent successful local deer
hunters were Mrs. Jennie Jones.
Charles Jones, Joe Zachowski.
Kenneth Plaisted and Roy Thomas.
Local
residents
who
spent
Thanksgiving out of town were
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard and
family at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howard, in
Belmont; Mrs. Julia Wentworth
and Mrs. Alfred Shepard and sons,
Kenneth and Richard, with their
relatives, the Martin family, in
Lincolnville; and Miss Belle Low
ell and W. C. Creamer, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ness
in Belfast.
Hazen Dixon, a former resident
here, but now of St. John. N. B.,
called on friends here Sunday. Mr.
Dixon was on furlough from his
duties in the Canadian Army.

SOUTH THOMASTON

tVar Savings Bonds and Stamps

caring win be held at the City
pn the City of Rockland, on
>\ December 7. 1942, on the apfon of
Rockland Lodge. 1008
1
B P O of Elks
1 ;t No. 546 Main Street
license to sell spirituous and
I liquors.
ns may appear to show
I if any, why said application
I
be approved bv the munlI -fficers
[■d at Rockland, this twentyI November. A D 1942.

The National Grange

Mr. and Mrs. James McPherson
and daughter Leliath who are m
town In the interest of the Credit
Union and William Lynch of the
Rockland coast Ouaid Station
ore guests at the home of Mrs.
Addie Hall.

Corn F. G. Osborne of the Radio
Large assortment of new gifts for
v/nnrmication, Depti of Canadiservicemen
has just been received
Commandos, daughters Betty
at
Gregory
’
s.
110-lt
ean and Sally Ruth, of St. Tohnsn Vt. are spending the week
,.re with .Mrs. Ruth Osborne, R.
GROSS NECK
; a* the home of Mrs. Ethelyn
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
family of Dover-Foxcroft were
>tl»ey.
week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mi and Mrs. Clifton Look and
William
Gross.
■irt-t ns who have been guests
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Prior and
; Mr Look’s parents. Capt. and
j,.. Ralph Bickford, have re Mrs. Alton Prior of Friendship
called recently on Mr. and Mrs.
amed to Addison.
Hie .Mother and Daughter Club Melvin Genthner.
Ernest Eugley was a recent
lfa Monday with Mrs. Evie Henvisitor
at the home of William K
igar Supper was served and
Winchenbach
in Dutch Neck.
ards plaved.
Edgar Wallace, Mrs. William K.
Mrs Woodrow Bunker and sen
Winchenbach
and Mrs. Eben Wal
Uichacl go soon to Camden to join
lace
of
Dutch
Neck called Thurs
,1: Biinker who has employment
day at the William Gross home.
lere
Mrs. Irvine Condon of Thomas
Rufus Smith who has recently
ton and Mrs. George Winchenbach
up , ted training at the Newport
of the village visited Saturday with
aval Training Station is spends their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
i Genthner.
Harry W Creamer returned Mon
day to Bath where he lias employ
ment.

In'ERAL

Electric refrigerator for
with unit on top. Runs like new,
I quiet motor
Franklin type fire
just the stove for quick heat,
f" condition, large size Round
Heater, also few wood and
1 aters. second hand furnace,
; one horse sleds, new white
past set. and sewing-machine.
| KALER Washington, Me. Home
ko-_________________________ 110*111

ing a short furlough at his home
here.

A class of air raid wardens will
receive the latest instructions to
night as to wardens' duties. The
class, which will be taught by Rev.
Hubert F. Leach, chief air raid
warden of Thomaston, will be held
in the primary school building at
7.30.
A Woman's Motor Corps has re
cently been formed, the first class
meeting having been held Tuesday
w’ith Clifford Dennison instruct
ing in motor mechanics. Meetings
are to be held Tuesday and Friday
nights at the Dennison garage.
Members of the corps are Mrs.
Randall Hopkins, Mrs. Raymond
Raekliff, Mrs. Albert Davis. Mrs.
James Mitchell. Mrs. Everett Bur
gess, Mrs. Frank Maloney. Mrs. La
von Godfrey. Mrs. Stanton Sleep
er and Miss Alice Baum. Mrs.
Davis is secretary.

Elwin McCauley is home fiom
Fall River for a few days,
' Mr. and- Mrs. Edwin Parkhurst
and Joyce of Unity passed the
holiday with Mrs. Sadie Eaton.
! Mr an<1 Mrs Waiter Coomhs
' have returned to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Thurlow
and sens David and Dana are
home for a short time.
Mrs. Lena Herrick of Rockland
passed Thanksgiving with her
sister Mary" Turley.
Marie Billings is home from
Cranberry Island' for a week's va
cation.
Mrs. Everett Hendricks, Miss
Ar.nie
Childs and Wallace Arm
i
strong
of Rockport were recent
|
guests
of
Abbie Montelth.
j
Carl Morey was a recent visitor
at the home of Leon Small at Isle
au Haut.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Buckmin
ster and) family of Sunshine are
moving to Vernon Small’s house,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Toothaker
and son Richard passed the holi
day in Boston.
Mrs. Della Eaton has returned
to Portland.
Connie Coombs is passing a va
cation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Coombs.
Mrs. Ida Barter and grandson
Terry have returned from a visit
with her daughter Mrs. Dennis
Eaton at Isle au Haut.
Jeannette Daudlin has returned
to Lewiston after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Barter have
returned from a trip to New York.
Mrs. Helen Robbins is home
from Castine Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McQuarrie
are parents of a daughter bom at
the Margaret Hutchinson Nursing
home.
i

CON T MISS THE SEAL TEST PROGRAM. THURSDAYS. 10 P. M.. NBC Nt I WORK

CHRISTMAS SEALS

Adopts a Program For Agri
culture At Its Annual
Session
The 7Gth annual session of the
National Grange, just closed at
Wenatchee. Washington, was one
of the most outstanding gather
ings of farm people ever heid in
the United States. Wi.h 37 States
answering the roll tall, the nine
days' convention attended closely
to business, with three daily ses
sions and with strong, clear-cut
declarations on many .important
national questions, especially those
ielating to agriculture and to the
welfare of the rural people.
Above everything else, the Na
tional Grange stressed the su
preme task of the hour as winning
the war and in behalf cf the farm
ers of the nation pledged maxi
mum efforts toward that end. De
claring that a 100 per cent en
deavor would be made to meet
whatever food production goals
may be set up. the Grange vigor
ously reiterated its progam adopt
ed at the session at Worcester,
Mass., one year ago, relative to a
living price for those expected to
produce the food and fiber so es
sential in winning the war. The
session solemnly warned of the
danger of a food shortage next
year, unless sufficient farm labor
and equipment can be assured1 to
accomplish the tremendous task
now facing America’s food produc
ers. The Wenatchee declarations
are concisely summarized as fol
lows:—
Platform For Agriculture
1. Winning- the war is our su
preme task and to this accom
plishment the Grange pledges its
maximum resources, both as an
organization and though the indi
vidual efforts of its entire mem
bership.
2. The attainment of this goal
requires immediate action to as
sure farmers man power, machin
ery and supplies, with prices fcr
food produced that will give farm
ers a reasonable financial return
for their toil, compared with like
effort in other essential industries.
3. If necessary, in winning the
war, the Grange favors universal
service, provided such a program
comprises property, all branches
of industry, capital and labor; bu

. a Protect Your Home

from Tuberculosis

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Allen and
son Harold were dinner guests
Thanksgiving of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Burgess in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Noyes and
daughter Rachel had their holiday
dinner in Belfast.
Mr. anad Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and
family were in Rockland for
Thanksgiving, guests of Henry
Payson, and Miss Edna Payson.
Mrs. Florence Allen has closed
her home here and is in Belfast
where she has employment.
The Herbert Hardys had 19 at
their festive board Thanksgiving
Day. this number being less than
usual.
Mrs. L. P. True entertained at
a holiday family party Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer True and children Wil
liam and Joye, Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Spear ofl Rcckport, NJr.
and Mrs. Ralph Brown and Lt.
and Mrs. David E. Brown. Lt.
Brown left immediately after din
ner for Camp Edwards where he
is stationed but his wife remained
to pass the week with her
mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth
were hosts Thanksgiving to Miss t
Corinne White of Boston and Mrs.
Rita Dudley and son Charles of
Portland.

Mrs. Eugene P. True
Word has been received of ihe
death in Wrentham, Mass., of
Annie E. (Milnes), widow of Eu
gene P. True, in her 89th year.
Mrs. True, who was born in
Headingley. England, lived more
than 40 years in Hyde Park,
Mass, and except for the past few
years, spent her Summers in this
town, where Mr. True was born.
She is survived by two sons. Ed
ward Payson True of Concord,
Mass., and Osmond Smalley True
of
Scarsdale, N. Y.; also three
with assurance of its termination
grandchildren, Edwad Keene True,
when hostilities cease.
Anna Milnes True Holt, and
4. The Oange approves the Se
Thelma
True.
lective Service plan to defer essen
tial farm workers on dairy, live
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
stock and poultry farms, but urges
The service Sunday in the Finn
its extension to other types of
ish Church will begin at 1.30.
farming.
5. A sure way to create a food
shortage will be to continue forc der farm prices shall be estab
ing farmers to work longer hours lished, to prevent another postwar
and for lower comparative income collapse and the inevitable depres
sion that would otherwise follow.
than those engaged in other lines
10. In financing the war effort,
of industry. Fair prices to foed
producers will stimulate adequate the basis of taxation should be
production, be a safeguad against “ability to pay and benefits re
Inflation and furnish protection to ceived;” with adequate safeguard
set up, as taxes mount to levels
consumers.
THORNDIKEVILLE
6. The Grange reiterates its-oft- heretofore unknown, by the appli
Mrs. Harriet Crabtree and son repeated declaration of the past cation of these taxation principles:
(a) All taxes imposed for specific
Albert weie guests Thanksgiving quarter century concerning farm
war
purposes should he strictly
day of Mr. and Mrs. Norfolk parity, now so well expressed in
self-repealing.
Doughty in Union. Miss Alice the words of President Roosevelt
(b) Every tax loophole should be
Doughty of Portland was also as, “Prices which give the farmer
plugged,
with the guarantee that
guest at the Doughty home.
equality of purchasing nower with
burdens
do
not rest unjustly upon
Joseph Pushaw and family fellow Americans who work in in
visited
Thursday
with
Mr. dustry,” and demands immediate small incomes; and with a pay-asFu- haw's mother, Mrs.
Lizzie revision of the parity formula to you-go policy developed as rapidly
as conditions will permit.
Edgecome in Liberty.
include;—
(c) Nonessential expenditures
Albert Croteau who resides in
(a) All farm labor in figuring
must
be reduced to the minimum;
Camden during the Winter, was at cost of production.
unneeded
man power in govern
his log cabin over the holiday.
(b) Making use of present price
Lewis and Earle Upham are levels, instead of those based on mental agencies should be imme
diately released;
governmental
among the lucky hunters each conditions of thirty years ago.
agencies
created
to
meet
specific
shooting a deer.
7. Inasmuch as ceilings which
needs,
should
be
abolished
when
James Van Syde of Gardner is reduce agricultural prices below
those
needs
no
longer
exist.
visiting his cousin Robert Pushaw. cost levels will certainly result in
(d) Limited deductions should
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill re curtailing production, food' Short
be
allowed for purchases of war
cently visited relatives in Blue-Aages and higher prices to consumhill, Mrs. Lovell Thompson of ers, price ceilings on food crops bonds, and to pay for insurance
and other obligations contracted
Camden accompanying them.
must be flexible.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw en
8. Efficient transportation is so prior to September 1, 1942.
11. Farm subsidies as a substi
tertained at dinner Thursday their essential to support of the war ef
tute
for fair prices are wrong in
children and families, 19 being fort andi the preservation of the
principle
and deceptive in opera
present.
nation's economic life, that neces
Kenneth Knight has returned to sary allocation of materials should tion because
*
(a) They conceal costs and delay
work in Bath after a six weeks' be made to permit all forms of
leave of absence.
transportation to perform their or defeat efforts to correct exces
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond' Crabtree required functions to maximum sive expenditures.
(b) They are used to hold down
and family were holiday dinner degree. No unnecessary restric
the
general price level to consum
guests of their son Robert Crab tions should be imposed and a
tree in Camden.
definite rubber program should be ers, while creating the impression
Lewis and Earle Upham were developed at once, including the of being benefit payments to pro
»
supper guests Thursday of their manufacture -.of synthetic rubber, ducers.
(c)
They'
promote inefficiency
brother, Russell Upham in Rock by whatever process is deemed
and
open
the
way for political
port.
most effective.
abuses.
Mrs. Jack Pushaw and son Don
9. It is imperative that floors un(d) They force the many to pay
ald Pushaw and Mrs. Harry
fcr the benefits enjoyed by the
Pushaw went Monday to Augusta
few.
where the latter enlisted in the
12. Unnecessary centralization of
Navy.
government
undermines democra
Earle Upham left Dec. 2 to en
cy
and
threatens
the very foun
ter the service.
dations
of
the
nation.
Immediate
Winnifred Pushaw shot a sevenD
m
T. Calda or BroochUI IrrilaHoo ly after the war Congress should I
point buck deer Saturday.
Boekloy’g Famoua “CANAMOL’’
return to the states and to lccal
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs enter
.___Mixtaio Acta Uko a Flaak
cant* today at any good units of government all powers
tained relatives at dinner Thanks . 5pen° *
CANADIOL Mixture (triple acting). Taka taken from them, and such war
giving Day.
* .“SP1*
«P» at bedtime. Feel lt«
Mrs. Elenora Ingraham spent fr*tafrf Powerful effactlva action *pread emergency authority as has been
thru throat, head and bronchial tuba*. It
the holiday at Lester Merrill’s. wrt* *f one? to loosen up thick, choking delegated to the President should
be promptly terminated.
’"*-**- •*«
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw of Head-of-

BRONCHIAL
COUGHS!

the-Lake. Hope, was also a caller

Sulnst, he. and this company
are tender tbe same ounerMp
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there.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamp®

■_,5u!?efgri from. thoaa persistant, nasty

What the National Grange fa
to coWl
bronchial
vors and what it opposes will ap
pear in the next issue of The Cou
COBNEK DRUG STOBE
J rier-Gazette.

Mank's.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Stanton
Ambrose Day and Thedcore Day
Hanna
were holiday guests of Mrs.
of Port Fairfield were guests at
Eva Masters. Round Pond.
Ivan Scott's recently.
Rev and Mrs. H. I. Holt of the
Miss Madeline Rules, who at
village
and Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
tends Farmington Normal school
Jackson
of South Waldoboro were
spent the holiday with her parents,
recent
callers
at L. L. Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A Rules.
Arthur Scott and! Mr. and Mrs.
Burnell
Mank.
Miss
Helen
Crc;kett. and (George Wagner, Ivan Scott passed the week-end
UJS.N. of Rockland were guests with relatives in Bath, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Levensaler
Thanksgiving Day at L. I. Mank's.
and
two children of the village
Mrs. John L. Flanders has re
were
viitors Sunday at Russell Mc
turned home from Miles Memorial
Leod
’
s.
Hospital. Mrs. Verna Little is
Richard Miller was guest Mon
caring for her.
Norman Matheson of Somerville, day of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., was a recent visiter at H. Ncrman Miller.
The Social Club met Thursday
McIntire's.
George Hyler, Miss Doris Hyler with Mrs. Edwin Gammon.
and Charles Harvey of Rockiand
were recent callers at Miss Ellie Buv War Savings Bonds and Stamps

EAST WALDOBORO

* FIRST *
NATIONAL
SUPER-MARKETS

.ilS"

Bargains

ARE

now

Valued high in \ itnmin (' content. Outstanding
values at these low prices.
1 l.OKIDA SEEDLESS

5cor 25®

GRAPEFRUIT
SWEET JUICY FLORIDA

ORANGES 2doz 49®
ANCY MclNTOSH

5lbs 25«

APPLES
NATIVE BALDWIN COOKINC

6 bs 25«

APPLES

SQUASH

FANCY FMPEROR

BLUE HUBBARD or
RED TURBAN

2ibs 29«

GRAPES
WHITE CRISP

CELERY

3LBS10c

LGE
BNCH

29®

LB

21®

CAPE COD

cranberries

FANCY YEILOW

ONIONS TURNIP
FANCY YELLOW
IN MESH BAG

5

iamcy

gw

4

_

gar*

gw

4 gw

an

3l8S 10®

jwur

POTATOES 5ubs 25®

PUNCHES
24c IARGE
BEETS

2eCHS 13e

FANCY FRESH PI I MP

47c

LB.

TURKEYS

FANCY FRESH NAllVfc
4 TO 6 LB
AVERAGE

LB

FOWL

LAMB
LEGS

FRESH PORK

LB

SHOULDERS

GENUINE 1942 SPRING

BEST CEN1ER CUTS

-37®

PORK CHOPS LB
FINEST INSREDIENIS

FRANKFORTS16

LAMB
FORES

FISH DEPARTMENT
FANCY
FANCY SLICtD

Boned and Rolled if Desired

21’

LB

reserve the

HALIBUT

LB 12«

>• 29*

right to limit quantities of ALL merchandise

87c
W 81c

BREAD • '“2?

GERBER'S

glb

PASTRY flour
COLD *K.V a*.^BM-21

BABY FOODS
CHOPPED or STRAINED

TINS

SHREDDED wheat 2^23c

RITZ CRACKERS
LB PKG 21c
SALTINES educator P“G 21c

EVANGELINE

MILK

LOBSTER

Accepted by
American Medical Association

3

MACKEREL

FLAKED

1492 oz
TINS

MACKEREL

tin

WHEAT TOAST I LB
PKG
WAFEBS

SUNSHINE

43c

6»« UN

FANCY

15c

20c

HERE'S SOMETHING DELICIOUS - SERVE HOT ON TOAST
CENTRE
19 oz
ALL GREEN
CUTS
TIN

ASPARAGUS

SUNBRITE CLEANSER A IINS 19c
SWEETS ,0.. 3 .-19c

PALMOLIVE
TOILET
SOAP.

OCTAGON’rsV.'R9c

X BARS

2 pk©s Sic

SUPER

wm

SiSASc

BLUE ROSE »'«

LONG LOAF or
OLDE STYLE
I ILBAor
b LOAVES

-

TIN

etto

8c

DUZ

2

rk%s

45®

SCOTT PRODUCTS
tor

WINDEX

a

10c

2pkU45®

«

45®

DRANO
CLEANS
DRAINS

CELLO.

RED KIDNEY h«hi CELLO 8C

FSLAK«

ASL

i’of 17c

PEA BEANS “72T

oxydol

2

fc&tlc

VERMONT r.tif

BREAD

LUX

KLEK

CLEANS
6 o> AKg
WINDOWS *BOTS***

LUXURY TEXTURE

ROLL yc

SCOT TISSUE
World's largest Selling ToiUtTiaMM et

WALDORF

tissui

WROLLSWv

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
FREE PARKING SPACE FOR CUSTOMERS

✓

Tuesday-Frfd^ j

Tuesday-Friday
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THOMASTON
****
ADELLE M. ROES
Correspondent

aa aa

the Citizens Service Corps f or
ganized Oct. 24) are asked to leave
a record of their hours of service
since that date at the Report Cen
ter. It requires 50 hours service
in any branch of the work to be
come a member.

ROCKPORT
UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

ft ft AA

The Memory Man
Finds Out From Uncle Eph
How Tracks Were Made
On Hewett’s Island

CAMDEN

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

ft ft ftft
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
ft ft ftft

(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

service will be at 11 with sermod
by the pastor and a selection by|
the choir. Emergency fund enveld
opes are to be taken in. Evenir.4
service will be at 7.
Large assortment of new gifts foil
servicemen has just been receive
at Gregory’s.
HO-d

Tel. 860
Ralph Feyler spent Thanksg
(By Iree Member)
As the thermometer goes down per of baked beans all it is neces
at his home on Park street,
Had to make another trip to in Maine and elsewhere in New sary for the cock to do is to add
Baptist Chur^i: Sunday schocol
Beginning
Monday,
the
Public
guests
at dinner were a;
Mr. ard Mrs. H. O. Heistad had Bangor recently and found time to England the temperature of New water to the powder and presto the
Wooden articles made and pre at 9.45; morning service at 11, sub
Library
will
close
at
6
p.
m.
until
Tlicmas
and Everett Johnsoi1
sented to the local Red Cross by ject, “The Christian and Prayer;” as holiday week-end guests Erling dodge Into WABI and go on the England Yankees continues to rise beans are there. Four ounces of further notice. . This is due to the
Hew
York.
Wkai/lfou &U4f. Wiik!
men at the State Prison, will be on anthem, “Sing Praise Unto God" Heistad, daughter Mary and son ether for 15 minutes. It has been at the various suggestions that New- the dehydrated baked beans are
difficulty and expense of dimming
nine
years
since
I
faced
a
“
Mike
”
Erlir.g,
cf
Lebanon,
N.
H.
and
Mr.
sale Saturday from 2 to 8 in the (Herbert Wearing) by Choral So
England may be frozen out in the equal to twelve ounces of regularly
but I had no trouble and a good hurly-burly incident to the war. cooked beans. They are baked be out. Mrs. Ada Dyer Dickens is re
WAR STAMPS
Miss Margaret E. Albee. F
and
Mrs.
Trygve
Heistad
and
rooms over the National Bank.
ciety. There will also be a soprano
signing ‘ her position at the
time.
“
Rae
of
Belfast
”
happened
daughters,
Selma
and
Anna-Marie,
W
ho
has been visiting her pare
Mrs. Carl R. Gray entertained solo “Jesus Lover of My Soul”
The New England Governors re fore being dehydrated. The Army
Library.
to
be
in
Bangor
and
she
gave
a
Capt- and Mrs. Leman S Al
the Baptist Choral Society at her | (MacDougall) by Miss Margaret L. of South Paris.
cently indicated very great concern Quartermaster Corps has also de
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bonnie Quinn of
Gerald Rose, principal of the short readiag and warfciei a duet following the repeated manifesta velcped a prune powder, an apricot
An essential part of the equip.! Sullivan, returned to Rock
Hyler street home Tuesday night i Simmons. Christian Endeavor at
North Haven are occupying the ment of the Army and the
Tuesday.
following rehearsal of the choir at I 6. Evening service at 7 w’hen Rev. High School, spent the holiday with with Betty Gaye. Betty put over tions of anxiety of members ot powder and a S^iss cheese soup
Emma Bryant house on Belmont Corps is the shelter, or ‘‘pup'' tent.
a
couple
cf
songs
in
fine
style.
All
composed
cf
potatoes,
dry
powdered
the vestry. Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Flagg will give an illustrated lec relatives in Brunswick.
the Maine Congressional delegation
The Red Cross committee on the old Iree did was to tell story and throughout the past year as to the milk, oat and soya flours in addition Avenue. Mr. Quinn has employ These small and easy-to-handle|
Visit Lucien K. Green <te
Flagg were special guests. The : ture on Gospel Work cn the Eurma
tents are used in training, on fieg|
ment at the Shipyard.
drum
out
the
accompaniments
for
Christmas
boxes
for
local
boys
in
to
the
cheese
with
flavoring
in
second floor, 16 School street.
hostess was assisted in serving by. : Road.
fuel situation.
Hospital News: A son was bom maneuvers and on short marches.!
Our ever-increasing army needj Fellows Block, City, for Furs,
Miss Harriette Lemon of Omaha. , St. James Church (Catholic) service in this country is sending the singers. The piano was in good
Members of the Senate and the gredients of or.ion, celery and
cut an urgent call fcr more money tune and I had a pretty nice time House frem New England have parsley salts. This powdered soup Nov. 30 to Mr. and Mrs. Alexan thousands of them and only S10 oil Coats and Cloth Coats at mode
The bearers at the funeral serv Mass at 9 a. m.
der Gillmor;’ Mrs. Ada Drinkwater your money in War Savings Stamps|
as there are 15 more boxes to be all around.
ices for Winfield H. • Brackett,
prices.
been called in a meeting this week is all cooked ready to serve simply
Federated Church: Sunday school
is a medical patient; Lawrence will buy one.
Lest someone may get the idea
packed,
and
money
is
needed
for
held Friday at the Davis Funeral at 945; morning service at 11, the
to consider together concerted by the addition of water.
Dunton who received injuries
that Iree is lavish with gas I
Home, were William Mathews, second in the series “Jesus and the cigarets, candy bars, gum, etc., to
measures to insure equitable treat
Army’s New Butter Product
should, perhaps explain that the
while at his work recently is a pa
fill
them.
Every
citizen
of
the
ment for New England. Meanwhile
Thomas McPhail, Earl Woodcock Life of Today,” the topic being
A new type food product known tient.
town will want to help in this many trips I have made to Bangor this past week Secretary Ickes as
and Fred Burgess. The obituary “Rediscovery of Man.” The an
The Oil Ration Coupons are be
worthy cause and if you have not the past several months were far Fuel Co-ordinator handling both as Army Spread and intended for
them will be “Unto the Hills"
appeared in the Tuesday issue.
already donated, please see that from pleasure trips. Hospital treat coal and fuel oil testified before the soldiers in tropical stations has ing issued at the Town office.
At St. John’s Church: Church (Adams). Epworth League will meet
been developed by the Quarternvas
your contribution is given at once ments, Doctors orders, no gas
Mcndiay Club met this week at
school will be at 5.30 Sunday; Ves at 6 o’clock and the evening serv to one of the committee. Mrs. Amy wasted; have none to waste! Had Truman Committee and assured ter Corps. Army Spread is a com the home of Mrs. Ruth Elmore.
Senator Brewster that fuel reset zes bination of creamery butter, fresh
ice at 7 will be in charge cf the
pers and sermon at 7 p. m.
Miller, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes cr Mrs. to get a unit (my last!) in Bangor
at present in the New England area cheese curd, and skim milk powder Mrs. Nerita Wight presented a pa
Womens
Missioncry
Society,
the
Mrs. Edna Hodgdon returned to
and the young chap who tended
Evelyn Cunningham.
were 76% of normal which is 1% The butter-fat content of the new per on “Pierre Van Paasen.” Mrs.
her home in Medford, Mass., Sun topic being “The Marks of History."
Mrs. Frederick Richards went the gas pump lamented that he
above the figure they had been canned “butter” is not less than Jocelyn Christie will be hostess
day after being guest of Miss Leila
The help of Young American!
Wednesday to New York City couldn’t join up and fight for
next week at her home on Megun
aiming at. and further induvted 66%. It will not melt, when
Turkey Supper
Clark for a few days.
financing
the war effort is being en[ I
Uncle
Sam.
When
he
was
ex

where she will join her husband,
Georgia
complete confidence that these sup containers, below a temperature of ticook street and
A Turkey supper will be served
Rep. and Mrs. William T. Smith
couraged by the Treasury Depart-!
amined
they
discovered
that
the
Lt. Com. Richards, who is teaching
ment in its sponsorship of the! Zr That’s the Christmas
plies would be maintained at this 120 degrees Fahrenheit, whereas an Wiley will be the reader.
the Thomaston Federated
have returned from New York City ffi
lad had only cne lung. Felt awfully
at
Columbia
University.
A special meeting of Amity Schools At War Program. As al
figure.
«
ater spending the holiday week-end Church vestry Tuesday Dec. 8 at 6
earlier butter substitute issued
Mrs. Orra Burns is a patient at. broken up about it—said he would
Lodge will be held tonight with symbol of this program the TreasJ
with Mrs. Nellie Mead and Mr. and p. m. Price 60c. Sale of Fancy
Seventy-five
percent
cf
normal
the Army, known as Carter Spread work in the Entered Apprentice ury will present each state with 1
prefer
two
lungs
and
a
chance
to
Community Hospital, where Mon
Articles and aprons at 2 p. m.—
Mrs George Mead.
206-year-old brick from Indcpend-f
day she underwent a surgical op help lick the germs and beetles. requirements has been the goal of meited at 110 degrees. Both Army degree.
Miss Edna L. Ames was holiday adv.
it
the Fuel Administration and Sec Spread and Carter Spread are
cnce
Hall, obtained during cxten{
However,
old
people
and
crippled
eration.
A stated meeting of Camden
week-end guest of her parents, Mr.
retary
Ickes
felt
confident
that
sup

sive
repair
work on that shr:ne oil
products
of
the
Quartermaster
Sub
»€ We carry a comple
That the townspeople might youngsters can do their bit on the
Commandery will be held Tuesday our nation’s freedom. The Lib-I
and Mrs. Leon F. Ames, Pleasant
plies
of
this
amount
would
continue
Large assortment of new gifts for
sistence
Laboratory,
Chicago.
home
front!
(Dig
hard
for
scrap,
guaranteed high qua]
fully understand what is required
night. Wednesday night Keystone erty Bricks, as they are called, wilf
Point.
servicemen has just been received
save very drop of grease possible, to be delivered.
Dehydrated Potatoes
under
the
new
dim-out
regula

Chapter,
Royal
Arch
Masons
will
furnish
a
permanent
exhibit
in
eachl
fectly designed and
Alonzo Spaulding is a surgical at Gregory’s.
110-11
The Maine Congressional delega
state alter they return from a tourl
tions, a meeting of all interested invest every dollar possible in war
The story of dehydrated potatoes meet.
patient at Knox Hospital.
stamps and (or) bonds, conserve tion will be glad to be advised from
built Fur Coats, featu
William Rhodes of Gould street of the schools. Each school w:”|
Tlie Beta Alpha will meet Mon
Underwear—colorful selection of citizens was called for Tuesday rubber and gas and—don’t wag the any section of the State where it has already been told in this col
also
receive
a
certificate
of
.
rvice|
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. new slips, gowns, bed jackets and night at Town hall Toy co-ordina tongue too much. We can all have has not been found possible to! umn and constantly increasing pro was taken Tuesday by ambulance from the Treasury.
• Persian Lambs
i. Treasury I
Leila Smalley, Knox street. The pajamas. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, tor Arthur K. Walker, and a large fun again after this war is won!) maintain a quota of 75% of normal ducticn is under way. This potato to the Mae Murray Nursing Home.
product is proving a most satisfac
Warren Townsend, who has been
• Mink Blended
meetings will be held afternoons Copper Kettle—adv.
106-110 number responded. Chief Air Raid
When I was about 66 to 68 years deliveries. Information of this char tory method of transporting one of residing with his aunt, Mrs. Col
Warden Earle Achorn presided and
And
there
is
a
woman
’
s
organi-l
instead of evenings for the dura
Muskrats
explained the regulations as they younger than I am now, I heard acter is the cnly way in which the staple articles of diet. It seems lier Hills, joined the Army Wed zation they would call it Mar:.|
tion. The refreshment committee
specific
situations
can
be
helped
NORTH HAVEN
altogether likely that dehydrated nesday in Portland,
affect homes, business places, au “Oat” Day, Deck Meservey, Amsnettes.
consists of Mrs. Bertha Lovejoy,
• Skunks and
bry Orne and my Dad talking out.
potatoes
will
come
to
fill
a
definite
tomobiles,
etc.
Mr.
Walker
also
Funeral
services
for
Ruth,
three
Members
of
St.
Thomas
Guild
Mrs. Dorothy Libby and Mrs
Carraculs
Dehydrated Baked Beans
part in the diet of Americans in are invited to dinner Tuesday
year-old daughter cf Mr. and Mrs offered helpful remarks. At the about “man’s tracks" in the solid
Minnie Newbert.
Probate Notices
rock
on
Hewett
’
s
Island.
They
as

New England baked beans are go-' years to come because of the night by St. Peter’s parish in
STATE OF MAINE
Donald Eck of Hartford, who has , George Beverage were held Satur close Mr. Achorn announced that severated that such tracks were
day
at
the
church,
Rev.
E.
O.
Ken

there
would
be
a
meeting
of
the
ing
to continue a part of the diet simplicity of handling—both in Rockland. Following dinner, the
To all persons interested in elthr;
been visiting his aunt, Miss Leila ,
plain to see and they argued and
hereinafter named
transporting and preserving and evening will be spent packing toys ofAtthea estates
Moderately Pric
Probate Court held at Rock|
Clark for several days, has enlisted 1 yon of Rockland officiating. Those Fire Wardens, Fire Watchers, and wondered how said tracks could of the boys overseas although in
also in preparing for the table
land, in and for the County of Knox
from
out
cf
town
to
attend
the
powdered
form
with
the
water
con

messengers
at
the
Control
Center
for
underprivileged
Episcopal
chil

in the Merchant Marines and went 1
on the seventeenth day of November!
have been made. “Oat” said he
very fine quality of mashed po dren.
ln the year of our Lord one thousand
Sunday to Boston where he will services were Mr. and Mrs. Marston Friday at 7 o’clock and on Satur had thought about it a lot and tent removed which constitutes
Sold on Merit
nine hundred and forty-two and bi
tatoes
can
be
produced
in
two
or
Beverage
of
Camden,
Mi
’
,
and
Mrs
two-thirds
of
their
bulk.
This
day
night
they
would
tour
the
Mrs.
Sumner
Mills
and
son
re

be stationed.
adjournment
from
day
to
day
from
Mrs. Leroy Beverage and daughter town to note any violations of the had come to the conclusion that means that three times as many three minutes by the addition of turned home Thursday from Com- seventeenth day of said November The
The annual Christmas sale and
following matters having been pre-l
many years ago, perhaps a million beans can be put in the same ship- water.
Edith of Hope, Mr. and Mrs dim-out regulations.
munity Hospital.
sented for the action thereupon hertl
supper will be held Tuesday in the
or
so
years,
the
rock
was
very
soft
inafter indicated lt is hereby OR-|
Samuel Tait eof Quincy, Mass..
ping space. Yellow-eye beans from I
----Due
to
weather
conditions
all
Twelve
children
were
taken
to
DERED
vestry of the Federated Church.
and
that
a
race
of
giants
lived
in
Mrs. Parker Gowell of Hallowell school sessions were omitted Wed
Maine also participate as a result
That notice thereof be given to a'i
the
Community
Building
in
Rock

Surgical Dressings workers have Mrs. Clive Gregory cf Vinalhaven
this part of the world and that one of the lcng battle which finally re
persons Interested, by causing a copif
GRANGE
CORNER
nesday.
land Wednesday by Health Offi of this order to be published thr
completed the November quota of and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills of
of them had walked oft that soft
16 School St.. Rockl
successively ln The Courler-GaJ
The Methodist Junior Ladies’ rock and weighed a ton or more sulted in recognizing yellow-eye
cer Florice Pitcher and Mrs. Percy weeks
5000 dressings and are new ready Rcckland. The bearers were Vernon
zette.
a
newspaper
published al
Aid met Wednesday at the home and his great weight had forced beans as proper for baking. This
Rockland
ln
said
County,
that
the),
News items from all of the Pa
Keller; x-rays were taken.
to start on the December quota of , Beveragei Maicoim Crcckett, Bermay appear at a Probate Court to
was apparently a revelation to all trons of Husbandry are welcomed
of
Mrs.
Dorothy
Crcckett.
59CO. Tlie work room will be open anrd Mills and Owen Grant. In
his feet into the rock and that tive the other sections of the country
Mrs. Rollo Gardner is spending held at said Rockland on the fifteenth
here.
day of December. A. D. 1942 at nlaf
Mrs. Eugenia Fales returned rock hardened after many years and
each Monday, Wednsday and terment was in - the Fuller Ceme
a week with her sister-in-law, Mrs. o'clock ln the forenoon, and be heat
where
they
were
familiar
only
with
Tuesday’ from Knox Hospital left his tracks In the rock for all
thereon If they see cause.
Thursday from 2 to 4 o’clock and tery.
White Oak Grange. North War Emily Chillis in Auburn.
the other types cf beans for baking.
INEZ, H. CONANT, late of Vinalhal
where
she
had
been
under
obser
all are welcome.
Good Cheer Class met Tuesday ven, deceased. Will and Petition fol
Mrs. Franbz Mills is a surgical vation the past week, as a result time: I thought that was a very
When the boys overseas get ren, is holding but one meeting a
Probate
thereof asking that the
I
reasonable explanation until I ready for their Saturday night sup- month during the Winter. The night
Mrs. Henry P. Starrett returned patient at tlie St. Marie Hospital.
at
the
Congregaticnal may be proved and allowed and thal
of a fall in her heme.
^Testamentary Issue to Eliza ll
heard Uncle Eph’s version of the
to Washington, D. C.. today after Portland.
December meeting will be tonight Parish House. Mrs. Kathryn Kel Letters
Patterson of Vinalhaven, she betuT
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Carroll
have
why
and
wherefore
of
those
tracks.
being guest of Mis. E. P. Starrett
ler and Miss Bessie Bowers were the executrix named in ta:d witj
Mr. and Mrs. Llcyd Crockett and closed their home on Richards Hill
slupe dek. Then I tuk mer big
without bond.
Hope Grange will meet Monday hostesses.
Eph was in Fred’s store one whele barrer an’ wheled th’ wood
for two weeks.
George Yeung attended State and are staying at the home of
IONE H. WENTWORTH, late of Apl
fcr
supper
and
election
of
officers
night
when
the
subject
of
the
pleton, deceased. Will and lJ--. : :|
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R., Grange in Augusta this week.
erbord
an
’
pil
’
d
it
up.
It
wuz
hard
At
the
Baptist
Church
Sunday
his father, Albert Carroll for the tracks was being discussed. When
iur rrobate thereof asking that th
The Sewing Circle met this week
w’ill meet at the home cf Mrs.
Miss Hcpe Ames has returned
School will be at 9.45. There is a same may be proved and allowed anl
Winter.
Their nephew, Gerald someone quoted “Oat” Day on the work but I wuz tuf an’ smart ez a with Mrs. Ralph Brown.
that Letters Testamentary Issue
Annie Willey, Dunn street, Satur frem a visit with friends in Wollosstele trap in them daze an’eud git
class for every one. The worship Helen W. Gushee of Appleton, sh!
Richards,
is
with
them
while
his
subject
Eph
snorted
like
a
horse
day at 3 o’clock. At this meeting ton, Mass.
being the executrix named ln said Wl9|
in tu trips ’tween sun up an’ dark.
mother, Mrs. Frederick Richards is with hay fever, pocketed his knife,
without bond.
the annual dues will be payable.
Wal,
wun day I hed trubble gittin
ANNA C. WHITE, late of R klarJ
in New York.
threw his pine stick in the cracker started an’ I seen I culdn’t git mer
Buy War Bonds
Miss Nellie Tibbetts, who is em
deceased. Will and Petition for Pr.l
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce barrel, snorted and stomped his
bate thereof asking that the same mai
f'Support our eon
ployed in the office at the State
Every Pay Day
wood aberd ’fore th’ tide went out
be proved and allowed and that Lett
moved
Tuesday
to
the
Hartford
way
out
of
the
store.
ters Testamentary Issue to Wllllatj
Prison, returned Sunday after
less I done some tall whelein an’
'top THAT 10%
.★ ★ ★
T. White of Rockland, he being th
house which they recently bought
This War-Christ
“Now, what th’ Blue - Jay-withspending a few’ days with her
u
executor named ln said will, wlth.x.|
I begun ter load hevy an’ work
BY m YEAR'S
Let’s Double
on Pascal avenue.
bond.
his-tall-feathers , wagging teched farst. The tide wuz gittin purty
brother, Clyde Tibbetts in Fairfield.
'"westm
CHARES K MaeWHINNIE. late
Our Quota
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spear left ole Eph off like that?" said one of
g tical, useful gifts t
All Volunteer defense workers
Rockland, deceased.
Will ano F* "J
low
’
fore
I
gut
mer
larst
load
—
an
’
Without
Painful
Backache
Tuesday for Lakeland, Fla., where the men. "Never know when Eph
tion
for
Probate
thereof
asking
thar
who wish to become members of
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
it wuz th' biggest uv cny I had
quickly, once they diecover that the real the same may be proved and allowe
they will spend the Winter.
will fly off th’ handle, but, it’s easy wheled. Must ov been nigh enter Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
war. Such gifts
catiae of their trouble may be tired kidneys. and that Letters Testaments •
to Grace M. MacWhinnie and E?/abr’!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Joyce, who enough to tell when he does, an’
The kidneys are Natures chief way of tak
Jane Post, both of Rockland, they b*|
ing the excess acids and waste out of the
ten tun, thet load! Wal, I made
have been occupying the J. \V. if I know Eph, he's maddem a
lng the executrices named In said wlif
blood. They help most people pass about 3
farst
time
but
th
’
whele
barrer
pints 4 day.
without bond.
Pottle house for several weeks, have hornet Just now!” “Tell ye what
When disorder of kidney function permits
WALLACE EGERTON. late of NevJ
kreeked sumpin orful an’ th’ load
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it ton, Massachusetts, deceased
returned to Swan's Island.
Exeml
I’ll bet” said Fred. "I’ll bet ye he’ll wuz so hevy thet mer fete wuz driv !
pllfied copy of Will and Proba’sl
RESIDENTS OF THOMASTON
Mrs. Nancy Turner, who has be in here some night purty soon
thereof,
together
with
a
Peti'
:. “r
inter th’ solid rock nigh enter Six I
relieve coughing of
K
been visiting her son and daugh and have a good yam all rigged
Due to conditions brought about by the war, the following
t . 11J . <
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty Probate of Foreign Will, askli - thal
i
the copy of said will may be
wehl
inches. I gut thet larst load abord
passages
with
smarting
and
burning
some

regulations must be strictly enforced:
ter-in-law in -'Bucksport, has re up erbout them tracks.” And so
li
i
j;
filed and recorded ln the Probatf
times shows there is something wrong with
': •. J ,■ n z
jist in time ter shov off ’fore th’ j
Court of Knox County, and
|
Burn no rubbish except when the ground is wet or covered
L
»
your
kidneys
or
bladder.
turned home.
it came to pass.
ters Testamentary Issue to JoMpbtt
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
IWOQCkOOC.K
-OC |
slupe gut stuck in th’ mud! Thets
with snow.
— •
H Egerton of Newton, Ma- i
''|
“The Prophet's Part in Making
Pills, used successfully by millions for over
The very next night Epl\ came how them tracks cum ter be made
Extinguish all such Arcs at sunset.
40
years.
They
give
happy
relief
and
will
help
without
bond.
this good old reliable way!
Possible the Coming of the Christ’’ into the store with his "I’Ve got a on Huits island, by crummy!”
tbe 15-miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ESTATE AUSTIN B VINAI
I
Secure burning permits when required by law.
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan a Pills.
Whenever
the Dionne Quintuplets cArh
Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
1
is the theme for the morning serv good yarn fcr ye ternite, boys” ex
cold—their chests, throats and barksAre
ministration,
asking that Albra VJ
Eph
was.
as
usual,
pretty
near
EDWIN A. ANDERSON,
ice Sunday at the Methodist pression on his face, sat down, lit
Smith and Dora V Boman. both
immediately rubbed with Musterole—
Notices of Appointment
Vinalhaven, or some other sui’.aD
Chief, Thomaston Fire Dept.
Church. The pastor will s-peak at his corncob pipe, crossed his the door when he finished his yarn a product made especially to promptly
person, be appointed admlni-’rarrte
and
when one of the boys said, relieve coughing and tight sore aching
I.
Willis
R.
Vinal,
Register
of
Pro

110-111
the evening service on “When skinny old legs and—waited. The
with
muscles due to colds—it actually bate for the County of Knox, in the without bond.
“How could you wheel such a load chest
ESTATE WILLIAM P WALSH
helps break up local congestion in the State of Maine, hereby certify that In
Perplexed God Can Show the store gang exchanged sly glances
glass
Rockland, deceased
Peti'
’’
as that without breaking the wheel upper bronchial tract, nose and throat. the following estates the persons of
License to sell certain real estJ
Way.” The Sunday, School is held (they knew the symptoms and just
were appointed Administrators. Execu
Musterole
gives
such
wonderful
results
som<
,^>f yeur barrow, or breaking the because it’s what so many Doctors and tore. Guardians and Conservators and ated tn Rockland, and fully dt -:’'
at 10 oclock. one hour before the what to do and say to get Eph
In eald petition, presented by Josep
plank between the rock and the Nurses call a modern counter-irritant. on the dates hereinafter named:
KATHBBINE SMITH of Rockland. Walsh, administrator.
morning service and will be of in started) and pretty soon one of
it’s used on the famous "Quints”
sloop?” Eph just glared, wagged Since
ESTATE RUBY FRANCES TROC
Alan L. Bird of Rockland was appoint
—
you
can
be
sure
it
’
s
just
about
tbe
terest to all. One week from next them cleared his throat and said,
PERSONAL STATIONERY
and JOAN P PROCK. both <: K SJ
ed
Guardian
on
November
12.
1942
his whiskers and slammed the door BEST cold relief you can buy!
Petition for License to
and qualified by filing bond on same land.
Sunday there will be a set of beau “New, what were we talkn’ about? as he went into the night but his IN 3 STRENGTHS: Children’s Mild, date.
certain real estate situated in vVn i
boro, and fully described ln sai l I*'-]
tiful pictures on the life of Christ Oh, yes, them tracks on Hewett’s wife told one of the boys that Eph Regular and Extra Strength.
ADELLA. N TOWNSEND, late of tion.
For Men and Women
presented by Ethel Prock I'
Thomaston, deceased. Adella T. Kirk
and three sets of illustrated Island!”
ard of Rockland. Guardian.
was
chuckling
something
scan

Patrick
of
Thomaston
was
appointed
With Monogram on Paper and Name and Address
ESTATE JOB H
MONTGOMERl'J
hymns. Ail are urged to be pres
Administratrix, eta. on November
Eph slcwly removed his pipe dalous when he got home that
late of Camden, deceased Pet::: :
17,
1942,
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
ent at this servii^.
on Envelopes
Perpetual care of Burial Lot .'
on same date.
from his whiskers, fixed the crOwd night.
in Camden, presented by H : d
FRANCIS
H
MALONEY,
late
of
or Name and Address on Paper and Envelopes
Mrs. Hattie Kenney has returned with a baleful eye and said, very
South Thomaston, deceased. Grace A Wilson, executor.
ESTATE CHARLES F BRO'.’ '
|
from Brunswick where she has slow and distinct like, “Boys, yer
Maloney of South Thomaston was
'
appointed executrix on November 17 of North Haven, deceased. Fl
Folded or Single Sheets, printed in Blue, Black,
been visiting her sen, Vernon all wrong erbout them tracks! I'm
Final
Account
presented
<oi
I
1942. without bond.
ance by Marian E Brown, execu'.ruj
Brown, Green or Red Ink on White, Blue, Grey Paper
Kenney.
th‘ on’y wun thet knows th’ secrit
FREEMAN A
BROWN.
late
of
ESTATE ALVIN H WEBS!FT
Vinalhaven.
deceased
Laura
E
er them tracks 'cos I made 'em!”
First and Final A
Brown of Vinalhaven was appointed Rockland.
presented
for allowance by Jo
$1.25. $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 per box
executrix on November 17, 1942, with
Large assortment of new gifts for "Haw, haw” scoffed the boys,
Southard. Conservator.
out bond.
ESTATE HOWARD M WAI t
(Mail orders 15 cents extra for postage and packing)
servicemen has just been received "them tracks was made by a giant,
N COOK SHOLES, late of Vlnalha- '
Peti’
ven. deceased
Marlon W. Sholes of of Rockland, deceased
not a skinny old faosil like you.
at
Gregory's.
110-lt
* * * *
Vinalhaven was appointed administra Administration, asking that Evr -"
Period I Coupons have been extended to Dec. 13,
Haw, haw, haw!” Eph’s whiskers
trix on November 17. 1942. and quali Wall of Cushing, or some oth»
able person, be appointed adn
■
fied by filing bond on same date.
began
to
waggle
like
they
always
FOR THE MEN IN SERVICE
but NOT valid after that date. Period II Coupons
Read The Courier-Gazette
SYLVANUS C. PIERPONT, late of tor. without bond.
ESTATE CHARLES E. SMITH
I
did when Eph was mad and the
Washington deceased
Percival
C.
|
Pierpont of Thomaston was appoint- pleton. Petition for License
are now valid.
Send them a box of Military Stationery
boys sat back and listened to Eph
' ' T
ed administrator on November 17, 1942 certain Real Estate situated
ton, ahd fully described in aald P* T
without bond.
as he unfolded the "secrit” cf the
tion, presented by Elathea I’
I
We have the official insignia for—
FrAd D. ACHORN, late of Rock
tracks. “War back afore you bye’s
Your I. 0. U.'s must be paid, so bring in your cou
port, deceased.
Earle D Achorn of Guardian.
ESTATE VIRGINIA EILEEN tt'HI11
was born they wus erbout a milyun
Rockport was appointed adminlstra
U. S. Army, U. S. Navy, U. S. Coast Guard,
Roockand
Petition
f
.
tor on November IT, 1942, without of
pons now (with your serial number written on the
cords tff kil wood an Huits island
bond.
cense to Sell certain Rea:
I
WHEN YOUR en’ I hed a contrac ter git kil wood
WILLIAM F. OVERLOCK, late of situated In Rockland, and 1 '
back of each one) while No. I coupons are still good.
U. S. Marine Corps, U. S. £rmy Air Forces
Warren, deceased. Helen B. Overlock scribed In said petition, prf •
enuf ove here ter kepe th’ kils
1
of Warren was appointed executrix on Marie Evelyn Andrews, former?
At that time, at our office, we will be glad to^anEvelyn White, otherwise E.e?
November 17. 1942. without bond.
goin. It was a pretty tuf job but
and U. S. Navy Air Corps
Andrews, Guardian.
FLORA E DAVES, late of Port Clyde
swer any questions you may have regarding cou
done it. I’d go over an’ cut a
KATHERINE SMITH, late ’ R /,]
THE S
deceased
Nelson B. Davls of Newton
These can be used on any of our stationery in stock
l»nd. deceased. Will and Pe’ '
Highlands,
Massachusetts
was
ap
thousan cords an’ then go git it
pons, etc.
pointed executor on
November 17. Probate thereof, asking ’ha’ t
with thet Old slupe I used ter hev.
1942. without bond. Forrest R Davls may br proved and allowed s'
$1.25 to $2.00 per box
of Port Clyde appointed Agent ln letters Testamentary Issue to ’ —
NEEDS FIXING By stackin it bTow deks aft’ piliti
Bird of Rockland, he being the r*’’5]
Matne.
tor named ln said will, wltht
it erbout 30 ft. high all over th’
Make your selection early while stocks are complete
GRACE fl. BRUIT, late of Rock
ALEXANDER MCDONALD ' ' R ■ tl
land. deceased, Richard H Britt of
A. C. McLOON & CO.
de4 I cud git th’ thousan cord over
land. First and Final account r'
’I
Tel.

94

In The Churches

Tel. 2220

GREEN’

LUCIEN K. Gl
&S0N

, J**

CASH AND CARRY ’

Warning!

QUINTUPLETS

CHEST COLDS

HOSteroIE

Oil USERS! ATTENTION!

CALL on US

RADIO

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

here in two trips.

•»

1 alius made th- slupe fast, rite
TEL. 721
side
uf a big rock oa th’ Shore, ah’
<42 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, Stfc
run a plank fr’m th' rock ter th'

Washington. ,

McLOON’S WHARF,

ROCKLAND, ME.
110-111

D. C.

was appointed ad
25, 1942, and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland was au,
pointed Agent ln Maine.
Attest:
‘
in. .
WILLIS R VINAL.

ministrator

KW-r-Ua

November

Register.

ed for allowance by
Winter, Ouardian.

Isadc; c

]

Witness, HARRY E WILBER
quire. Judge of Probate Court
Knox County, Rocklana . Marr-

Attest:
iM - ...

WILLIS R. VINAI

106T-H3

Ff?1-''

STONI

313-315 MAIN

Tuesday-FrRIav j Tuesday-Friday
lice will be at 11 with sermOr
Ithe pastor and a selection bjl
I choir. Emergency fund envelj
k are to be taken in. Evening!
lice will be at 7.
large assortment of new gifts foj
[icemen has just been received
pregory's.
110-itl

Wh&t'ljMl &U4J. Witk I

WAR STAMPS
Ln essential part of the equip,
[it of the Army and the Marine,
Ips is the shelter, or “pup” tent,
>M small and easy-to-handle
Its are used in training, on field)
Ineuvers and on short marches, I
[ ever-increasing army needs)
Lsands of them and only $io 0J
[ • money in War Savings Stamps |
buy one.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, December 4,1942
Miss Dorothy O. Trask was given
A miscellaneous shower was
surprise birthday supper and given Miss Kathleen W. Dean, by
party at her home on Grove street, Mrs. Helmi Ranta and Mrs. Vesta
Saturday afternoon. Features of Dean, Wednesday afternoon at the
the evening were music and cards. home cf Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A.
Miss Trask received several lovely Dean, Old County road. Kathleen
gifts. Those present were Madeline received many beautiful and use
Munro, Lucille Stanley, Carol Hall,
Mrs. Bessie Sumner Ls visiting! Peggy Havener, Virginia Bowley ful gifts. Mrs. Ranta presented
each guest with an American
Mr. and Mrs. Merton R. Sumner at;
and Miss Trask. Decorations were Beauty rose. Refreshments were
Sunnyside, L. I., n. Y.
in yellow and white, with a table served. These present were Mrs.
centerpiece of chrysanthemums.
"Florence Havener, Mrs. Mabel
Miss Gloria Lundell, junior inCrosby, Mrs. Mary’ Paul, Mrs.
;,lector at Pratt-Whitney, Hartford,
Mrs Edwin D. Kenrick, R. N„ is
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Charles visiting for two weeks at the homo Elizabeth Williamson, Mrs. Ida
Huntley, Miss Kathryn Dean, Mr.
A. Lundell.
of her twin sister, Mrs. Perley
and
Mrs. Edwin A. Dean. Mrs
Sands, Bristol, Conn.
Vesta.
Dean and Mrs. Ranta.
Mrs. Hugh Hughes. Purchase
street, will entertain the Tantra- i Mrs. Israel Snow of Admiralty
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Romanmar Club tonight.
Village, Kittery, has been spending cfT and daughter, Diane Marie,
a week in Rcckland, the guest ol j Breadway, were in Portland Wed
Christmas Selection of calfskin her son, Israel Snow, Jr., Spear nesday, visiting Mrs. Romanoff's
and alligator hand bags; assorted Apartments.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F.
styles. At Sarah Linnell Hat Shop.'
Kane
and Mr. Romanoff’s mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brigham
Copper Kettle.—adv.
105-110
Mrs.
Annie E. Romanoff.
Mr.
Logan of 152 Russell street, Wor
Rcmanoff
has
returned
but
Mrs.
cester, Mass., and Davis Point,
Friendship, announce the engage Romanoff and daughter are re
ment of their daughter. Constance maining there a few days.
a

Social Matters
Ralph Feyler .spent Thanksgiving
at his home on Park street. Thelr
-uests at dinner were Albert
Thcmas and Everett Johnson of
flew York.

Miss Margaret E. Albee, R. N.,
who has been visiting her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. Leman S. Albee,
Sullivan, returned to Rockland
Tuesday.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Purs, Pur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
flt-f
prices.

Briggs Lcgan, to Sgt. Elbert Sewall
Pratt, son of Dr. and Mrs. Harold
Sewall Pratt, of Livermore Falls.
MLss Logan graduated from North
ampton School for Girls, North
ampton, Mass., and Stoneleigh Col
lege, Rye Beach, N. H.. Sgt. Pratt
graduated from the University of
Maine and was associated with the
American Museum of Natural His
tory, New York City, prior to en
tering the Army. He is in the
Medical Corps, stationed at Camp
Breckinridge, Kentucky.

'\k

I

Mt
Ihe help nt Young America ini
Incing the war effort is being en-|
[raged by thc Treasury Depart)
Lit in its sponsorship of thc|
Lois At War Program. As a|
|ib< I of this program the Treas-I
will present each slate with al
Iveat'-old brick from Independ-[
lc Hall, obtained during exten.l
t repair work on that shrine ofl
nation’s freedom. These Lib-I
J Bricks as they are called, will!
Jiish a permanent exhibit in eachl
le alter they return from a tourl
[he schools. Each school willl
1 ref', ive a certificate of service!
h the Treasury.
t/. 5. TrMmry

J That’s the Christmas Story at

if
5

GREEN’S

V (£ We carry a complete line of

The December meeting of the
Universalist Mission Circle will be
held in the vestry Wednesday, Dec.
9. The women are requested to
report in the morning for Red
Cioss sewing bring with them their
box lunches. Luncheon hostess:
Mrs. Irene Walker. The afternoon
meeting will feature Christmas
quotations from the Bible, religious
current events. Miss Annie Frost
and a special Clara Barton Birth
place program, including motion
pictures of the Summer diabetic
camp, in charge of Mrs. Mary
Southard.

W guaranteed high quality, perS? fectly designed and skillfully
ts 'l
built Fur Coats, featuring—

• Persian Lambs
• Mink Blended

kd there is a woman’s organi|n they would call it Mari-j

• Skunks and

Carraculs

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

all persons interested ln cithril

,ie estates hereinafter named:

a Probate Court held' at BockJ
ln and for the County of KnoxJ
Ihe seventeenth day of Novembe;
pe year of our Lord one thousand
hundred and forty-two and bl
lirnment from day to day from tha
Kteenth day of said November. Tha
Ivlne matters having been prel
|d I r the action thereupon here-l
er indicated lt is hereby OrJ
feD
Iat notice thereof be given to all
Ins interested, by causing a copjj
pi, order to be published thre«
b uccesslvely In The Courler-Oa-I
r
a
newspaper
published all
land In said County, that thee
(appear at a Probate Court to b«|
Iat said Rockland on the fifteenth
Iof December. A. D. 1942 at nlne|
Tk In the forenoon, and be heap
Ion If they see cause.
EZ H CONANT late of VinalhaI
[deceased Will and Petition foil
Ite thereof asking that the samj
lbe proved and allowed and than
Irs ^Testamentary Issue to Eliza II
Irs’n of Vlnalhaven, she belngf
[executrix named In said will)
but bond.
k’E H WENTWORTH, late of Ap-I
pi. deceased. Will and Petition!
probate tnereof asking that thej
may be proved and allowed and
Letters Testamentary Issue td
i W Gushee of Appleton, shd
; '
executrix named ln said will|
but bond.
INA C WHITE, late of Rockland
Ised
Will and Petition for Pro!
Ithereof asking that the same mail
roved and allowed and that Let{
I Testamentary Issue to Wllllan
rhlte of Rockland, he being thd
Itor named ln said will, wlthoul
[ARES K MacWHINNIE. late cJ
land, deceased.
Will and Petti
lfor Probate thereof asking thai
lam ' may be proved and allowed
[that Letters Testamentary lssuj
lace M MacWhlnnie and EHzabethf
J I*
both of Rockland, they bel
lie executrices named in said wlllj
lut bond.
[l.I ACE EGERTON, late of New!
[Massachusetts, deceased. Exenil
II copy of Will and Probate!
Nf. together with a Petition foj
Ite of Foreign Will, asking thai
• pv of said will may be allowed!
and recorded ln the Prohater
"f Knox County, and that I^etj
■testamentary issue to Josephinf
pert on of Newton, Massachusetts
Jut bond
[ate AUSTIN B. VINAL, late A
ha en, deceased Pptitlon for Adi
[ration, asking that Albra VI
and Dora V Boman. both off
haven, or -ome other suitable]
I be appointed adnilntstratrlc
Jut bond
Late william p walsh ia*®l
L r.: md. deceased Petition foj
|
ertain real estate sltuj
l Rockland, and fully describe
} i petition, presented by Joseph
administrator.
[ate RUBY TRANCES PROfKl
IOAN P PROCK. both of K
1 Petition for License to f-euo
si real estate situated In Wald°'|
land fully described In said pew|
[presented by Ethel Prock Leon-p
1 Rockland. Guardian.
[ate JOB H MONTGOMERY;!
Camden, deceased Petition !£*■
fual care of Burial Lot sltuateaj
Linden, presented by Harold "■[
Ii. executor.
Iate charles f. brown. l»<2|
Irth Haven, deceased. First ’"[
J Account presented for hu‘iWT
In. Marlin E Brown, executrix
IaIE AIATN H WEBSTER
Imrl
1 • ' and Final A>
, I
lted for allowance by Joshua
ard. Conservator.
HOWARD M WAIL. 1?'*|
[ckland, deceased
Petltio" VI

Moderately Priced

Sold on Merit

|

\

LUCIEN K. GREEN
&SON
16 School St.,

Rockland, Me.
-

tf

tf
tf

Mrs, J. Donald Ccughlin and
children are visiting Mrs. Cough
lin’s father, Benjamin F. Adams,
Banger.
“Dotty” Tibbetts and “Jim" East,
are attending a fraternity
dance at Colby College, in Water
ville.

Jr.,

| This War-Christmas of 1942 brings special necessity for pracw deal, useful gifts that will aid on the home front in winning the
w war. Such gifts are to be found in Furniture.

LIVING ROOM SUITES

Floor
■

Jp‘

i

and

ZOE-Cn

Table
LAMPS

I

Lifetime

investments

in

comfort,

beauty and sound value. We have a
fine stock on our floors; also Studiolas

with chairs to match.

Widc’Assortment of Sofa Pillows

with 3-way units and
glass torch or rayon
some with Metal Base

CEDAR CHESTS

some other suj*

ierson. lie appointed admin*®11

II

I

1

,1

County, Eockiana,, MaineWILUS R- VINAL^ I

1st I

12

Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook enter
tained members of the Hatetcquitit
Club Wednesday afternoon. Honors
went to Mrs. Harry Cole. Mrs. Orrin
Smith and Mrs. Nellie Dow. Re
freshments were served.

Rounds Mothers’ class will meet
in the Congregational Church Wed
nesday night. Mrs. David S. Beach.
Mrs. Allen J. Murray and Mrs
Kenneth R Spear will be hostesses.

The Shakespeares
Miss Nichols’ Paper On
Ghosts Had the Mem
bers a-Tremble

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

The fifth meeting of the Shake
speare Society was held Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. L.
A. Walker. The leader of the pro
gram was Mrs. G. M. Derry, who
presented a synopsis of Act V. of
"Macbeth.”
A splendid paper on “Ghosts”
written by’ Miss Relief Nichols and
read by Mrs. J. Pomeroy, was much
enjoyed. Miss Nichols dealt with
the subject in a most interesting
manner, sharing much time and
thought given to its preparation.
After the reading of the Act an
epen forum was conducted by Mrs.
Derry, in which many' interesting
criticisms were given by the mem
bers. Those reading the parts
were. Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs.
K. Rice. Miss Alice Erskine. Mrs.
H. Bird’, Mrs. R. Smith, Mrs. G.
Derry, Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Mrs.
J O Stevens, Mrs. J. Pomeroy,
Mrs. D. Beach.
Mrs. Walker read a comment by
Alfred Van R. Westfall on wheth
er the idea of killing Duncan
originated
with
Macbeth
cr
whether Lady Macbeth taunted
him into doing so. A quizz was
conducted by Mrs. Walker on the
play.
The next meeting is to be with
Mrs. Harriet Frost, Dec. 12. Mrs.
C. Coughlin will be leader in Act. 1,
Scene 1 of “Much Ado About
Nothing” with a paper by Mrs. H.
Bird on “Sources of the Plot" and
Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt will present a
paper cn “Fairie Queene” by
Spencer.

By K. S. F.

Thomas Jefferson, who has been
justly termed our first great Ameri
can Democrat, said, “Were it left
to me to decide whether we should
have a government without news
papers or newspapers without a
government, I should not hesitate
a moment to prefer the latter.”

Thcmas. Jefferson also said in
substance, newspapers - should ar
range the news they print in four
categories:
News that is true;
News that is probably true;
News that is suspiciously true and
Damn lies.
I believe the readers of our daily
papers would heartily indorse such
a sorting out of the news, for then
every reader would be enabled to
select cnly those items that are
factually true.
• • • ♦

From State Chat:
“A lene flyer from the far north
made a crash landing in Ellsworth
last week. One wing was broken.
The bird, a Dovekie, landed in the
yard of Ralph Jordan. The Dove
kie, a small member of the auk
family, spends the Summer far
within the Arctic circle, where the
female lays a single egg on the
bare rock of a cliff jutting over the
sea, whence the young bird and
the old may drop to the water. In
Winter the Dovekie seeks the
NORTH HAVEN
“balmy” breezes off the New Eng
P. E. Tolman has employment in land coast and occasionally as far
Bath.
south as Long Island. N. Y. Its
George Brown, Leslie Dickey and black and white over-all unionsuit.
Parker Crcckett w’ere home from more like elose-weven wool Rian
Portland over the week-end.
feathers, is impervious to wind and
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett were water. But the Dovekie is strictly
dinner guests Thanksgiving Day of a sea bird, and is an expert swim
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Emerson.
mer and diver. When found in
Frank Sampson, Clyde Ames, J land, it is always a tragedy for the
Lewis Burges sand Virgil Hinkley bird, for if not injured in landing,
returned Sunday from Blue Hill it is stranded. It cannot take wing
where they have been on. a hunt from land. The Dovekie found
ing trip.
* here was blown in by a southern
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bonney Quinn gale. A few years ago a Dovekie
moved Sunday to Camden where was found at East Surry, uninjured.
Mr. Quinn has employment.
Kept for a few days, it was taken
Carl Bunker went Sunday to to the shore and released, and
Camden fcr employment.
went off happy and with a strange
Richard Waterman was home story to tell its mate.”
• •e • •
from the U. of M. over the
holidays.
Barney, the junifcr partner, burst
Mrs. Earle Marden recently visit into the senior partner’s room and
ed her daughter. Mrs. Ernest Brcwn banged angrily on the desk.
at Old Orchard.
“Our showroom manager has gone
Harry Baird and Sherman Baird raving mad.” he cried. “We must
have returned from a hunting trip dismiss him at cnce.”
in Hcpe.
‘‘Calm yourself,” said the senior
partner.
"What’s happened?’’
Theodore E. Cooper
“He has put on the showroom
Theodore E. Cooper died at his
window
a testimonial praising our
heme Nov. 24. as a result of burns
typewriters, and it’s written with
sustained by falling on the kitchen
a feuntain-pen,” Barney explained.
stove.
«
• • • •
Mr. Cooper was bom in this
Let me assure ycu that the
town Sept. 20, 1855, son of Capt.
British
government is as alive to
Jcseph and Melvina Dyer Cooper.
the
need
for. pressing forward with
When he was four- years cld his
offensive action as any one of ycu.
father was lost at sea on the
—Sir Stafford Cripps.
“Black Hawk.” Mr. Coope r has
• • • •
been a sea faring man all of his
Here is what Czar Hcnderscn
life until retirement a few years
wrote
:
»
ago. He has been holder of the
“
It
’
s
not
necessary
fcr
you,
or
Boston Post Cane since July.
He was a man of quiet disposi your brother, cr anyone else, to
give up the use cf ^gar. Tliere is*
tion and ’ Stirling qualities. In
early life he was married to Mary enough sugar for all cf us if it is
shared properly. A preper amount
Calderwood. and of this union one
of sugar in our diets is a nutritional
child was born.
necessity, and we must keep our
Funeral services were held Fri
selves physically fit to win the war.”
day at the church, Rev. Mr. John
He’s right, ycu know:
ston officiating. Those from cut
“The half-pound per week al
of town to attend the services lowance was fixed as the amount
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of which would care adequately, but
Portland.
Bearers were Zenas without waste, for the humah
Burgess, Lester Greenlaw, Ernest body’s sugar-requirement. It should
Demmons, and Elmer Carver. In be used."
terment was in the Crabtree Ceme
• • • •
tery.
Stop! Stop for breakfast. Why
He is survived by a daughter. the rush? A sip cf orange juice, a
Mrs. Harry Whitmore, and a swallow cf ccffee—bang! goes the
granddaughter. Mrs. Fred Howard, door. Where are you rushing—out j
beth of Potland.
headlong into digestive upsets, to
vague aches, to a temper? Take
Human felicity is produced not so time to eat a sufficient well bal
much by great pieces ^f good for anced meal and start the day in
tune that seldom happens as by lit gcod spirits. Fuel for the engine
tle advantages that occur every day. means better morning work, work
done more easily.
• • • •
Someone has said with wisdom
these words:

A rarely complete supply, beauti

w

Bathlets Groggins says—

and up

“SYNCOPATION” ,

Walnut, Maple, Mahogany

Starring
BONITA GRANVILLE
ADOLPHE MENJOU
and the
ALL AMERICAN DANCE BAND
Also

and the New Finishes

“BASHFUL BACHELOR”

fully built, in all desired styles, includ

$6.95

ing the “waterfall front.”

'

“What I would like to do is to
speak on reading as an aid to the
deepening and developing of the
spiritual life. I would include,
therefore, among the books to be
read by people who want to grow,
spiritually, the great novels, poems,
essays, etc., not specifically re
ligious In tone, but giving a deephearted and true interpretation of
the complexity of human life.”
X
• • •

TODAY AND SATURDAY

On our Sales Floors—Choose Yours

with
LUM and ABNER, ZASU PITTS

THE STORE OF A THOUSAND GIFTS!

SUN

'N., DEC.

A General's View
Banish the entire liquor industry
from the United States; dose every
saloon and brewery: suppress drink
ing by severe punishment to the
drinker—and the Nation will find
itself amazed at its efficiency.—
Gen. John J. Pershing, in World
War One,

I?'

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-315 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Yep! I’m back at work agin. I Ag
ger on buyin’ lots of War Bonds to
help our boys. Don’t forget—we’re
all supposed to be signed up for

10% by New Year’s!

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

This And That

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

|;l tratlon asking that Fv>-" " , |

[ithout bond.
f\TK CHARLES E. SMITH
';’J
I
Petition for License to ®
J Re.; i■ ■
situated in M’P;
ind fully described In said P*'”j
[
ented by Elathea P. Bro*-I
llan
Iate Virginia elleen whi1“|
Roockand
Petition t0Tn.
| to Sell certain Real Ebta-'l
I'd in Rockland, and fully
[1 In said petition. presented -I
1 Evelyn Andrews, formerly
■
i White, otherwise Evelyn
I
lv Guardian.
|
fHEPINE SMITH, late of
I- wed Will and Pe’:'
te thereof, asking that the e»«\|
[r proved and allowed and tn-I
[ Testamentary Issue to Alsu
I
If Rockland, he being the '
Imed in said will, without h-i -i
[XANDER MCDONALD, of
plret and Final account
allowance by Isadore v.
Guardian.
,
less, HARRY E WILBUR JU
Judge of Probate Court " |

Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs
Harcld P. Blodgett.

A luncheon party, with a Rock
land flavor, was given in Springfield. Mass., one day this week by
Miss Marion Healey, who is libra
rian there. Her guests were Mrs.
Howard G. Philbrook and Mrs.
Marie Gurdy Keene. All are for
mer Rockland ladies.

I

--hing. or

Mrs. Frances Thayer of Thom
aston is a patient at Knox County
General Hospital, attended by Dr.
Fred G. Campbell and Dr. Neil A
Fogg. Mrs. Thayer suffered a dis
located shoulder in a fall Thursday.

Miss Hazel Vasso is home from
Eastern Maine General Hospital,
but remains confined to her bed.
She will return to Bangor in tw’O
weeks fcr X-ray examination.

SPECIALS IN MAPLE
These slender, graceful
Lamps add comfort, eyeease and beauty to be en
joyed by all the family.

I

' <

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A R., will
meet Monday aterncon with Mrs.
Carlton F. Snow, Talbot avenue.
Assisting hostesses will be Mrs.
Nathan F. Cobb, Mrs. J. Lester
Sherman, Mrs. Arthur P. Haines.
Mrs. Frederick A. Carter, Mrs. Ed
ward Barnard and Mrs. Cora Perry.
Mrs. Harold P. Blodgett will give
an account of the New Ycrk Herald
Tribune, eleventh forum on current
problems, which she attended in
New York City, Nov. 16 and 17. Mrs.
Charles B. Rose of Tenant's Har
bor will present a paper on Famous
Refugees. Members are to take
gifts for Opportunity Farm.

Rockland Junior Women’s Cluo
will hold its monthly meeting Mon
day night at the heme cf Miss
Dorothy Lawry. Oak street. Assist
ing hostesses will be Mrs. Rex Gar
rett and Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis. A
musical program will be presented
with the following members taking
part; Mrs. Raymond Hoch, Miss
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman, Elsiew Burbank and Mrs. Varcaleave Saturday night to attend the vculis. Members bring gifts to De
Greater New York dental meet distributed at Christmas time.
ing and clinics. They will be ab
sent about two weeks.
Mrs. C. Maxwell Ames left this
morning for Fort Knox. Ky., where
A surprise party was given in she will visit her husband, Second
honor cf Marion Mank, while she Lieut. Ames, who recently complet
was the holiday guest of her ed a course at an Officers’ Training
cousin, Cynthia. R. Tibbetts ol School. Mrs. Ames was joined, for
Bremen, Me.
the trip, by Mrs. Ernest Sprague
of Brew’er, who is to visit her hus
band, also recently promoted to sec
ond lieutenant.

Muskrats

»

bs.

Miss Harriet L. Parmalee. who
has been employed in Washington
the past three months, returned
home Monday.
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With Christmas just ahead of us
and the need we all have for using
our food budgets wisely including
the sugar ration, some of the free
helps the sponsors have for you
wculd seem most important. At
any rate we'd love to send them to
you if you’ll ask for them. There’s
the Bre’r Rabbit recipe book—a
big illustrated bcok with 116 fine
molasses recipes. There’s the trio
of Ward’s recipe helps, the gay
Cake Parade booklet, the folder of
Marjorie Mills special recipes for
using Ward’s Tip Top Bread and
“What to Eat in Wartime." There’s
the handy Nestle folder cf Lunch
Box recipes . . . grand cnes all and
the kind that make baking a pleas
ure. and the Ceresota enriched
fleur recipes to help you save
sugar. Tliis is the last call on the
Ceresota ^recipes . . . and we can
send them to you faster if you'll
send a self addressed stamped en
velope along. You'll get plenty of
ideas from the free Kvanize book
of color: "Bring Your Bright Ideas
to Life” and we’d like to send that
too.
Address Marjorie Mills, New Eng
land Network. Boston or your own
station fcr these books.
Now for the Sterling Salt offer.
Send new, your dime, plus a bit of
paper from the pouring spout cf a
box of Sterling Salt and get your
dozen Christmas cards complete
with envelopes Sterling Salt wants
to send you. The cards are lovely
and will speed your happy thoughts
for Christmas beautifully. Be sure
we have your name and address
and send for these cards to the
same address given above.
Codfish Potato Puff—6 potatoes,
medium-sized. 1 egg, 4 tablespcons
flour (enriched Cerescta fleur), lti
cups flaked salt codfish. 1 table
spoon chopped parsley, Few grains
pepper, 3 tablespoons butter, 3
tablespons flour (enriched Ceresota
flour), lti cups milk.
Cook the potatoes in boiling saltted water, drain well and mash
until free from lumps. Add the well
beaten egg and flour and beat until
fluffy. Freshen the codfish by cov
ering with cold water and bring to
a boil. Repeat. Line a l’i quart
buttered casserole with potatoes, re
serving 2-3 cup. Melt the butter,
add the flour, and stir until well
blended. Add the milk slowly,
stirring constantly and bring to a
boil. Add the codfish and the
chopped parsley, also the pepper.
Pour the creamed ccdfish in the
center cf the casserole and top
with spoonfuls cf reserved mashed
potatoes. Bake in hot oven 400 F.
fcr 25 to 30 minutes. Makes 6
servings.
Scalloped Scallops—1 pint scal
lops, 1-3 cup butter, 1 cup cracker
crumbs or Ward's bread crumbs,
1 1-3 cups medium cream, Salt and
pepper.
Wash and pick over the scallops,
melt the butter and .add the
crumbs, tossing them lightly with
a fork. Put a layer cf these crumbs
in individual ramekins, cover with
five or six scallops and then a few
spoonfuls of cream. The mixture
should be rather moist. Bake about
20 minutes in a 350 F. oven. This
will fill six to seven ramekins, de
pending upon their size.
Vicky Crane’s Applesauce Cake—
1 cup sugar, 'i cup shortening or

Allsweet margarine. 1 cup apple
sauce, 1 teaspoon baking soda dis
solved in 2 tablespoons water, 1 tea
spoon cinnamon,
teaspoon clove,
>4 teaspoon salt (Sterling).
tea
spoon nutmeg, 1 egg, 1 cup raisins,
1\ cups enriched Ceresota flour.
Cream the sugar and add the
shortening. Add the applesauce and
well beaten egg. Add the bakingsoda which has been dissolved. Sift
tlie dry ingredients and add to tht'
mixture. Fold in the raisins. Bake
in moderate oven 350 F. for one
hour.
Kedgeree—2 pounds haddock, 1
cup cocked rice, *4 cup mashed po
tatoes, 1 onion, chopped, 4 hard
boiled eggs, 2 tablespoons butter,
melted,

4

whole

cloves.

4

bay

leaves. Sterling salt and pepper.
Parsley.
Cut the fish in four pieces, cover
with boiling water and add salt and
pepper, onions, cloves, and baj’
leaves. Simmer until it is done.
In another dish combine the rice,
potatoes, melted butter and 2 of the
eggs coarsely chopped. Add the
cooked fish and onions moisten
with the liquor in which the fish
was rocked and bake in 10 minutes
in hot oven 400 F. .Serve garnished
with parsley ar.d other eggs sliced.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Loring Bennett, Jr. and
children of Cainden spent Sunday
with her mother, Mrs. Margaret
Carver.
Mrs. Josephine Robbins is able
to be out, following confinement
to the house from neuritis in her
arm.
Mrs. Sabra Morand, Fred Cun
ningham of Augusta and Mrs.
Flora McCaffrey of Gardiner were
callers Sunday cn Mrs. Fred Mer
rifield.
Frank Willis was home from
Houlton over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hall passed thc
holiday with their daughter. Mrs.
Peary Merrifield. On return they
were accompanied by Miss Bertha
Merrifield for a week-end visit.
Mrs. Fred Merrifield passed the
week-end with hr mother, Mrs.
Albert Heath. Mrs. Laura Hast
ings visited Sunday with Mrs.
Heath.
Friends and relatives gathered
Tuesday at the Grange hall for a
farewell party' to Earle Upham
who left for the service Wednes
day. Dancing was enjoyed after
which refreshments were served.
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BUY
UNITED
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BUY MOVIE ( HECK BOOKS
AND SAVE!
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Gary returns to his most excit
ing role as he goes gunning for
thc enemy in China.

COOPER
rnnoELSME

CARROLL.
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LATEST NEWS SHORTS
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WalliBfD Frowley • D*idl*w Diaq««

STARTS WEDNESDAY
CLARK GABLE
LANA TURNER
In

“SOMEWHERE
I’LL FIND YOU”
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Moll • J M.
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Screen Ploy by Clifford Qdet«
Boted on a Story by Chorict 3

Rcoth

Directed by Lewis Milestone

Plue 1-a.test
News Events
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Sunday at 1030. Special music will
be provided. Sunday School fol
lows at 11.46 with classes for all
ages.
The two Young People’s
meetings are at 6 o’clock. Rev. Mr.

RECALLING LIFE'S CHAPTERS
Being In the Nature Of a Biography of Com
mander G. H. Reed, D. C., U. S. N.,
Written By Himself

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST
PORTLAND HEAD

SERMONETTE

Interdenominational
Commission

derful."

ning, according to estimates.

:dcest wondrous things; thou art
God alone" (Psalms 86:9-10). The
citations from the Bible include
the following passages: “Thus saith
the Lord the King of Israel, and
his redeemer the Lord of hosts; I
am the first, and I am the last:
and beside me there is no God. I
nave made the earth, and created
man upon it: I, even my hands,
have stretched out the heavens,
and all their host have I com
manded'' iIsaiah 44:6 and 45:12).
• • • •

Athlene
Juniors.

Moore will lead the
This being Sunday of

Gecrge, Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector
for the Second Sunday in Advent:
At St. Peter-—Hcly Eucharist and
sermon at 9 a. m.; Church School
at 10.30; Daily Mass at 7.30 except
Monday and Saturday. At St.
John’s, Thomaston—Church school
at 530 p. m.; Vepsers at 7 p .m.
At St. George's, Long Cove—Ves
pers and sermon at 4 p. m.
• • • •
“The Dawn of Sympathy” will be
the subject of the Sunday morn
ing sermon at 10.30 by Rev. Roy
A. Welker, minister of the Congre
gational Church, in the second of
an Advent series. The Church
School meets at 10 a. m„ the whole
school joining with the congrega
tion in the service of worship.
The Comrades of The Way
will hold a supper meeting at 6.00
p. m. in the vestry, followed1 by a
formal meeting. The Comrades
will have invited guests.

• • • •
The First Baptist Church, to
gether with thousands of other
churches in the Northern Baptist
Convention, will observe the com
ing Lord's Day as the Sunday of
Sacrifice. On this day Northern
Baptists hope to realize an offering
of $600,000 for world relief. This
special service will conclude the
World Emergency Fund drive
i which began the first Sunday of Oc
tober. The Lord’s Supper will be
' observed and the communion serI mon, in keeping with the special
Ii service, is titled “Sacrifice and
Song.” Church school will open at
noon. The Berean Society, with
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald as lead
er, will meet at 6 o'clock. Chris
tian Endeavor Society meets at the
same hour. The evening service of
worship begins at 7.06 with an or
gan recital. Mr. MacDonald's eve- '
ning sermon will be on “True and ,
False Investments.”
• • • «

At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church the Lord's Supper will be
observed at 10.45 a. m. The Church
School will meet at noon. At 6
p. m. the Youth Fellowship will
meet. The pastor. Rev. A. C.
Hempstead, will preach at the
evening worship, 7 o’clock.
• • » •
“Preparation fcr His Advent,’’
will be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. C. A. Marstaller, at Lit
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church

“A Gentleman’s Contract with
Life” is the subject of Dr. Lowe’s
sermon at the Universalist Church
10.40. soloist Miss Lotte McLaugh
lin. The Church ©chool will' meet
with the adult congregation for
worship and children’s story. Nur
sery department for younger chil
dren whose parents wish to attend
church. YjP.C.U. Youth Fellow
ship meeting in the vestry 7 p. m.
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church, Mav
erick Square, services Sunday will
be: Sunday School at 2 p. m„ fol
lowed by afternoon worship at 3
o’clock. The evening meeting be
gins at 7 when Rev. Curtis Stanley
from
the Portland' Nazarene
Church will be the preacher.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Walter Anderson recently shot a
six-point deer.
Funeral services for Mrs. Emily
Paige were held Saturday at the
Baptist Church. The remains were
taken to Rockport for burial.
John Mattson Ls employed at the
shipyard in Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall,
son Albert of Boothbay, Mr. Tib
betts of Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs.
H. J. Marshall of Cushing were
•holiday guests at R. J. Marshall’s.
Alton Wallace and family have
moved to Friendship and are oc
cupying the apartment of Mrs.
George Cook.
W. W. Havener and Austin Hav
ener are employed at Gray’s Boat
Shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith and
daughter Carol of Calais were
visitors the holiday at the home
of W. W. Havener.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McGlauflin
passed Thursday with relatives in
Boothbay,
Frank Miller has employment at
the Camden Shipyard,

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Established January, 184

November Calls

sacrifice, the pastor will use as his
theme at 7j16, “His Sacrifice and
Ours.” Special music will include
a solo by Miss Lucy Munro, and
Communion will be observed.
Public initiation of World Wide
Guild, Monday night at 7.30. All
churches in the association are in
vited. Mid-week prayer and praise
service Tuesday night at 7.30. The
Ladies’ Aid meets with Mrs. Alice
Knight on Maverick street, Wed

Services at the United Episcopal nesday night.
Parish of Saints Peter, John and

AND

FRIDAY

AND THE

Marstaller as leader of the senior
group with a radio service, and

This was a vastly different world
(Tenth Installment)
IV.
Baby Ann Walker Sterling of
from
any
I
had
known.
I
had
neve
’
,
At
the
last
meetiijg E. A.
The United States Navy in 1914
Pcrtland was all day guest Tues
thought
much
about
the
Navy
un

Norman represented the Swed
was a complacent establishment of
til suddenly I was in it. I had day at the home of her grandparish
Covenant. I was much in
impressive latent power which took been accustomed to look at the sea enets here.
trigued by him and his remark.
a vast .pride in nearing itself re from a place on shore. Now my
Mrs E. E. Kinney of St. Gecrge
At my request, he sent me
ferred to as The Silent Service viewpoint was a new cne and I ha was holiday guest at the Hilts.
these facts. As he had) for the
It’s personnel had a proper respect to alter my perspective and looi Mrs. Kinney w 11 reside in Port
first time seen the Commission
for the noble traditions of the sea at the shore from the sea It was land for the Winter.
at work; so some learned of this
and a due regard for “customs of amazing how different thin-?'
Rcbert T. Sterling Jr., called
new force in the religious life of
the service.” It was an organization seemed, it was a strange world I Tuesday cn the Sterlings.
the United States from him.
Which affected to deplore publicity was in; a world with its own
Arthur Harlow of South PortIn February 1885 representa
and despise “Coburgers” and “poli peculiar rules and conventions; its hand was'guest Saturday at the
tives of 46 Swedish Mission
ticians.”
own special government; its own| jjilts.
Churches met in Chicago and
There were no airplane carriers work day divided up into watches;
formed an organization known
Chief Fred C Lane recently
then, and the Navy wasn’t sure it its own expressive salty language:
as the Evangelical Mission Cov
needed any. Submarines were ex its own society and aims and even
enant Church of America, to
perimental boats; battleships and its own time.
I
Stoddard-Sterling
bring the Gospel to the Swedish
cruisers burned coal instead of oil
For awhile everything I did was
Wedding bells rang out at hispeople in America. Today, a
and their tenders were steamers, wrong." J wore the uniform of an torical
Portland
Head
Light
little over half a century later,
motor-saUers and pulling boats. officer in the Navy and I didn’t Thanksgiving Day at the home of
the Covenant: consists of 450
The dirty work of carrying coal even know enough to spit to lee- Robert Thayer Sterling and' Mrs
churches in 13 Conferences with
was left to colliers with officers and ward. I was of course a "fresh Sterling when their niece. Miss C.
a church membership of 46.000
crews from the Naval Auxiliary caught”—junior staff officer and El.zabeth Sterling of Torrington
and a Sunday School enrollment
Service. Ships were painted a wasn’t expected to know navigation Point. Peaks Island and E. C.
exceeding 60,000.
cheerful gray; swords were part of and gunnery. I knew my special Stoddard. Portland and Peaks
The Mission Covenant main
the uniform and a routine born of job and that of course, was expect- Island were united in marriage by
tains foreign missions on three
long years of peace stressed dis ed of me, but I was blissfully Rev. Harry Whiteley of the Brackcontinents. In Alaska their en
cipline, formality, glittering brass- ignorant of a lot of things I learned ett.
Memorial
Church,
Peaks
deavors began in 1887; in China
wont and all the gold braided later.
Island.
in 1890, where the working force
panoply of military might.
Gradually I absorbed the rudiThe bride was very attractive in
consists
of 35 missionaries. In
The Pieet based on the East hard way. They were crammed a gown of light blue crepe with
Africa is their largest Covenant
coast and spent its Winters in the into m.v cranium with celerity and brown accessories and corsage of
Church of 2500 members. Their
Caribbean operating on a schedule dispatch and I throve on it—anti gardenias. Miss Sterling was atHome Mission program is active
of maneuvers which generally liked it.
tended by her sister as maid of
in the United States and- Can
brought it into Guantanamo Bay,
Some of my mentors around the honor also wearing blue crepe and
ada.
Mr. Norman’s work is in
Cuba, every Friday night. Recruit ward room mess table on the old a corsage of pink rosies. Fred A
the
rural
section of Maine un
ing posters which read, “Join the Brooklyn the Salem and Chester in sterling, brother of the bride was
touched
by
other bodies.
Navy and see the World,” were those days when I was trying to best man
Their
Covenant
certainly
considered highly imaginative by adjust myself to a Navy slant on
The ceremony which took place
must
meet
the
approval
of all
the enlisted men who saw Cami- life were Matt Ames, Omar Conger, at 11 a m. in the presence of the
Baptists
and
was
generally
ap
nera, Old Point Comfort and l.ynn- Mike Collins, Archie Turnbull, immediate families and Porfland
proved
by
the
other
faiths
pres

haven Bay often enough, but who George Wood, Joe Fyffe. “Dusty” Head staif. was followed by
ent. It consists of: No specific
thought the world was larger. Ships Rhodes and “Happy” Hydrick. All family
holiday dinner
party
creed;
tlie Bible as the only rule
came North in the Summer and young officers' of energy and Deforations were cut flowers,
of
faith
and conduct; supreme
talk in the Navy Yards at Boston. promise who served me as exThe newlyweds’ get-away was
authority
of the Scriptures;
New York and Norfolk, was of the amples of what a young officer seemingly unmolested as F. O. Hilt
necessity
of
spiritual life, and
Philippines, China, and possible should be and taught me to keep whisked! them to Union Station,
the
essential
unity
of all believ
war with Japan sometime in the my lip buttoned up and my eyes jUst jn time for the train to Bosers;
the
urge
of
the
covenant;
distant future.
and ears open while I learned.
ton; but theey were confronted by
the
church
insists
on
the basis
The grim ugly business of depth
Graduially I absorbed the rudi- (be younger set in the porty and
of
the
New
Testament
and only
bombs, dive bombers, long ranging
ments of loyalty and Navy spirit generously showered with confetti,
those are eligible for active
submarines hunting in packs, sur
and back in my dental office I Mrs. Stoddard wore a beige coat
membership who have had a
prise attacks before war had been
plugged away with visions of future with brown fur accessories for
definite experience of regenera
declared, machine gunning of de
duty in Shanghai and Manila al- travelling. All hands are wishing
tion; and who live a consistent
fenseless boat crews, etc., were re ways somewhere in my mind.
| the COUpfe a ]Ong ancj happy wed
Christian
life.
finements in total destruction yet
(To be continued)
ded
life.
God
bless
Mr. Norman in his
to be arrived at. War was still
Returning
from
a
wedding
trip
work
among
the lumber jacks of
fought—or supposed to be fought
CUSHING
they
will
reside
at
Torrington
Northern
Maine.
—according to rules, and fighters
Miss Lois Delano of Rockland has | Point, Peaks Island.
These
little articles are
were gentlemen with respect for a
been
guest of her grandparents. Mr
glimpses into the work of the
valiant foe.
CLARK ISLAND
Interdenominational
Commis
No one could have accused the and Mrs. R. E. Stevens, the past I
sion of Maine. May they abide
Navy in those days of being peace week
Walter Webel, UjS.N.R., has reminded, but the prospect of war
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seavey have turned after visiting two weeks in- your memory and be remem
bered in your prayers.
seemed remote. Admirals and cap moved to Camden, where Mr w.th his parents, Mr. and Mrs
William A. Holman
tains looked forward apparently, to Seavey has employment.
James Caven. He was accompanied
peaceful retirement full of honor
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young are on return by Victor Blomberg,
and dignity and punior officers soon to go to Monhegan for the US.N.R.
“God the only cause and crea
were impatient for the day when Winter, where Mr. Young will enMrs. Abbie Davls visited at her tor” is the subject of the Lessen•they too would command ships like gage in lobster fishing.
| home in Rockport over Thanks- Sermon that will be read in all
their seniors. Navy yards and sta
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Olson en giving and the week-end.
tions were, on the whole, peaceful tertained a family party of 16 on
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Putansu Dec. 6. The Golden Text is: “Ail
places in whieh to do a trick ashore Thanksgiving Day.
and children of Kittery are occupy nations whom thou hast made
and service life was orderly a
Roland Prior has employment at ing a house owned by Richard shall come and worship before thee,
well arranged. The Navy was clan
C Lord; and shall glorify thy
Richards.
the Owl’s Head Airport.
nish and aloof in its civilian con
name. For thou art great, and
Orpha Killeran R. N.. was at
The storm wrought ^reat damag
tacts too, and quite sufficient unto
heme over the week-end from the here, blowing down several trees
itself.
and electric wires.
Into this atmosphere I came, Lewiston hospital.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Maloney
is
confined
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Moody of
wide eyed and impressionable, when
to
her
home
by
illness.
Camden
visited Thanksgiving Day
I reported for my flrst duty to
Capt. W. R. Rush of the Boston
Bertie Linscott recently visited with Mrs. Moody’s parents, Mr. and
Navy Yard, Sept. 24, 1914,—as fresh his mother, Mrs. Abbie Linscott. ' Mrs. Charles Cromwell.
a sardine as ever the Navy netted
Edna Ames of Thcmastcn spent
Mrs. Victor Blomberg visited
My contacts with my shipmates the holiday week-end with her par- Thanksgiving/with her daughters,
began in the ward room of the old ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames Mrs. Albert Wocd of Quincy, Mass.,
USS. Brooklyn, then serving as Gray cottage.
and Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hingreceiving ship at the Boston Yard.
Miss Edith Stevens was at heme ham. Mass. She was accompanied
There I listened to tales of the re for the holiday recess from h?.* home by her son. Victor Blomberg,
lief of Pekin, the trip of the float teaching duties at Eliot High U.S.N.R.
ing dry dock. Dewey, across the School.
Mrs. Frank Johnson is visiting
Pacific to Olongapo in the Phi'ipMiss Fannie Crute of Winsted her daughters, Mrs. Herbert Lewis
pines. The cruise of the Whi e fConn.) High School faculty passed and Miss Shirley Johnson of BrainSquadron around the world was too the holidays at her home here.
tree, Mass.
recent to have been forgotten, and
Otis Robinson is a patient at
officers returning from Asiatic duty Knox Hospital, Mr. and Mrs. Lor
SPRUCE HEAD
were full of talk abcut the Yangste enzo Bradford are with his younp
Mrs. Fred C. Batty, Sr., has re
Patrol. Promotion was slow then, son. during his absence.
turned from a short visit with her
living costs were risirg and mal
Harrj'Young isjierving as watch-1 daUghter. Mrs. Irving McLeod in
contents—who were perfectly satis man at McKay Radio Station.
Portland.
fied and wouldn't admit it—were
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse are
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell were
sounding off about stagnation.
in Reading, Mass., to visit his j bUsiness visitors Wednesday in
mother. Mrs. Man- Morse, who
Rockland.
more than 93. and in ill heal’h. I pred C. Batty spent a recent
NOW under-arm
Word has been received of the liberty with his family. returning
Cream Deodorant
death of Willard Hall of Warren. Thursday to Two Bush Light Staformer resident cf this town He tion
occupied the place ■ now owned by
Everett: tTed) Elwell returned
Stops Perspiration
Fred Olson. Mr. Hall received an Thursday tc- Seymour Johnson field
injury while at work on the road after spending ten days’ furlough
a few years ago. from which he wdth his famiiy. Before leaving he
ne\er recovered, having been ill rece:ved a gift of money from
APriL
friends here
Mrs. Mildred Marshall was reThurston Batty, Sic, has returned
cent guest of Mrs. Lord, R. N. The to
duties at Boothbay Harbor
latter
returned
home
with
her
for
a
f
ter
en
joying Thanksgiving at the
X. Does not rot dresses or men $
a short visit.
home of his brother, Fred Batty,
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
Howard Orne, son of Mr and jr, at Waterman’s Beach.
right after shaving.
Mrs.
Alfred Orne. is now located
Edgar f. Post. Coast Guard, Sic
J. Instantly stops perspiration for
with the Army Air Corps, 737th shOt a four-point buck Monday. He
1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
E-E-F.T.S. Turner Field. Albany was on ffve days’ leave and returned
stainless vanishing cream.
Oa.
Beverly C. Geyer is now in Monday to the base in Boston.
5. Awarded Approval Seal of
Boise. Idaho, at Gowen Field, to Sunday school reopened Nov. 22
Americin Institute of Launder
ing for being harmless to
which place he was sent from Salt Wjth these officers: Superintendent,
fabric.
Lake City.
Mrs. Margaret Elwell; assistant
A
Arrid is »be larges)
Ralph Ccpeland is stationed in J superintendent and organist, Mrs
Lincoln. Neb.
Eva Post; secretary, Ruth Elwell:
selling deodoran
| At the Broad Cove Church. Rev. treasurer, Mrs. Herbert Elwell;
Walter A. Smith, pastor, the Sun librarian. Irene Barnes.
39«.
day School will begin at 1,45; serv
Also is 104
104 and
and 5'*
5** <an
ice of worship at 230. sermon,
The average man has one chance
} “His Name Shall be Called Won in 338,000 of being killed by light

URIDJ

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

ISSUED
TUESDAY

planning
Agricultural Notes
A. D. Nutting, forestry specialist 1943.

of the Extension Service, will be
in the district Dec. 8 and 9, to as
sist County Agent Wentworth in
woodlot improvement work. Demon
strations will be held Tuesday af
ternoon at B. B. Anthony’s, Bear
Hill, Rockport, and in the after
noon at Donald Johnson’s, Jeffer
son. On Wednesday work will be
done in Dresden at the farm of E.
W. Tyrrell-Beck. During the month
of December is an Ideal time to

cut your next Winter’s supply of
wood and at the same time im
prove your woodlot by removing the
larger and poorer trees.
Meetings

will

be

held

today

throughout Maine for the election
of the community committee mem
bers in connection with the Agri
cultural Conservation Associations
in each county.
Orchardists should make sure
that their trees are protected from
mice, for this past week County
Agent Wentworth with Max Turn
er, Government Wild Life Agent,
visited several orchards in the
county and found many indications
of mice. Unless trees are protect
ed by either guards or better still
poison bait, there is apt to be some
lass during the Winter. The poison
which is used to make the baits
can be obtained from County Agent
Wentworth.
The Knox County Poultry Im
provement Association will meet in
Camden Dec. 9. Harold Rotzel,
manager of the New England
Poultry and Egg Organization, will
be the speaker. TOei? wUl
movies of the poultry industry of
New England.
Harry Wolcott,
Camden, president of the county
organization will have charge of
the meeting.
With The Homes

meetings

to serve fc

Friendship Farm Bureau
make Christmas evergreens at theJ
meeting today.

TREES OF OUR CITIES

I
A heading in a Bangor daiy
newspaper tells the readers tha;
those marvelous elms of that city
face trouble with sure indication
that gypsy moths are in the WO0(i
and will be busy next season
What would Rockland look like
she should lose her elms? Thf»
are the most beautiful feature of
cur city. We love them withoo-.
really thinking how much they
mean to us. Let us see that the?
are given proper care and protec.
tion from that worst of all tr^
enemies Gypsy Moth. K. S. p.

FRIENDSHIP
Services Sunday at the Metho. |
dist Church, Rev. Walter A. Smith |
pastor, will be: At 10.30. service of 1
worship, sermon. “His Name Shah '
Be Called Wonderful1;” 11.45. SunJ
day School; 730 p. m. “The Life 1
of Christ in Hymns, Scripture ar.dF
Comment.”

LONG COVE
At St. George’s Church, there will
be Church school Sunday at 3 30;
Vespers at 4 p. m. This will be a I
community service.
Eagles are found In all parts ot
the world except the Artie and
regions.

If Your Chilli
Catches
Cold Listen-

A new Farm Bureau group has
been organized recently in Pleas
antville, a section of Warren. Mrs.
Walter Starrett was hostess and
took charge of the meeting. Offi
cers elected were: Chairman, Mrs. —listen to millions of experienced
Irene Starrett; secretary and treas mothers and relieve miseries with the
urer, Miss La Verne Young; home IMPROVED Vicks treatment that rakes
only 3 minutes and makes good old
management project leader, Mrs. Vicks VapoRub give BETTER THAN EVEN
Bernice Davis; sewing project lead RESULTS! IT ACTS 2 WAYS
er, Mrs. Annie Lehto; and foods AT ONCE to bring relief.
atoncr „
project leader, Mrs. Ella Meservey.
The rest of the afternoon was
PENETRATES to upper
spent in looking over the gifts in f breathing passages
with soothing mecluded in the Christmas suggestion •
*
dicinal vapors.
box, and cutting patterns from %
SIMULATES chest and
them. The next meeting will be % back surfaces like a
X^warming poultice.
Dec. 29 at Mrs. Bernice Davis’
r°
RIUCP —
house.
A planning meeting will be held WORKS FOR HOURS to ease coughs, relieve
by every Farm Bureau group seme- muscular soreness or tightness, and
time this month at which a pro bringreal, honest-to-goodnesscomfort.
gram will be planned for 1943. Of i • To
«. „get this improved treatment •..
,
i just massage VapoRi
~ub for 3 minutes
course, an attempt will be made to on back as well as
keep the project material timely so throat and chest, For Better Results
the schedule fcr the latter pa t of Jhen spread thick a
6
la ver on cnest and
the year cannot be planned new.
^th wanned
w VafoRub
Officers will be elected at these cloth. Try itl
Tlie linpreved Wey

Lots of ’Em Were Made B;
Our Diligent Health
Nurse
Miss Eliza J. Steele, R N pi
lie health nurse of tlie Rockl
District Nursing Association,
ports that 263 call were m.ul,
November. Calls made bet?.,
July 1 and Nov. 30 totaled 1.5
113 more than were made dm
the same period in 1941
Records show an increase

communicaSle and non-connnu
cable diseases the principal inerc
In communicable diseases bi
venereal.
Dr.’ H. W. Frohock attended
baby clinic at which eight w
inoculated for diphtheria and t

was vaccinated; 256 have bi
skin-tested for tuberculosis at
High School.
Classification of calls made
November were: Eight prena'al,
post partum, 68 non-communical
four venereal. 32 tuberculosis,
crippled children, six n w born
infant supervision, 50 prc-sch
and one social service
LINCOLNVILLE I It \<. Ill) V
Ralph Harold Dean thrce-yc,
cid son of Mr. and Mr Har
Dean of Lincolnville Center >
found Saturday in a wt near .
heme. The Camden I ire Depr.
ment was called and
pi lan
used but without rt.-m
Belfast- medical examine,
nounced death due to uowning
Besides his parent vived by two ti
Sylvia; and grandparent M, a
Mrs. Hollis Dean ol l.t. olinn
Funeral services will be held t
day at 3 o’clock from the rt
dence, Rev. H. I Hoi, officiatin.
Lightkeeper Transfer rred

The new address of Keeper E
gene L. Coleman, formerly of Ca
Neddick ("The Nubble") is: Na
set Light, Eastham, Ma.,- That
the locale around which “T
Outermost House” is written
most entertaining book. It h
been claimed that Eastham Ls li
most easterly point in the Unit'
States—not excepting Eastpo;
Certainly it is the most eastei
in Massachusetts
This information was co
tained in a letter from Fred Green,
a “Light” hobbyist of the fir'
water.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Worl
Wonders I

BEAGLE H
REWARD

Follow

parade
THE WEEKLY PICTURE NEWSPAPER

A MAGAZINE SECTION INCLUDED

EACH WEEK IN THE

Portland
Sunday Telegram
Maine’s Own and Only Sunday Newspaper

PICTURES GALORE! . . . THE NEW AND DIFFERENT KIND
PAPER MAGAZINE SECTION!

If you enjoy

Life,

Look and

OF
other

SUNDAY

picture

NEWS

magazines

you’ll enjoy “Parade” .. . included free with your Portland Sunday Telegram.

This is Teddy, 4^-y
Beagle Hound which sti
home last week.
Please phone any info:

State Trooper
387 BROADWAY.
Telephone R<
State Police Barrai

OF INTEREST

THIS IS THE LAST
1942 TAXES Wl'
Interest will be chargei
from Aug. 15, 19 42, on alj
unpaid Jan. 1, 1943,

Jutt ana of Mt mony faatnras of Ma Ttltgrom... order year copy fodayl

T.iens will be placed

